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Introduction 

The posting of workers enters in the framework of a transnational provision of services and 

involves a minimum of two undertakings or even several in the case of sub-contracting in 

series, and salaried workers. This operation is complex because of various combined factors: 

- It implies a triangular relation between two undertakings linked by a service provision 

agreement and workers in the framework of the posting.   

- It is of a transnational nature entailing the enforcement of several national laws, even 

if all of them have to comply with Community law in principle. 

- It necessitates compliance with both labour and social security legislation. 

This complexity alone calls for special attention be paid to the manner in which the 

participants have access today to information required to ensure the legal safety of operations 

in which they make commitments. This is all the more justified given that Community rules 

have greatly reinforced information-related obligations incumbent on Member States.    

The purpose of this survey is not to present the state of transposition of the Posting Directive 

in different Member States, but to highlight the necessity of improving the quality of 

information provided to undertakings and workers. The effectiveness of the rule of law pre-

supposes a proper understanding thereof by the stakeholders, both in the case of those 

required to apply these rules and the beneficiaries.

Proper identification of the stakeholders for a better understanding of their respective needs 

is an essential factor in the delivery of adequate and better information.  Yet, it appears today 

that the information is mainly directed towards foreign undertakings present on national 

territory in the framework of a temporary service offer in application of the Directive 96/71 

on the posting of workers. It seldom concerns undertakings established on national territory 

who wish to temporarily post workers to another Member State or who want to use such a 

provision of services themselves. It is also rare that such information is directed towards the 

posted workers. 

Better information also pre-supposes the necessity to assess all of the stakeholders’ needs and 

transcend the legal logic whereby each institution only provides information falling under its 

scope. In other words, institutional rifts causing a dispersion of information have to be 
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surmounted, since the posting of workers involves compliance with not merely the labour 

law regulations of the Host State where the work is carried out, but also the rules related to 

the social security scheme of posted workers in the Home State of establishment. 

Consequently, it has appeared worthwhile to compare the obligations concerning information 

incumbent on the public administrations in the different Community instruments that have to 

be enforced. 

This operation was taken into account as early as 1971 by EEC Regulation n°1408/71 of 14 

June 19711 on the application of social security schemes to salaried and self-employed 

workers and their families moving within the Community, followed by Directive 96/71/CE 

of 16 December 1996 on the posting of workers in the framework of a provision of services2. 

It also enters today in the framework of Directive 2006/123/CE of 12 December 2006 on 

services in the internal market3. 

Workers posted in the framework of a provision of services does not exclude ipso facto the 

application of the Services Directive, contrary to certain deep rooted convictions. In fact, the 

Services Directive is explicitly linked to the Posting Directive and regulations on 

coordination of social security systems that also have to be enforced. Its article 3 on "the 

relation with other provisions of Community law" sets out in paragraph 1 : « If the provisions 

of this Directive conflict with a provision of another Community act governing specific 

aspects of access to or exercise of a service activity in specific sectors or for specific 

professions, the provision of the other Community act shall prevail and shall apply to those 

specific sectors or professions. These acts include: 

a) Directive 96/71/CE; 

b) Regulation (EEC) no 1408/71 ». 

Consequently, the application of the Posting Directive does not aim to overshadow that of the 

Services Directive. The primacy of the Posting Directive is only guaranteed when it conflicts 

with the Services Directive, which as we will see, is not the case in matters pertaining to 

information. On the contrary, an in-depth reading of the two directives reveals that they 

complement each other as regards right to information.  

                                                 

1 EEC regulation 1408/71 of 14 June 1971, on the application of social security schemes for salaried workers 
and their families moving within the Community,  OJ L 149 of 5.7.1971,  article 14, 1) 
2 Directive 96/71/EC of 16 December 1996 concerning the posting of workers in the framework of the 
provision of services, OJ L 18 of 21.1.1997  
3 Directive 2006/123/EC of 12 December 2006 on services in the internal market,  OJ L 376 of 27.12.2006
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The three Community instruments previously mentioned emphasise the necessity of 

providing « easy access »4 to information, on the necessity of rendering this information 

« generally accessible »5, on the « rapid provision and accessibility» of exchanges6.. All of 

these attach importance to communication and information technologies (CIT): preamble 

(50) of Directive 2006/123/EC of 12/12/2006 provides that Member States must ensure that 

relevant information is easily accessible to service providers and users. Thus, this obligation 

« must be fulfilled by making this information available on a website », bearing in mind that 

this information has to be provided « in a clear and unambiguous manner »7.  §3 of article 7 

of the same Directive requests Member States to ensure that information and assistance is 

« easily accessible at a distance and by electronic means»8 . The new Community regulation 

(EC) n°987/2009 of 16 September 2009 laying down the procedure for implementing (EC) 

n°883/2004 regulation on the coordination of social security systems states in article 2§1 that 

exchanges between the authorities and institutions of Member States and persons covered by 

the basic regulation are based on « the principles of public service, efficiency, active 

assistance, rapid delivery and accessibility, including e-accessibility, in particular for the 

disabled and elderly ». 

Directive 96/71, however, makes no mention of CIT as a means of information, which can be 

naturally explained by the trends at the time it was adopted in 1996. 

Given the present state of Community law and national legislations applicable, it would 

therefore be expedient to check if undertakings and workers alike have easy access to 

information that is clear-cut and reliable enough for them to exercise their freedoms, safely 

enforce their rights and guarantee the effectiveness of social law. 

The analysis of websites set up by public administrations to provide information on the 

posting of workers is a useful source of instruction, making it possible to check if 

                                                 
4 Preamble 50 of Directive 2006/123/EC. 
5 Article 4§3 of Directive 96/71/EC : « Each Member State shall take the appropriate measures to make the 
information on the terms and conditions of employment referred to in Article 3 generally available  ».. 
6 Article 2§1 of Regulation n°987/2009 of 16 September 2009. 
7 Recital (50) of Directive 2006/123/EC provides that « It is necessary for providers and recipients of services to 
have easy access to certain types of information. It should be for each Member State to determine, within the 
framework of this Directive, the way in which providers and recipients are provided with information. In 
particular, the obligation on Member States to ensure that relevant information is easily accessible to 
providers and recipients and that it can be accessed by the public without obstacle could be fulfilled by 
making this information accessible through a website. Any information given should be provided in a clear 
and unambiguous manner ». 
8 Article 7§3 of Directive 2006/123/EC. 
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undertakings and workers have easy access to necessary information by using new 

communication and information technologies.    

The first obstacle to be surmounted is the accessibility of websites which can be examined 

under three angles: 

- Is the site correctly referenced in the search engines when an undertaking or worker 

seeks information on posting? This search may be simple for nationals who master 

the language and administrative culture of the State where they are established, but 

may be prove to be a daunting task for nationals of another Member State in search of 

information on the State where they intend to move in the framework of a temporary 

provision of services. Search engines propose a series of results among which it is 

sometimes difficult to identify the appropriate website. 

- Presuming the workers do manage to access the official website of a public 

administration offering information on posting, they can legitimately assume that the 

information given is complete, in other words that it provides them with all the 

information necessary as regards rules and procedures to observe in the framework of 

a posting.  This logic is that of a single point of contact that offers information on all 

the formalities required. However, this is where users come up against the 

transnational nature of the posting operation and the fact that certain formalities have 

to be accomplished in the State where they are established and not in the State where 

the work is performed; furthermore, these formalities do not fall under the scope of 

labour administrations, but of those in charge of social security systems. This is why 

it is useful to check how public administration websites handle this dispersion of 

formalities to be observed and whether they manage to provide a panoramic vision of 

obstacles related to posting.   

- Lastly, accessibility can also be examined from a linguistic point of view; without any 

translation of the relevant information for the stakeholders, the websites will be out of 

reach of the public they target. 

Website accessibility is a key element for the efficient circulation of information. At a second 

stage, the assessment of websites must include criteria such as the quality of content 

delivered, quality being understood as the capacity of websites to provide accurate, clear-cut 

and up to date information.  The rights guaranteed to posted workers are derived from laws 

and collective agreements and potentially cover a large number of provisions ranging from 

minimum wage rates to occupational health. The profusion of rules can be prejudicial to their 
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understanding and constitutes a real challenge for the authorities in charge of presenting 

them. Furthermore, it is interesting to compare the procedures selected to simplify the 

complexity of provisions without affecting the quality of information provided. 

Quality can also be measured in terms of assistance to users. This assistance is all the more 

necessary given the complexity of legal provisions and collective agreements, in addition to 

linguistic barriers that constitute a real handicap. Assistance could be of various forms: hot 

lines, on-line applications to administrative offices, user instruction guides and brochures. 

 

******************************************************* 

 

The objective of this survey is to identify the content of the minimum information to be 

provided to undertakings and workers; it is based on the study of law, practices and content 

of websites created by public administrations as regards information on posting.  Our 

analysis of websites does not claim to be exhaustive and is based on certain Member States, 

namely, those to which we had access through a website providing information on posting 

along with information translated into a language other than that of the State considered9. 

Consequently, we excluded Italy from our selection, since we were unable to access a 

website giving information in a language we could understand.   

Time constraints also led us to limit the number of websites examined. Even if the 

comparative survey of websites dealt with in the 2nd part concerns a larger number10 of 

States, the first part on the content of information focuses on 4 Member States in particular, 

for which meetings with resource persons in central or local administrations enabled us to 

validate certain practices. These four States are:   

- Germany 

- Belgium 

- France  

- Luxembourg 

All the Member States examined have implemented an information policy from which we 

can gain a useful insight today. This policy has continuously evolved and we wish to mention 

                                                 
9 Among the following languages : German, English and French 
10 Germany, Belgium, Spain, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Sweden 
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that the information in this report was collected between 1 April and 30 August 2010. Within 

this period, the assessment of websites led us to observe changes indicating that the efforts to 

improve information delivered have been constant. 
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  Part I. The Necessity of Information 

In its recommendation of 31 March 200811, the European Commission called Member 

States to « increase their efforts to enhance access to the information on the terms and 

conditions of employment that must be applied by service providers ». This being the case, 

the Commission is only interested in one of the key aspects of the transposition of the 96/71 

directive: enable service providers to know the content of the labour laws applicable to 

temporarily posted workers in the Host State where the work is performed. However, to 

improve the effectiveness of social law in the field of posting of workers, the information 

given cannot be merely for the benefit of the service providers. This objective can only be 

achieved by enabling each of the posting stakeholders to gain cognizance of the legal 

framework of their action, whether this relates to enforcement of the service provision terms 

by an undertaking in another Member State or the corresponding rights and obligations, if 

any, of the co-contractor, benefiting from the service or the rights guaranteed to workers 

having accepted a cross-border posting. The terms of the lawfulness of the posting 

presupposes compliance with all of the obligations under labour law and social security 

legislation in both the Home State of establishment and the Host State where the work is 

temporarily performed. Moreover, this necessity is derived from the different obligations 

incumbent on the Member States (Chapter 1). 

On the basis of these observations, this survey attempts to define and specify the minimal 

content of information to be given to service provider and user undertakings alike in order to 

ensure compliance with related rules both prior to and during the posting. (Chapter II). 

The information intended for workers, although not contained in the Services Directive 

which only concerns undertakings and users (legal entities or private individuals), is of 

utmost importance if the objective is to ensure the effectiveness of rights guaranteed by the 

Posting Directive. When informed of their rights, they can become the key players of their 

posting and contribute to the proper implementation of rules (Chapter III). 

                                                 
11 Commission Recommendation of 31 March 2008, on enhanced administrative cooperation in the context of 
the posting of workers in the framework of the provision of services (2008/C 85/01). 
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CCHHAAPPTTEERR  II..  IINNFFOORRMMAATTIIOONN::  TTHHEE  BBAASSIISS  OOFF  AACCTTIIOONN  

If undertakings, which usually have the major share of legal obligations, are to be guaranteed 

freedom to provide services within the European Union as laid down in the Treaties, they 

must benefit from proper access to information to avail of this right. The information must 

reach both the service providers and users linked to each other by contract and who, either in 

their capacity as provider and employer or as user of the services, face the risk of sanctions 

(Section 1). 

This information is all the more justified given that the European Union is aware of the 

negative effects of insufficient information available to undertakings and individuals in the 

exercise of their freedoms, rights and obligations and has therefore progressively drawn up 

an array of rules which imposes on Member States an obligation to provide information 

(Section 2). 
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Section 1. Guaranteeing legal safety for service providers and users  

Service provider and user undertakings are the main entities responsible for the enforcement 

of rules concerning the Posting Directive and social security legislation.  Information on their 

respective social obligations, provided prior to the operation, will guarantee that the 

negotiation covering the content of the provision of services and its cost will incorporate the 

social cost of the posting (A). 

This information is all the more essential considering that the rules of Community social law 

are complex to implement. This complexity can have two consequences: either it constitutes 

a real impediment to the freedom to provide services, because the participants are not in a 

position to manage it and have no propensity to take risks, or such an operation exposes the 

stakeholders to legal uncertainties of which they will only be able to assess the outcome 

during the implementation of the service when controlled by the administrative authorities of 

the Host State (B). 

The severity of the sanctions faced is legitimate reason for undertakings to be afforded 

protection through appropriate information so that they can avoid them, whereas repression 

alone will not guarantee the effectiveness of law (C). 

A. Identifying the undertakings to whom the information must be provided 

The question of identifying the parties meant to receive the information is crucial. It must be 

directed towards the two undertakings linked by a service provision agreement. Moreover, 

the information must be given in both the State in which they are established and also the 

State where they intend to provide their services.  This recommendation is justified on 

several grounds. 

1. Informing undertakings established on the national territory 

All undertakings are entitled to provide and use services and must, therefore, have access to 

information on the obligations of both these legal categories. However, the analysis of 

websites reveals that in the majority of cases, the information offered is only relevant to the 

service provider undertakings established in another Member  

State, probably because the public administrations, in charge of the website pages dedicated 

to posting, focus mainly on compliance with social obligations specific to their own territory 
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and to which the undertakings established in another Member State must have access. The 

main concern arising from the transposition in internal law of the Posting Directive is to 

inform the foreign undertakings on the scope of their social obligations in the Host State 

where the work is performed.  

The undertakings established on the national territory are rarely identified in the posting 

sections of the websites as requiring information appropriate to their own potential cross-

border activity. However, as we will see, the posting of workers certainly implies compliance 

with obligations in the Host State, but it also involves formalities to be accomplished in the 

Home State where the undertaking is established. Adequate information must enable 

undertakings to gain knowledge of their obligations from an overall point of view, even 

before attempting to decipher the regulations applicable in the Host State, which they will 

naturally often seek out after understanding the constraints related thereto. 

2. Informing undertakings established on the national territory in their capacity as 

service users 

Moreover, the undertakings established on the national territory can be users of services 

involving the posting of workers and liable in this respect in the event of a violation of laws. 

To the extent that they play a role in the service provision agreements, they must be familiar 

with these obligations/responsibilities and also those of their co-contractors. Depending on 

the legislation applicable in the Host State, the service user can be involved and held jointly 

and severally liable for any offence reported12. 

The evolution of Community law, as that of national legislations, brings to light an increasing 

number of complaints against service users. 

Community law has recently introduced rules which will affect all service users in all the 

Member States upon transposition of Directive 2009/52/CE of 18 June 2009, i.e. not later 

than 20 July 2011. The aim of this directive is to hold both the service provider and user 

liable in the case of employing third country nationals with illegal stay status.  

Apart from sanctions aimed at the employer of illegal workers, it also sets out sanctions for 

the contractor using a direct employing sub-contractor of third country nationals with illegal 

stay status, as well as the main employer and any intermediate sub-contractor, who « knew 

                                                 
12 Survey “Liability in subcontracting processes in the European construction sector”, European Foundation for 
the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions, 2008, accessible on the website 
http://www.eurofound.europa.eu/pubdocs/2008/94/en/1/EF0894EN.pdf
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that the employing subcontractor employed illegally staying third-country nationals»13. The 

contractor can jointly and severally with the employer, or in the employer’s place be liable to 

pay the financial sanctions in increasing amounts, depending on the number of illegally 

employed third country nationals, together with their return fares in the event that return 

proceedings have been initiated, any unpaid wages due in pursuance of the legal provisions 

and collective agreements applicable and all costs resulting from sending the unpaid wages to 

the country to which the third country national returned or was sent back to14. 

The service user must therefore be aware of the risks entailed in using the services of a sub-

contracting provider who does not comply with the rules when employing third country 

nationals. 

French legislation has already provided for criminal sanctions in this respect aimed at service 

users who employ « directly or through intermediary persons », a foreigner without 

                                                 
13 Directive 2009/52 of 18 June 2009,  providing for minimum standards on sanctions and measures against 
employers of illegally staying third-country nationals, Article 8, paragraph 2, OJ  L 168 of 30.6.2009, 
14 Directive 2009/52/EC  of 18 June 2009, CJEU  L 168/24 of 30.6.2009, Article 8 –« Sub-contracting-  
 1. Where the employer is a subcontractor and without prejudice to the provisions of national law concerning 
the rights of contribution or recourse or to the provisions of national law in the field of social security, Member 
States shall ensure that the contractor of which the employer is a direct subcontractor may, in addition to or in 
place of the employer, be liable to pay:  
 
a) any financial sanction imposed under Article 5; and 
b) any back payments due under Article 6(1)(a) and (c) and Article 6(2) and(3). 
 
2. Where the employer is a subcontractor, Member States shall ensure that the main contractor and any 
intermediate subcontractor, where they knew that the employing subcontractor employed illegally staying third-
country nationals, may be liable to make the payments referred to in paragraph 1 in addition to or in place of the 
employing subcontractor or the contractor of which the employer is a direct subcontractor.  
 
3. A contractor that has undertaken due diligence obligations as defined by national law shall not be liable under 
paragraphs 1 and 2. 
 
4. Member States may provide for more stringent liability rules under national law». 
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permission to have salaried employment in France15. This legislation is presently being 

updated for better compliance with the aforesaid new Community rules16.  

Apart from the specific case stated above, some Member States have made the service user 

liable for obligations specific to posting operations. 

Thus, since 1 April 2007, Belgian legislation imposes on “any party with whom or for whom 

posted workers are employed whether directly or through sub-contracting” to check, prior to 

any employment of these salaried workers in Belgium, whether a preliminary posting 

declaration for such persons was made via the LIMOSA site and whether they can submit an 

acknowledgement of receipt issued by the Belgian National Office of Social Security 

(NOSS)17.  If this is not the case, the user is obliged to file this application at the NOSS under 

penalty of sanctions18. It may be noted that the Belgian public authorities have considerably 

simplified the performance of these mandatory declarations by allowing both service 

providers and users to make these declarations on-line via a dedicated internet portal19.  

Germany imposes on undertakings hiring the services of one or several employees from a 

labour supplier established abroad (for which the activity falls within the scope of collective 

                                                 
15 Article L8256-2 of the labour code: « The fact for any persons, whether directly or through an intermediary 
person, to hire, to keep in their service, or to employ for any duration whatsoever, a foreigner without a work 
permit authorising them to have a salaried job in France, in contempt of the provisions of the first paragraph of 
article L.8251-1, is punishable by imprisonment of five years and a fine of 15 000 euros.   
These sanctions are increased to imprisonment of ten years and a fine of 100 000 euros when the offence is 
committed in organised groups. 
The fine is applied as often as there are foreigners concerned ». 
16 Government bill on immigration, integration and nationality,  National Assembly, n° 2400 of 31 March 2010. 
17 Programme-law (I) of 27 December 2006, introducing a preliminary declaration for posted salaried and self-
employed workers, BELGISCH STAATSBLAD — 28.12.2006 − Ed. 3 — MONITEUR BELGE  
« Sub-section 2. — Obligations for final users  
Art. 141. " Any party employing persons as stated in article 137, 2° and 5°, whether directly or under a sub-
contracting agreement, must communicate by electronic means, prior to the start of employment of these 
persons, data concerning the identification of the persons who are unable to submit the acknowledgement of 
receipt pursuant to article 139, paragraph 4 of this chapter, to the National Social Security Office in 
accordance with the procedure set by the King.  
As soon as the declaration mentioned above is made, the declaring party will receive an acknowledgement of 
receipt pursuant to article 3 of the aforesaid law of 24 February 2003.  
The King will determine the procedures and data groups that must be stated in this declaration.  
The national Social Security Office will determine the content of these data groups.  
The King can designate the persons exempted from this obligation ». 
18 Art. 158 of the law-programme. « Without prejudice to articles  269 to 274 of the Criminal Code, any person 
who does not comply with the provisions of  articles 141 and 155  faces a  fine of 250 to 2 500 euros ; the fine is 
applied as many times as there are posted salaried employees or self employed workers toward whom an 
offence was committed, which fine shall not, however, exceed 125 000 euros ». 
19In Belgium : https://www.socialsecurity.be/foreign/fr/employer_limosa/infos/registration/home.html. 
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agreements made mandatory) to submit a written declaration in German to the 

Bundesfinanzdirektion West20.  

Even if the service users claim no responsibility, they are, in all evidence, an effective 

intermediary to circulate information and ensure observance of regulations by the service 

providers. Providing information in a language they master, can only promote the conclusion 

of service agreements in conformity with the rules of the Host State. However, to this day, 

the service users do not specifically appear as recipients of global information on posting. 

The German site www.zoll.de is only aimed at "hirers-out of labour" as a specific category 

to which the information is directed.  

The official Belgian site for information and services 

http://www.belgium.be/fr/emploi/contrats_de_travail/detachement/ only concerns the 

provider established abroad or the provider established on national territory. The French and 

Luxembourg sites are silent on this category. 

3. Informing service provider undertakings 

The undertaking that provides services is legally involved in a two-fold manner for posting 

operations. As a provider undertaking, it will temporarily transfer a part of its activity to the 

territory of the service user and will be exposed to the administrative constraints of the Host 

State. In its role as legal employer throughout the posting period, it is bound to comply with 

the social obligations of this same State. These constraints certainly account for the fact that 

the States have directed the information on their website for their intention, while often 

omitting to provide similar information to undertakings established on their territory and who 

wish to avail of their freedom to provide services in another State.  

The information must concern not only the undertakings established on national territory to 

familiarise them with the rights and obligations incumbent on them in the framework of a 

cross border posting, but also the service providers established in another State of the 

European Union likely to operate on the national territory.  

                                                 
20 Article 18 paragraph 3 of the law on the posting of salaried workers (AEntG). 
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B. Surmounting the complexity of rules to be observed by the provider 

The information to be given to any undertaking must guarantee accessibility to legislation, by 

not only offering a panoramic vision of the obligations related to the provision of services in 

the framework of posting, but also by clearly mentioning the constraints. However, posting is 

a complex operation because the undertaking is established in a State where a part of the 

legislation will continue to be effective, whereas the temporary posting is carried out in 

another Member State where a part of the legislation entails a departure from the legislation 

of the State of origin.  

This complexity also emerges as a result of the implementation of rules arising from two 

different branches of law with a logic that is diametrically opposite. In labour law, the 

Posting Directive implies compliance with a hard core of social rules applicable in the Host 

State if the rules of the Home State turn out to be less favourable, the objective being that 

freedom to provide services should not promote social dumping. In social security law, 

posting on the contrary, allows the posted worker to continue to be attached to the social 

security scheme of the Home State.  

Nevertheless, it is all of these obligations that every undertaking must consider before 

deciding to provide services in another Member State, especially since compliance with 

social security rules must be ensured in the Home State before departure and that controls in 

the Host State cover these aspects. 

Websites that provide an insight into all these provisions are few and far between. The 

implementation of social security legislation is often the responsibility of an administrative 

body that is distinct from that of labour administration, the partitioning of institutions 

resulting in a partitioning of the presentation of rules.  

Only the official Belgian site for information and services 

http://www.belgium.be/fr/emploi/contrats_de_travail/detachement/ presents these two 

aspects at the outset. 

For the others, the labour administration website may at best, present a link to the website of 

the social security administration, leaving the undertaking the task of seeking adequate 

information on this new website. At worst, the information may not deal with rules specific 

to social security matters, even though this aspect will be crucial for the lawfulness of the 

operation. In fact, the labour inspectorate of the Host State and in particular, the organisation 
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in charge of collecting social security contributions could suspect fraud in matters of illegal 

labour in the absence of an E 101 certificate (new A1). 

The combined presentation of labour law rules and social security legislation is even more 

justified considering that many rules specific to social security law are gradually being taken 

into consideration by labour administrations. As an example, let us cite the necessity of 

performing significant activities in the Home State in order to benefit from the freedom to 

provide services.  Even before this obligation appeared in the new 883/2004 regulation on the 

coordination of social security systems in article 1221,  the Court of Justice of the European 

Union had had the opportunity, on several occasions, to set out the terms and conditions for 

using the derogation permitted in former article 14 of Regulation 1408/71: in the FTS22 

judgement it was stated that « in order to benefit from the advantage afforded by article 14 

(1) (a) of regulation n° 1408/71, an undertaking engaged in providing temporary personnel 

which, from one Member State, makes workers available on a temporary basis to 

undertakings based in another Member State must normally carry on its activities in the first 

State. That requirement is met where the undertaking habitually carries on significant 

activities in the State in which it is established ». The Plum23 judgement included these same 

restrictions : « It follows that a construction company, established in one Member State, 

which sends its workers to the territory of another Member State in which it performs all its 

activities, with the exception of purely internal management activities, cannot rely on Article 

14(1)(a) of Regulation N° 1408/71». 

This requirement, as regards significant activity of the service provider undertaking in the 

State where it is established, is perfectly integrated today by labour administrations and their 

inspectorates. The information requested from the administrative offices of the Home State 

where they are established often deals with this question, although this requirement does not 

appear anywhere in the Posting Directive. The synergy of controls conducted by various 

administrations also results from their joint efforts in combating fraud in matters of illegal 

employment, to the extent that this definition encompasses dissimulation of activities. 

                                                 
21 Regulation 883/2004, article 12 : « A person who pursues an activity as an employed person in a Member 
State on behalf of an employer which normally carries out its activities there and who is posted by that 
employer to another Member State to perform work on that employer's behalf shall continue to be subject to the 
legislation of the first Member State, provided that the anticipated duration of such work does not exceed 24 
months and that he/she is not sent to replace another person». 
22 CJEU of 10 February 2000, C-202/97, FTS, Rec. p. I-883, points 33 and 45 
23 CJEU of  9 November 2000, C-404/98,case Plum, point 22 
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C. Assurance for the parties: information as a shield against potential 

lawsuits  

The inspection procedures for posting operations and sanctions related thereto in the case of 

infringement, constitute the major part of Community labour litigation. This litigation reveals 

that the Host States using the services have set up control procedures to guarantee 

compliance with their social legislation and in this way can prevent unfair competition 

between undertakings, harm to the labour market and safeguard the protection of workers. 

These means of control are part of a larger framework that aims to punish illegal work.  

Thus, it is hardly surprising that Germany has entrusted inspection of posting operations to 

the "FinanzKontrolle Schwarzarbeit" (FKS), the customs administration in charge of 

controlling undeclared work. The information to be given to undertakings must enable them 

to abide by the law and consequently protect themselves from lawsuits either because of 

offences specific to posting operations (1), or offences pertaining to illegal work (2).  

Lastly, in certain cases, national legislation can call for the posting operation to be 

disqualified (3). 

1. Sanctions incurred in respect of posting operations 

Since the Directive EC 96/71 has explicitly entrusted Member States with the responsibility 

of taking «appropriate measures in the event of failure to comply with this directive »24, each 

State has laid down its procedures of control and sanctions associated with non conforming 

posting operations. 

These sanctions can be aimed at failure to comply with the preliminary declaration 

formalities or social rules of the Host State. 

Thus, in Germany, employers who omit to submit a preliminary declaration, fail to do so in 

time, submit an inaccurate or incomplete declaration or do not respect the prescribed forms 

could face an administrative fine that amounts to 30 000€25. 

Belgian legislation has recently introduced a social criminal code regrouping all the offences 

in social law (effective in 2011). The absence of a preliminary declaration by the posting 

                                                 
24 Article 5 of the Directive EC 96/71, op cit. 
25 Paragraph 18, point 1 of the AEntG law. 
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employer on Belgian territory26 is punishable by a level 427 sanction, and the absence of 

declaration by final users is punishable by a level328 sanction. 

The offences can also concern non observance of rules applicable by virtue of a transposition 

in internal law of article 3 of Directive 96/71. Thus, in German legislation, non compliance 

with legal rules or collective wage agreements29 is punishable by a fine of 500 000 euros. 

2. The similarity between posting and illegal work 

Although governed by specific Community rules, the posting operation could be deemed as 

an illegal work offence following an inspection. The Member States surveyed have all 

reinforced their means of combating illegal work, and posting has been identified as an 

operation demanding special vigilance from this point of view. This concern must not be 

construed as an inconsiderate increase in controls on the part of the Member States, but is 

very much in keeping with Council Resolution of 22 April 1999 « on a Code of Conduct for 

improved cooperation between authorities of the Member states concerning the combating of 

transnational social security benefit and contribution fraud and undeclared work and 

concerning the transnational hiring-out of workers»30.  

A certain number of bilateral cooperation agreements entered into by Member States, with 

explicit reference to this resolution, aims to combat illegal work and the hiring out of 

transnational workers.  By way of examples we can mention : 

- The agreement between France and Bulgaria in respect of « combating undeclared 

employment and compliance with social legislation in the case of transnational 

movement of workers and services » signed on 30 May 2008  

- The administrative arrangement between France and Germany in respect of 

« cooperation in matters related to combating undeclared employment and 

                                                 
26 Article 182 §1 of the law of 6 June 2010 introducing the Social criminal code, Le moniteur belge of 1 July 
2010. 
27 Level 4 violations are more serious: Article 101,last paragraph of the law of 6 June 2010 introducing the 
Social Criminal Code:  «The Level 4 sanction consists in a prison sentence of six months to three years and a 
criminal fine of 600 to 6000 euros or only one of these sanctions, or an administrative fine of 300 to 3000 
euros». 
28 Article 183 §1 of the law of 6 June 2010 introducing the Criminal Social Code, op cit. 
29 §23, Absatz 6 of  the AEntG law 
30 Resolution of the Council and the representatives of governments of Member States of 22 April 1999, 
(1999/C 125/01)  
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transnational fraud regarding social benefits related to a professional activity and in 

the field of transnational provision of workers » signed on 31 May 2001.  

The Directive 2009/52/EC of 18 June 200931, which provides for minimum standards in 

respect of sanctions and measures against employers of third country nationals with illegal 

stay status, also highlights the resemblance between posting and illegal work. The posted 

workers are mentioned in the directive several times: either to exclude them from the field of 

application of the directive once they are legally employed in a Member State and posted to 

another Member State by a service provider, or to specify that the information exchanged 

between administrations in the framework of the Directive 96/71/EC can aim to check that 

the third country nationals concerned are legally employed in the Member State of Origin.  

French legislation has recently reinforced the crackdown on different forms of illegal work 

particularly among which are undeclared work, bargaining, illegal hiring out of labour and 

employment of alien workers without work permits32. The offence of concealing salaried 

employment33 contains aspects that are often raised by the control authorities in matters 

pertaining to posting such as the absence of pay slips or a reduction in the number of hours 

actually worked.  

If the service provider faces sanctions, the user too is also implicated in the event of an 

offence related to undeclared employment34. In the case of cross border provision of services, 

                                                 
31 Directive 2009/52/EC of 18 June 2009, op cit  
32 Article L8211-1 of the French Labour Code 
33Article L8221-5 of the labour code : « is deemed as undeclared work by concealment of salaried employment 
the fact for any employer to : 
1° intentionally abstain from carrying out the formality set out in article L. 1221-10, concerning the declaration 
prior to employment ; 
2° or to intentionally abstain from carrying out the formality set out in article L. 3243-2, concerning the issue of 
a pay slip, or to state therein a number of hours which is less than that actually worked, unless resulting from 
an agreement or collective agreement on re-organisation of working time in application of title II , book I of the 
third part». 
34 Article L 8222-2 of the labour code  «Any party who fails to observe the provisions of article  L. 8222-1, as 
well as any party charged with having used, whether directly or through an intermediary, the services of a 
person performing undeclared work, is jointly and severally liable with the party having received a report for 
an  undeclared work  offence: 
1° To the payment of taxes and mandatory social contributions along with penalties and additional charges due 
by such person to the Tax office or social protection bodies; 
2° As the case may be, to the reimbursement of sums corresponding to the amount of State aid from which such 
person has benefited ; 
3° To the payment of remuneration, indemnities and charges due by such person on grounds of having 
employed workers without having fulfilled one of the formalities provided in articles L. 1221-10, on the 
preliminary employment declaration  and L. 3243-2, on the issue of pays slips » 
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the labour code makes the service user responsible for the inspection obligations of his co-

contractor established abroad35. 

3. Posting and qualification of hiring-out of illicit labour 

The posting of workers can also rapidly fall into the category of hiring-out of illicit labour 

when national legislations prohibit this mode of using labour, either because the hiring-out of 

labour is forbidden or because only authorised entities are entitled to do so. The labour 

inspectorates will then enforce their full range of laws to re-qualify the posting as illegal 

hiring-out of labour if the statutory terms of the offence appear to be satisfied.  

 

                                                 
35 Article L8222-4 of the labour code 

« When the co-contracting party operating on national territory is established or domiciled abroad, the 
obligations in respect of which compliance is monitored, are those resulting from the regulations with 
equivalent effect in his country of origin and those which are applicable to him as regards his activity in France 
» 
 
Article D8222-7  
« The contracting party, when such party is not a private individual meeting the terms referred to in  article D. 
8222-6,  is deemed to have carried out the checks required by article L. 8222-4 if he has received from the other 
party  established or domiciled abroad, at the time of signing the contract and every six months until the end of  
its term :  
1° In all cases, the following documents :  
a) A document stating his individual identification number given in application of article 286 ter of the General 
Tax code. If the co-contractor is not obliged to have such a number, a document stating the party’s identity, 
address and contact details or the contact details of  the party’s occasional tax representative in France ; 
b) A document attesting to the legal validity of the co-contractor’s social situation in accordance with 
Regulation (EEC) n° 1408 / 71 of 14 June 1971 or an international social security agreement or failing which, 
a certificate proving filing of social declarations issued by the French social protection body in charge of 
collecting social contributions to be paid by the co-contracting party and dated less than six months ; 
 2° When the registration of the co-contracting party is mandatory in the country of establishment or 
domiciliation, one of the following documents: 
a) A document issued by the authorities who file the professional register or an equivalent document certifying 
this registration;  
b) An estimate, advertisement or professional correspondence provided that the company is mentioned therein 
along with its name,  full address, nature and description of the entry  in the professional register;  
c) For companies in the process of being created, a document dated less than six months issued by the authority 
authorised to receive the registration in the professional register and certifying the application for registration 
in the aforesaid register;  
3° When the co-contracting party employs workers to carry out a provision of services lasting more than a 
month, an affidavit drawn up by the co-contracting party certifying issue of the pay slips to these employees 
containing the information required under article R. 3243-1 or equivalent documents ». 
Article D8222-8  
« The documents and certificates listed in article D. 8222-7 are drawn up in French or accompanied with a 
French translation ». 
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An undertaking established on French territory is guilty of illicit hiring-out of labour36 when 

it uses the services of an undertaking « which is not a temporary employment agency», and 

that the contract entered into « concerns exclusively the hiring out by this latter undertaking 

of persons who have no special expertise in relation to the employees of the undertaking 

exercising the same activity»37.  

Article L 8241-1 of the labour code is enforced without distinction by the judges, irrespective 

of whether the service providers are established on French territory or not. The sanctions are 

aimed at both natural persons38 and legal entities39. 

The provision of services with posting of workers exposes the undertakings involved to the 

risk of offences that are either specific to the national legislation on posting or that are not 

specific to the provision of transnational services, but frequent.   

These sanctions should be mentioned on the posting websites if only for the sake of 

prevention, on condition, however, that such sites help undertakings to familiarise themselves 

with their obligations.  

 

 

                                                 
36 Article L8241-1, al 1 of the Labour Code: « Any for-profit operation having as exclusive objective the hiring-
out of labour is forbidden. However, these provisions do not apply to operations in the framework of : 
1° Provisions of this code concerning temporary work, timesharing companies, and modelling agencies when 
this is carried out by a party holding a modelling agency licence  ; 
2° Provisions of Article L222-3 of the Sport code concerning  sport associations or companies». 
37 Court of Cassation,  of 8 June 2010 ,Appeal N°: 07-87289  
38 Article L8243-1 of the Labour Code 
« The fact of resorting to an illicit hiring out of labour  in contempt of the provisions of article   
L. 8241-1, is punishable by two years of imprisonment and a fine of 30 000 euros. 
Moreover, the court can order a prohibition to sub-contract labour for a period of two to ten years. Failure to 
observe this prohibition whether directly or through an intermediary, is punishable by imprisonment of twelve 
months and a fine of 12 000 euros. 
In all cases, the court can order the judgement to be displayed on the doors of the company’s establishments 
and publication in designated journals, at the cost of the party sentenced ». 
39 Article L8243-2 of the Labour Code 
«  Legal entities that are deemed criminally liable under the terms of article 121-2 of the criminal code, for the 
offence of illegal hiring out of labour laid down in article L. 8241-1, face the following sanctions : 
1° A fine in accordance with the terms and conditions set out in article 131-38 of the criminal code (five times 
the  fines aimed at natural persons) ; 
2° The penalties mentioned in 1° to 5°, 8° and 9° of article 131-39 of the same code (concealment, prohibition 
to continue work, judicial supervision, closing of the establishment, exclusion from public contracts..) 
The prohibition mentioned in 2° of article 131-39 concerns the activity pursued or at the time of its 
performance when the offence was committed » 
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Section 2. Obligations with regard to information 

Access to information is the keystone to action; it enables both undertakings and workers 

alike to implement their rights and gain knowledge of their obligations.  This is particularly 

evident with regard to the provision of services entailing posting of workers, a complex 

operation requiring compliance not only with the obligations in the Home State where the 

provider is established, but also compliance with rules in the Host State where the work is 

performed. 

Better and adequate information available to undertakings as regards the provision of 

services in the framework of posting of workers contributes to greater certainty of the 

operations carried out and also guarantees the effectiveness of social legislation, even if this 

entails the presence of a monitoring body with disciplinary powers. Community rules lay 

down different obligations in matters pertaining to information. Depending on their 

respective fields of application, the Community rules of law set out certain obligations 

regarding information to undertakings and workers. Information and assistance to persons are 

considered as a means of reinforcing the effectiveness of their rights and obligations. 

Informing service providers and users about the procedures and formalities necessary for 

them to exercise their freedom to provide services, constitutes an obligation imposed on 

Member States by the Services Directive 2006/123/CE of 12 December 200640 (A). 

Directive 96/7141 contains a similar obligation, although its scope of obligation is restricted 

to information on the terms and conditions of work and employment as applicable in the Host 

State where the work is performed in the context of posting of workers (B). 

This mission of providing information is also mentioned in the new Community regulations 

on coordination of social security systems that entered into force on 1 May 2010. Member 

States have the obligation to ensure that «the necessary information is made available to the 

persons concerned »42(C). 

                                                 
40 Articles 6 and 7 of Directive 2006/123/EC, op cit. 
41 Paragraph 3, article 4 of Directive EC 96/71 : « .3. Each Member State shall take the appropriate measures to 
make the information on the terms and conditions of employment referred to in Article 3 generally available ». 
42 Articles 3§1 of Regulation n° 883/2004 and 76§4 of Regulation n°987/2009 of 16 September 2009 : 
« Member States shall ensure that the necessary information is made available to the persons concerned in 
order to inform them of the changes introduced by the basic Regulation and by the implementing Regulation to 
enable them to assert their rights. They shall also provide for user friendly services». 
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An in-depth examination of these rules reveals that they complement each other, while 

emphasising communication and information technologies as a means of providing this 

information. 

A. The right to information in the Services Directive 

The objective of the Services Directive is to « to remove barriers to the freedom of 

establishment for providers in Member States and barriers to the free movement of services 

between Member States and to guarantee recipients and providers the legal certainty 

necessary for the exercise in practice of those two fundamental freedoms of the Treaty »43. 

1. The beneficiaries of information in the “Services” Directive 

The Services Directive serves as a reminder that the information to be conveyed must 

concern both the service providers and users: « It is necessary for providers and recipients of 

services to have easy access to certain types of information. It should be for each Member 

State to determine, within the framework of this Directive, the way in which providers and 

recipients are provided with information. In particular, the obligation on Member States to 

ensure that relevant information is easily accessible to providers and recipients and that it 

can be accessed by the public without obstacle could be fulfilled by making this information 

accessible through a website. Any information given should be provided in a clear and 

unambiguous manner ». Preamble 50 of the Services Directive is clear on this point and 

highlights the importance of websites as an effective tool for making information available to 

service providers and users. 

Article 6 provides for the creation of points of single contact for providers to carry out 

procedures and formalities necessary to access service activities. 

The point of single contact must enable the service provider to carry out « all procedures and 

formalities needed for access to his service activities, in particular, all declarations, 

notifications or applications necessary for authorisation from the competent authorities, 

including applications for inclusion in a register, a roll or a database, or for registration 

                                                 
43 Preamble 5 of Directive 2006/123/EC of 12 December 2006 on services in the internal market, op cit. 
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with a professional body or association »44. A verbatim reading of article 6 would confirm 

that the obligation of providing information only concerns procedures and formalities 

necessary to access service activities. As regards the provision of services with posting of 

workers, the point of single contact should, in this connection, also state the rules concerning 

the preliminary posting declaration when this formality is compulsory in the Host State, as is 

the case in Germany, Belgium, France and Luxembourg for example. However, a 

teleological interpretation would lead to affirming that the information on “procedures and 

formalities necessary” for access to service activities includes all of the rules arising from the 

transposition of the Posting Directive in national legislation.  In fact, the objective of the 

Services Directive is to enhance freedom to provide services, but preamble 3 identifies « the 

legal uncertainty associated with cross-border activity » as a major impediment to the 

objective pursued. In the light of these facts, it would be advisable to understand by the 

information on « the procedures and formalities necessary for access to a service activity» as 

encompassing all of the administrative and social obstacles specific to the provision of 

services in the framework of posting of workers, as applicable in the territory where the work 

is performed ». 

2. The media for circulating information 

Paragraph 3 of article 7 on the point of single contact attaches importance to communication 

and information technologies (CIT) as a means for circulating information:  

« Member States shall ensure that the information and assistance referred to in paragraphs 1 

and 2 are provided in a clear and unambiguous manner, that they are easily accessible at a 

distance and by electronic means and that they are kept up to date». 

This access to general information must be backed by assistance as laid down in paragraph 2 

of the same article: « Member States shall ensure that it is possible for providers and 

recipients to receive, at their request, assistance from the competent authorities, consisting in 

                                                 
44 Directive 2006/123/EC of 12 December 2006,  Article 6 Points of single contact 
« 1. Member States shall ensure that it is possible for providers to complete the following procedures and 
formalities through points of single contact: 
a) all procedures and formalities needed for access to his service activities, in particular, all declarations, 
notifications or applications necessary for authorisation from the competent authorities, including applications 
for inclusion in a register, a roll or a database, or for registration with a professional body or association; 
b) any applications for authorisation needed to exercise his service activities. 
2. The establishment of points of single contact shall be without prejudice to the allocation of functions and 
powers among the authorities within national systems ». 
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information on the way in which the requirements referred to in point (a) of paragraph 1 are 

generally interpreted and applied. Where appropriate, such advice shall include a simple 

step-by-step guide. The information shall be provided in plain and intelligible language». 

Regarding provision of services with posting of workers, it consequently appears that the 

information must concern both the service providers and users, be clear and unambiguous, up 

to date, easy to access and backed by assistance. 

If read together with the provisions of the Posting Directive, the aforesaid provisions take on 

full significance. 

B. The right to information in the Posting Directive  

In article 4, paragraph 3, the Posting Directive sets out that « Each Member State shall take 

the appropriate measures to make the information on the terms and conditions of 

employment referred to in Article 3 generally available ». In this connection, the Member 

States are under obligation to provide undertakings with all the information on national 

legislation as resulting from the transposition of the Posting Directive. At this stage, it has 

been noticed that there are further complications due to the diversity of rule content, 

permitted exemptions and their enforcement procedures. 

1. The information to be provided 

Article 3 of the Posting Directive contains 10 paragraphs enumerating the rules that have to 

be implemented by the service provider to the extent that they are in force in the Host State. 

These essential rules can be of a legislative, regulatory or administrative nature or related to 

collective agreements if the collective agreements or arbitral awards are declared as generally 

applicable. 

The main difficulty encountered by Member States resides in the difficulty of providing 

access to the collective agreement obligations when such rules are established by the social 

partners. This difficulty has been emphasised by the European Commission in its 

recommendation of 31 March 200845. The quantity of work is indeed considerable because of 

the number of collective agreements potentially concerned. 

                                                 
45Commission Recommendation on  enhanced administrative cooperation in the context of posting of 31 March 
2008, (2008/C 85/01), CJEU C85/1 of 4 April 2008. 
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Certain websites have opted for a summary presentation of applicable agreements by 

specifying for each sector containing a general application agreement or covered by decree, 

whether it contains a hard core of rules. Thus the German website www.zoll.de proposes a 

section on posting in 3 languages. It displays a table stating the existence or absence of 

applicable obligations arising from collective agreements for each professional sector46. It is 

completed by a presentation of rules for each sector and category of social obligations 

(minimum wages, adjustment of working hours). Even if the extracts from collective 

agreements have not been translated, an effort has been made to provide essential 

information in 3 languages, on minimum wage agreements47 which constitutes the main 

infringement reported by the control officers consulted.48

2. Procedures adopted 

The presence of liaison offices in an article of the Directive dealing with both cooperation 

between administrations and information to be given to the public49 resulted in various 

divergent practices in the Member States studied. 

Certain States like France consider that it is not the role of liaison offices to inform the 

public, but to carry out solely a task of cooperation with foreign public administrations. 

Consequently, the "posting" page of the Ministry of Labour, Solidarity and Civil Service 

website makes no mention of these liaison offices and the user is directed to “the labour 

                                                 
46 http://www.zoll.de/fr_version/e0_aentg/c0_info_an/k0_arbeitsbedingungen/index.html
47 http://www.zoll.de/fr_version/e0_aentg/a0_info_ag/b0_mindestlohn/a0_uebersicht_mindestlohn/index.html
48 For further details on the linguistic accessibility of obligations arising from collective agreements, see Part II., 
p 125 and following.. For further details on the accessibility of collective agreements see Part II page 133 and 
following.. 
49 Directive EC 96/71, Article 4 « Cooperation on information  
1. For the purposes of implementing this Directive, Member States shall, in accordance with national 
legislation and/or practice, designate one or more liaison offices or one or more competent national bodies. 
2. Member States shall make provision for cooperation between the public authorities which, in accordance 
with national legislation, are responsible for monitoring the terms and conditions of employment referred to in 
Article 3. Such cooperation shall in particular consist in replying to reasoned requests from those authorities 
for information on the transnational hiring-out of workers, including manifest abuses or possible cases of 
unlawful transnational activities. 
The Commission and the public authorities referred to in the first subparagraph shall cooperate closely in 
order to examine any difficulties which might arise in the application of Article 3 (10). 
Mutual administrative assistance shall be provided free of charge. 
3. Each Member State shall take the appropriate measures to make the information on the terms and conditions 
of employment referred to in Article 3 generally available. 
4. Each Member State shall notify the other Member States and the Commission of the liaison offices and/or 
competent bodies referred to in paragraph 1». 
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departmental offices of the place where the work is performed in France” without any further 

details. 

Other Member States like Belgium and Luxembourg consider, on the contrary, that this is the 

job of the liaison offices and have set up within the national liaison office a unit assigned to 

cooperation and another unit to informing undertakings and workers. This division of the 

liaison office, with the appropriate means, is able to ensure that the department heads fully 

benefit from the specialisation required of their functions. These administrations thus 

discharge their duties set out in the Posting Directive along with those of the Services 

Directive related to assistance50. 

B. The right to information on the coordination of social security systems in 

Community regulations 

The rules set out in the two regulations effective from 1 May 201051 reinforced the right to 

information for persons covered. The Administrative Commission for the coordination of 

social security systems responsible in particular to «monitor the quality of services provided 

to customers»52, focused on a decision called « information to and from citizens »53. The 

Community Regulations concern the users i.e. both the persons covered by the social security 

schemes and the undertakings, each of these categories being entitled to certain rights and 

bound by obligations in their relations with social security systems.  

Article 3 of Regulation 883/2004 stipulates in paragraph 1: « Member States shall ensure that 

the necessary information is made available to the persons concerned in order to inform 

them of the changes introduced by the basic Regulation and by the implementing Regulation 

to enable them to assert their rights. They shall also provide for user friendly services ». 

Article 76 §4 on cooperation, aims at institutions and persons covered alike, who « shall have 

a duty of mutual information and cooperation to ensure the correct implementation of this 

Regulation ».  When read in combination with Article 2 §1 of Implementing Regulation 

                                                 
50 For further details, see Part II, page 157 and following… 
51 Regulation EC n°883/2004 of 29 April 2004 on the coordination of social security systems, OJEU L166 of 30 
April 2004 and Implementing Regulation EC  n°987/2009 of 16 September 2009, laying down the procedure of 
implementing Regulation (EC) no 883/2004 on the coordination of social security systems, OJEU  L284 of 30 
October 2009 
52 Article 89, §1 of Regulation EC n°987/2009 of 16 September 2009. 
53 ACCSSS, “Information to and from citizens”, of 26 August 2009. 
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n°987/2009 of 16 September 2009, it takes on another aspect, since the exchanges between 

authorities, institutions of Member States and persons covered « shall be based on the 

principles of public service, efficiency, active assistance, rapid delivery and accessibility, 

including e-accessibility for the disabled and elderly in particular».  

As regards posting, these two Regulations complete Directive 96/71 by laying down in 

articles 12 of Regulation 883/2004, 14 and 15 of Regulation 987/2009, the terms and 

conditions for using the rules governing exceptions to the principle by virtue of which the 

employed or self-employed workers are subject to the social security system of the State 

where they pursue their professional activity54. An employer wishing to post workers to 

another Member State is therefore under obligation to comply with these provisions that 

involve steps prior to the posting operation. 

Information on social security has received scarce attention in the provisions drawn up to 

acquaint service providers and users with their posting obligations. However, such 

information is crucial in view of the risks in certain Member States attached to the absence of 

certificates proving employee affiliation to the social security system of the Posting State 

when this absence is combined with other violations55. Efforts to combat illegal work has 

resulted in increased collaboration between labour inspectorates and social security 

institutions, joint controls and/or exchanges of information that have further increased the 

risks of violation for service providers who fail to comply with their social security 

obligations. 

The lack of information available from the point of view of the public concerned is evident: 

the information is absent on websites presenting obligations regarding posting under the sole 

angle of labour law. Such information may be available on other websites, in particular those 

operated by social security systems, but these sites could be difficult to access, especially 

because the best listed sites of the labour administrations do not mention them.   

This inadequacy of information can have several explanations. 

Since the best listed information websites are generally set up by labour administrations 

focusing on the Posting Directive, the information provided is therefore centred on the rules 

applicable under labour law.  

                                                 
54 Article 11, §3,a) of Regulation 883/2004 
55 Risk of requalification of the posting operation as concealed employment of workers entailing the recovery of 
contributions in the Host State and possible obligation for the service user to pay the contributions.   
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The rules related to social security are those of the Home State and consequently, the 

websites aiming to inform primarily the service providers established in another Member 

State do not feel responsible for compliance with formalities specific to social security 

matters. 

In France for example, the website http://www.travail-solidarite.gouv.fr/informations-

pratiques,89/fiches-pratiques,91/detachement-de-salaries,407/le-detachement-temporaire-

en,2452.html does not give any information on the provider’s obligations regarding social 

security. The Centre for European and International Social Security (Cleiss)56 website, 

although well documented in the field of posting, is only mentioned there under a sub-section 

concerning undertakings outside of the EU. 

However, the Cleiss website presents all the different European regulations under a format 

with a simplified presentation that renders the articles quickly accessible. As regards posting, 

it presents the rules applicable in accordance with the employer’s place of establishment and 

the intended destination together with the forms necessary to apply for required certificates.   

The posting section of the German website www.Zoll.de reveals the same flaws.57  

Conclusion 

Certain Member States have perfectly understood the links between the different legal 

obligations imposed by the Community tools and have implemented them in the field of the 

provision of services with posting. 

The Belgian point of single contact is an illustration: from the single contact website as listed 

on the European Commission website58  

http://business.belgium.be/fr/gerer_votre_entreprise/ressources_humaines/detachement/index

.jsp, the user has access to a posting page in 4 languages, intended either for the provider 

established on national territory or a provider established in another State. This site directs 

the user to the "posting" page of the official information and services portal of Belgium 

                                                 
56 Centre for European and International Social Security, liaison office designated in France, to answer queries 
on information and assistance for applying the basic regulation and the implementing regulation and in charge 
of carrying out the tasks incumbent on them by virtue of title IV of the implementing regulation,   www.cleiss.fr. 
57 For further details on websites all the information necessary, see Part II, page 107 and following. 
58 http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/eu-go/index_fr.htm#be: the website presents the internet addresses of 
points of single contact and this reference listing is very useful given the confusion in the matter between 
official and commercial websites, the latter being better listed than the former. 
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http://www.belgium.be/fr/emploi/contrats_de_travail/detachement/detachement_en_belgique

/. 

From this official page, the user can access key information and websites dedicated to 

posting under its aspects of labour law and mandatory declarations. The information and 

links to other websites take into account the user’s profile and queries: it could either be a 

foreign service provider and the website directs him to the site of the Belgian federal public 

service of employment and to the site where he can declare his temporary activity, or it could 

be a national service provider wishing to send employees to another Member State and the 

site directs him to the portal where he can obtain an E 101/A159 certificate required prior to 

the posting.   

The Luxembourg point of single contact, http://www.guichet.public.lu/fr/entreprises/gestion-

juridique-commerciale/affaires-commerce/prestation-transfrontaliere-services/prestation-

transfrontaliere-services/index.html, can also be cited as an example since it contains full 

information on posting under the legal and commercial management section and directs the 

user by link to the ITM site, http://www.itm.lu/detachement-de-travailleurs. 

In contrast, the French point of single contact60 as regards content and applications appears 

particularly inadequate and unsuited to needs. No information is provided on the provision of 

services and even less on posting61. 

                                                 
59 https://www.socialsecurity.be/site_fr/Applics/gotot/index.htm
60 http://www.guichet-entreprises.fr/mgun_accueil/
61 For further information on points of single contact, see part II,  page 111 
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CCHHAAPPTTEERR  IIII..  WWHHAATT  IINNFFOORRMMAATTIIOONN  SSHHOOUULLDD  BBEE  GGIIVVEENN  TTOO  UUNNDDEERRTTAAKKIINNGGSS  OONN  TTHHEE  TTEERRMMSS  

AANNDD  CCOONNDDIITTIIOONNSS  OOFF  UUSSIINNGG  AA  PPRROOVVIISSIIOONN  OOFF  SSEERRVVIICCEESS  WWIITTHH  PPOOSSTTIINNGG  OOFF  

WWOORRKKEERRSS??  

When the necessity of information is evident both from the point of view of the stakeholders 

concerned and also from the legal angle, the exact content of the information to be provided 

must be examined. 

To call attention to the applicable constraints, information must be given on the basic terms 

and conditions to be fulfilled in order to validly avail of the freedom to provide services with 

posting of workers. In certain cases, these terms and conditions are identical in all Member 

States to the extent that they result either directly from Community legislation or from 

interpretations supplied by the CJEU. They could also be specific to each State depending on 

the provisions of information and control procedures set up in relation to service providers 

and users. These conditions have a point in common: they must be observed prior to the 

posting in the State where the undertaking is established (Section 1). The information must 

also cover the rules applicable in the Host State in accordance with the Posting Directive. In 

this case, the information is specially intended for the foreign service providers and aims to 

apprise them of their social obligations during the period of the posting in the Host State 

territory where the work is carried out (Section 2). 
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Section 1. Terms and conditions to be fulfilled prior to the posting of 

workers 

The undertakings wishing to avail of the freedom to provide services must be aware of the 

terms and conditions to be fulfilled before posting the workers. Some of these conditions 

relate to their economic activity in the State where they are established and the management 

of the staff they wish to post out; others pertain to the formalities to be carried out prior to the 

posting. Information on these basic conditions related to content and form will enable them 

to safely carry out their activity in the Host State. 

A. Establishment in another Member State  

Since the differences between the levels of employer social security contributions could be 

considerable, the provision of services with posting of workers is particularly attractive, 

because Community Regulations offer the possibility to maintain affiliation of the employees 

to the social security scheme of the Home State that posts out the workers. The benefit of 

these provisions is reserved for undertakings established in the Home State. 

1. Significant activity in the State of origin 

Called to rule on the terms for benefiting from the exception allowed by former article 14 of 

Regulation 1408/71 authorising the service provider to be exempted from payment of social 

contributions imposed in the Host State, the Court of Justice laid down that « the undertaking 

[---]may benefit from the advantage afforded by that provision only if it normally carries on 

its activities in the Member State in which it is established. »62. 

The Plum judgement holds that the exception in matters of posting is applicable « if the 

undertaking observes the conditions governing that freedom to provide services»63. However 

this does not apply to «workers of a construction company established in one Member State 

who are posted to carry out construction work in the territory of another Member State in 

which, apart from purely internal management activities, that undertaking performs all its 

                                                 
62 CJEU of 10 February 2000, C-202/97, FTS, point 30, Reports of cases 2000 page I-00883. 
63 CJEU of 9 November 2000, C-404/98, J Plum , Reports of cases 2000 page I-09379. 
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activities »64. It would no longer be able to rely on the former Community regulations on 

posting.  

These rules were contained again in the new Regulation (EC) N° 883/2004 of 29 April 2004 

on the coordination of social security systems and its implementing regulation N° 987/2009: 

article 12 of Regulation 883/2004 sets out both for the employer and the self-employed 

worker, the necessity to pursue their activities « normally » in the Member State from where 

the posting is carried out65. The implementing Regulation is even more specific because it 

covers the case law stated above. Article 14.2. insists on the pursuit of « substantial activities 

other than purely internal management activities in the member state where it is 

established». An evaluation of this factor must take into account « all criteria characterising 

the activities carried out by the undertaking in question; the relevant criteria must be suited 

to the specific characteristics of each employer and the real nature of the activities carried 

out»66. 

The Administration Commission for the coordination of social security systems laid down in 

2009 the criteria of evaluation to be used:  

« In order, where necessary and in cases of doubt, to determine whether an employer 

ordinarily performs substantial activities in the territory of the Member State in which he/she 

is established, the competent institution in the latter is required to examine all the criteria 

characterising the activities carried on by that employer, including the place where the 

                                                 
64 CJEU, of 9 November 2000, C-404/98, J. Plum, point 19-22 , op cit. 
65 REGULATION (EC) N° 883/2004 of 29 April 2004 on the coordination of social security systems Article 12 
« Special Rules 
 1. A person who pursues an activity as an employed person in a Member State on behalf of an employer which 
normally carries out its activities there and who is posted by that employer to another Member State to perform 
work on that employer's behalf shall continue to be subject to the legislation of the first Member State, provided 
that the anticipated duration of such work does not exceed twenty-four months and that he is not sent to replace 
another person. 
2. A person who normally pursues an activity as a self-employed person in a Member State who goes to pursue 
a similar activity in another Member State shall continue to be subject to the legislation of the first Member 
State, provided that the anticipated duration of such activity does not exceed twenty-four months ».  
66 Regulation (EC) No 987/2009 of 16 September 2009 laying down the procedures for implementing 
Regulation (EC) no  883/2004 on the coordination of social security systems. 
Article 14 Details relating to articles 12 and 13 of basic regulation « 2. For the purposes of the application of 
Article 12 (1) of the basic regulation, the words ‘which normally carries out its activities there’ shall refer to an 
employer that ordinarily performs substantial activities other than purely internal management activities, in the 
territory of the Member State in which it is established, taking account of all criteria characterising the 
activities carried out by the undertaking in question.  
The relevant criteria must be suited to the specific characteristics of each employer and the real nature of the 
activities carried out». 
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undertaking has its registered office and administration, the number of administrative staff 

working in the Member State in which it is established and in the other Member State, the 

place where posted workers are recruited and the place where the majority of contracts with 

clients are concluded, the law applicable to the contracts concluded by the undertaking with 

its workers, on the one hand, and with its clients, on the other hand, the turnover during an 

appropriately typical period in each Member State concerned and the number of contracts 

performed in the sending State. This is not an exhaustive list, as the criteria should be 

adapted to each specific case and take account of the nature of the activities carried out by 

the undertaking in the State in which it is established ». 67

2. Monitoring of this requirement 

For an employer, the performance of a « normal » activity in the Home State is a prerequisite 

in the Community Regulations on social security and it has become a basic condition for 

freedom to use a provision of services from the point of view of CJEU case law.  

The labour inspectorates and in particular, the labour administrations of the Host 

State conduct investigations to ensure that the undertaking really exists; this is one of the 

essential questions covered in the exchanges between the liaison offices. 

The absence of significant activity has given rise to much litigation and is reason enough for 

the invalidation of the posted employees’ affiliation in the State of origin, causing them to 

adhere to the social security system of the Host State68. 

Certain States like France make it mandatory for the service user to check as soon as the 

contract is concluded and every 6 months thereafter, that the other contracting party 

established in another Member State is able to provide all the documents necessary to prove 

                                                 
67 Administrative commission on the coordination of social security systems, decision A2 of 12 June 2009, 
Official Journal  n° C 106 of 24/04/2010 p. 0005 - 0008
68 CSAS 13.01.2006, CCSS c/ K-INDUSTRIE s.a.,Reg. N°: CCSS 2006/0008, N° : 2005/0073, (CAAS-
20050314) 
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the existence of this undertaking69. Apart from significant activity in the State of the 

establishment, the employers must be able to certify that the workers they post are lawfully 

employed. 

B. Lawful employment of workers 

Prior to the posting, the service providers must be aware of the nature of obligations they 

have to fulfil in the Host State as regards relations maintained with their employees. 

Directive 96/71, article 2 §1: states that « For the purposes of this Directive, posted worker 

means a worker who, for a limited period, carries out his work in the territory of a Member 

State other than the State in which he normally works». 

The employer must be able to attest to the lawful employment of posted workers by 

submitting to the control authorities of the Host State certain data as laid down by the CJEU. 

 

                                                 
69 Article L8222-4 of the labour code : «  When the co-contracting party operating on national territory is 
established or domiciled abroad, the obligations in respect of which compliance is monitored, are those 
resulting from the regulations with equivalent effect in his country of origin and those which are applicable to 
him as regards his activity in France  ». 
Article D8222-7 of the labour code  « The contracting party, when such party is not a private individual 
meeting the terms referred to in  article D. 8222-6,  is deemed to have carried out the checks required by article 
L. 8222-4 if he has received from the other party  established or domiciled abroad, at the time of signing the 
contract and every six months until the end of  its term :  
1° In all cases, the following documents :  
a) A document stating his individual identification number given in application of article 286 ter of the General 
Tax code. If the co-contractor is not obliged to have such a number, a document stating the party’s identity, 
address and contact details or as the case may be of the party’s tax representative in France  
b) A document attesting to the legal validity of the co-contractor’s social situation in accordance with 
Regulation (EEC) n° 1408 / 71 of 14 June 1971 or an international social security agreement or failing which, 
a certificate proving filing of social declarations issued by the French social protection body in charge of 
collecting social contributions to be paid by the co-contracting party and dated less than six months ; 
 2° When the registration of the co-contracting party is mandatory in the country of establishment or residence, 
one of the following documents: 
a) A document issued by the authorities who file the professional register or an equivalent document certifying 
this registration;  
b) An estimate, advertisement or professional correspondence provided that the company is mentioned therein 
along with its name,  full address, nature and description of the entry  in the professional register;  
c) For companies in the process of being created, a document dated less than six months issued by the authority 
authorised to receive the registration in the professional register and certifying the application for registration 
in the aforesaid register;  
3° When the co-contracting party employs workers to carry out a provision of services lasting more than a 
month, an affidavit drawn up by the co-contracting party certifying issue of the pay slips to these employees 
containing the information required under article R. 3243-1 or equivalent documents ». 
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1. Absence of requirement to justify a prior period of employment 

The CJEU judgements in application of this article have brought to light a basic principle: the 

concept of « lawful, regular employment » does not entail « a requirement of residence or 

employment for a certain period in the State of establishment of the service provider»70. 

The employees of an undertaking established in a Member State who are posted to another 

Member State under a provision of services, « do not purport to gain access to the labour 

market of that second State, as they return to their country of origin or residence after the 

completion of their work »71. This consideration has generated several advantages for the 

provider.  

The provider cannot be required to justify a prior period of employment of the posted worker 

since the Court holds that « a measure which would be just as effective whilst being less 

restrictive than the measure at issue is the obligation imposed on a service provider to 

report, before the posting, to the local authorities the presence of one or more workers to be 

posted, the anticipated duration of their presence and the provision or provisions of services 

justifying the posting »72 . 

However, this case was at variance with requirements set out in the former Regulation 

1408/71 that laid down in article 14§ 1 a) that the posted worker is a "worker employed in the 

territory of a Member State by an undertaking to which he is normally attached”. 

This inconsistency no longer exists since the new Regulation 883/2004, under article 12, has 

done away with this requirement73. The implementing regulation has weakened the 

contractual link binding the service provider to the posted worker by laying down in article 

14: « For the purposes of the application of Article 12(1) of the basic Regulation, a ‘person 

who pursues an activity as an employed person in a Member State on behalf of an employer 

which normally carries out its activities there and who is posted by that employer to another 

Member State’ shall include a person who is recruited with a view to being posted to another 

Member State, provided that, immediately before the start of his employment, the person 

                                                 
70 CJEU of 19 January 2006, C-244/04, Com c/RFA, Case Report 2006 page I-00885.  
71 CJEU of 21 September 2006, C-168/04, COM c/ Austria, Case Report  2006 page I-09041. 
72 CJEU of 21 September 2006, op cit. 
73 Regulation 883/2004, Article 12 « Special rules 1. A person who pursues an activity as an employed person 
in a Member State on behalf of an employer which normally carries out its activities there and who is posted by 
that employer to another Member State to perform work on that employer’s behalf… ». 
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concerned is already subject to the legislation of the Member State in which his employer is 

established ». 

2. Lawful employment of third country nationals  

Posting operations often involve the employment of nationals from third countries (outside of 

the EU, EEA and Switzerland). The Directive 2009/52 of 18 June 200974 for which 

transposition has to be effective on 20 July 2011 has nevertheless reinforced  the 

employers’75 obligations and imposed sanctions that are « effective, proportionate and 

dissuasive against the employer »76 who does not comply with the terms and conditions in 

respect of employment of third country nationals. 

Employers must therefore be informed about the specific rules concerning this category of 

labour. The CJEU ruled on the nature of information required in the State where the work is 

performed: « a simple prior declaration certifying that the situation of the workers posted to 

that State who are nationals of non-member States is lawful, particularly in the light of the 

requirements of residence, work visas and social security cover in the Member State where 

that provider employs them». This requirement « does not go beyond what is necessary in 

order to prevent the abuse to which the implementation of the freedom to provide services 

may give rise »77. They are not under obligation to provide residence and work permits for 

these workers. It is necessary and sufficient that the formalities are observed in the Home 

State and that the employers certify in their declaration that the workers are lawfully 

employed.  The control authorities could then request information from the public 

administrations of the Home State, particularly through exchanges of information between 

                                                 
74Directive 2009/52 of  18 June 2009, CJEU  L 168/24 of  30 June 2009  
75 Article 4 of Directive 2009/52 of 18 June 2009 : « Obligations on employers 
1. Member States shall oblige employers to: 
(a) require that a third-country national before taking up the employment holds and presents to the employer a 
valid residence permit or other authorisation for his or her stay;  
 
(b) keep for at least the duration of the employment a copy or record of the residence permit or other 
authorisation for stay available for possible inspection by the competent authorities of the Member States; 
 
 (c) notify the competent authorities designated by Member States of the start of employment of third-country 
nationals within a period laid down by each Member State ». 
76 Articles 5, 6 and 7  of the Directive 
77 CJEU of 21 October 2004, C-445/03, COM /LUX ,Reports of cases 2004 page I-10191 
 and CJEU of 1 October 2009, C-219/08, COM c/ Belgium,  JO C 282 du 21.11.2009 
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the liaison offices, and the employers must be able to provide the documents requested to the 

administrative authorities of the Home State of establishment. 

C. Affiliation of employees to the social security scheme of the Home State  

The major advantage of posting is the possibility provided under articles 14 of Regulation 

1408/71 and the new article 12 of Regulation 883/2004 which has replaced it since 1 May 

201078 : The objective of this derogation is « to facilitate the freedom to provide services for 

the benefit of employers which post workers to member states other than that in which they 

are established, as well as freedom of workers to move to other Member States. These 

provisions also aim at overcoming the obstacles likely to impede freedom of movement of 

workers and at encouraging economic inter-penetration whilst avoiding administrative 

complications especially for workers and undertakings ».79  

1. Prior affiliation to the Social Security scheme of the Home State   

Workers have to be lawfully affiliated to the social security scheme of the Home State prior 

to being posted to another Member State and the employer must apply for a (A1/ ex E101) 

certificate from the competent authorities which will be required in the Host State where the 

work is performed.  

The terms of issue of this certificate have been laid down in article 11 of the former 

implementing Regulation 574/72 and by implementing Regulation 987/0980. During this 

transitional period, until 30 April 2012, and pursuant to ACCSSS decision E1 of 12 June 

2009, the E101 forms drawn up by means of an application can continue to be issued in the 

framework of the new regulation in place of the portable A1 document : « E-forms, 

documents and European Health Insurance Cards (including the Provisional Replacements 
                                                 
78 « A person who pursues an activity as an employed person in a Member State on behalf of an employer which 
normally carries out its activities there and who is posted by that employer to another Member State to perform 
work on that employer’s behalf shall continue to be subject to the legislation of the first Member State » 
79 CJEU of 10 February 2000, C-202/97, FTS, point 28, op cit. 
80 Regulation 987/09 of 16 September 2009 laying down the procedure for implementing regulation (EC)n° 
883/2004. Article 15 : «  Unless otherwise provided for by Article 16 of the implementing Regulation, where a 
person pursues his activity in a Member State other than the Member State competent under Title II of the basic 
Regulation, the employer or, in the case of  a person who does not pursue an activity as an employed person, 
the person concerned shall inform the competent institution of the Member State whose legislation is applicable 
thereof, whenever possible in advance. That institution shall without delay make information concerning the 
legislation applicable to the person concerned, pursuant to Article 11(3)(b) or Article 12 of the basic 
Regulation, available to the person concerned and to the institution designated by the competent authority of 
the Member State in which the activity is pursued »
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Certificates) issued before the date of entry into force of Regulations (EC) No 883/2004 and 

(EC) No 987/2009 shall continue to be valid and be taken into account by the authorities of 

other Member States even after that date, until their own date of validity has expired or until 

they are withdrawn or replaced by the documents issued or communicated under regulations  

(EC) no 883/2004 and (EC) no 987/2009 » 81. 

The employers would still need to have carried out the formalities for this affiliation and 

provide proof thereof in the Host State.   

2. Utility of the E 101/ A1 certificate 

Application for the certificate from the competent institutions of the Home State implies 

affiliation to the social security system of this State and proof that the employee is present in 

the context of a posting.  

Presentation of the A1 form creates a presumption of affiliation to the social security scheme 

linking the competent body and the judges of the Host State. As long as the E 101/A1 

certificate has not been collected or declared invalid, the competent institution of the Host 

State cannot have the workers concerned insured by their own social security system82. 

Depending on the legislation of the Host State, the absence of this certificate could lead to 

prosecution on grounds of illegal work. In France, this factor combined with a violation of 

the legislation concerning hiring out of foreign workers, employment of foreign workers 

without valid work permits and undeclared labour constitute grounds for criminal 

proceedings that could affect the service user83. 

The control authorities of the Host States are entitled to ask for this certificate which 

guarantees the provider the right to depart from the basic principle of the community 

regulations requiring workers to be affiliated to the social security scheme of the State in 

which they work84 . 

                                                 
81 Decision E1 of the administrative Commission on the coordination of social security systems of  12 June 
2009 laying down the practical procedures for the transitional period for the data exchange via electronic means 
referred to in Article 4 of Regulation (EC) no 987/2009 of the European Parliament and Council, JO C 106 of 
24 April 2010 
82 CJEU 26 January 2006, C 2/05,   Herbosh Kiere, Case 2006 page I-01079 
83 Court of Cassation, criminal division of 8 June 2010 , appeal N°: 07-87289, published in the Bulletin  
84 Article 11, § 3 point a) of Regulation 883/2004: « a person pursuing an activity as an employed or self-
employed person in a Member State shall be subject to the legislation of that Member State  ». 
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The decision on appeal of the CJEU of 1 October 200985 also validated another use of this 

certificate: this document could be asked of posted workers who are third country nationals, 

as a means among others, to prove their presence as posted workers on the territory, which 

would consequently exempt them from the necessity of having a work permit.   

In this respect and even if the CJEU upholds that this certificate can be submitted during the 

posting or even thereafter86, it is preferable for the certificate be issued before the start of the 

period concerned. 

D. Administrative formalities: the preliminary posting declaration  

Almost half the Member States require service providers which post workers to their territory 

to submit a prior declaration to their authorities87. However certain legislations impose 

this obligation only for specific professional sectors (as in Germany) or exclude certain 

activities therefrom (as in Belgium). The preliminary  

declaration can be demanded in addition to other concurrent declarations as in the case of 

Luxembourg which requires « notice of a temporary and occasional provision of services » 

to be addressed to the “Ministère des classes moyennes”. 

1. Validity of the preliminary declaration  

This system of preliminary declaration, depending on the formalities laid down by the 

Member States, could, in certain cases, constitute an impediment to the freedom to provide 

services. Nevertheless, the CJEU has upheld that certain formalities could be maintained 

when they meet «overriding requirements relating to the public interest in so far as that 

interest is not safeguarded by the rules to which the provider of such a service is subject in 

the Member State in which he is established and in so far as it is appropriate for securing the 

                                                 
85 CJEU of 1 October 2009,C-219/08, Case . Commission vs. Belgium, op cit. 
86 CJEU of 30 March 2000, C178/97, point 53 and 54 aff. Banks, Case Report 2000 page I-02005 : « Moreover, 
when issuing the E 101 certificate pursuant to Article 11a, the competent institution of a Member State does no 
more than state that the self-employed person concerned remains subject to the legislation of that Member State 
throughout a given period in the course of which he carries out a work assignment in the territory of another 
Member State. Although it should preferably be made before the beginning of the period concerned, such a 
statement may also be made during that period or indeed after its expiry.  
There is therefore nothing to prevent the E 101 certificate from producing retroactive effects, according to the 
circumstances ». 
87 Extract of the Commission notice: "Guidance on the Posting of workers in the framework of the provision of 
services", 04 April 2006, SEC(2006) 439.  It concerns the following States: Austria, Belgium, Germany, Spain, 
France, Greece, Luxembourg, Hungary, Latvia, Malta, Netherlands, and Portugal. 
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attainment of the objective which it pursues and does not go beyond what is necessary in 

order to attain it »88. 

2. Content of the preliminary declaration 

Each State is free to determine the content of the preliminary declaration on condition that 

the content is relevant to the prevention of abuse in the Host State. 

The preliminary declaration which is restricted to reporting « before the posting, to the local 

authorities the presence of one or more workers to be posted, the anticipated duration of 

their presence and the provision of services justifying their posting »89 is considered as valid.  

The preliminary declaration « showing that the situation of the workers concerned is lawful 

as regards matters such as residence, work permit and social coverage in the Member State 

in which that undertaking employs them is a measure which in principal does not exceed 

what is necessary to prevent the abuse to which the implementation of the freedom to provide 

services may give rise»90. 

The preliminary declarations present a hard core of rules that are globally similar: 

identification of the provider undertaking, identification of the employees, starting date of the 

posting period and anticipated duration, location where the service is provided 91. 

This minimal content enables public authorities to carry out checks necessary in order to 

guarantee compliance with the social rules of the Host State. 

These forms make it mandatory for specific additional information to be provided such as 

working hours, rest periods (France and Belgium), salary levels (France) or the date of 

signing the contract. In the case of Luxembourg, this information is not requested, but the 

provider must give the address of the person who is in possession of the social documents on 

the territory where the work is performed. 

Lastly, certain declarations require identification of the user (Belgium) or that of the 

contractor (France) whereas for others, only the place where the work is performed needs to 

be mentioned (Germany, Luxembourg). 

                                                 
88 CJEU of 21October 2004, Commission/Luxembourg, C-445/03, Case p. I-10191
89 CJEU of 21 09 2006 , C-168/04, Com/ Republic of Austria, op cit  
90 CJEU of 21 October 2004, Commission/Luxembourg, C-445/03, Case. p. I-10191, point 46; CJEU of 19 
January 2006, Commission/Germany, C-244/04, Case. p. I-885 , points 41 et 42 
91 As an example: for Luxembourg: article L. 142-2 of the Labour Code. For Belgium:  article 4§1 of the Royal 
Decree of 20 March 2007, le Moniteur Belge of 28 March 2007, p16981.For Germany: article 18, al1 and 2 of 
the Law  AEntG . For France : R 1263-3 of the Labour Code 
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Furthermore, the declaration required in Germany contains a clause whereby the provider 

undertakes to comply with the social rules of the Host State as resulting from the AEntG. 

(Law on the posting of workers). 

3. Management of the preliminary declaration 

The manner in which the preliminary declaration is processed reflects to a greater extent the 

state of the internal organisation of the administration receiving these declarations, generally 

the offices in charge of checking posting operations, than the controls related to content 

specifications.  In short, the requirement as regards content is not synonymous with a more 

stringent inspection. 

The electronic management of preliminary declarations simplifies formalities for the provider 

who enters the required data via the portal dedicated to preliminary declarations. In Belgium, 

this portal is http://www.limosa.be . This tool is only one element forming part of a far more 

ambitious data base called "GENESIS" (Gathering Evidences from National Enquiries for 

Social Inspection Services), which groups together other data bases emerging from other 

social declarations such as those required from undertakings established in Belgium 

(recruiting declaration, affiliation to social security (Dimona)), request for the E101/A1  

certificate for undertakings established on the territory and wishing to post employees to 

another Member State (Gotot out), receipt of E101/A1 certificates from foreign 

administrations (Gotot in). In the long term, the goal is to have a point of single contact for 

foreign undertakings which would enable them to furnish all-inclusive data for multiple uses. 

From the administration’s point of view, such a tool would promote the management of 

reliable statistics on the national level and also provide the administrative authorities 

concerned with data necessary for conducting checks in the field of both labour and social 

security legislation. 

Absence of the declaration is processed differently depending on internal regulations: 

ranging from a fine that could amount to 30 000€ in Germany 92 to a 4th class fine of a 

maximum of 750€ in the case of French legislation 93. 

This may involve the service user who can be obliged to submit the declaration in place of 

the defaulting provider, under risk of penalty (Belgium). 

                                                 
92 Article 18§1 Loi AEntG: failure to submit, failure to submit before the deadline, inaccurate declaration, 
incomplete declaration or contrary to prescribed forms. 
93 R1264-1 of the labour code. 
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Section 2. Rules applicable during the posting of workers  

When the service providers have taken all the measures necessary to ensure that they fulfil 

the aforesaid conditions, they will be under obligation, in their capacity as legal employers, 

to comply with certain labour law provisions of the Host State. 

These rules are based on one essential rule in matters of posting: maintaining a direct 

relationship between the employer and the posted worker during the posting. It arises from 

both the Posting Directive94 and the interpretation of the Community regulation 883/200495. 

In order to establish whether such a direct relationship exists between the employer and his 

employee throughout the period of posting « a number of elements have to be taken into 

account, including responsibility for recruitment, employment contract, remuneration 

(without prejudice to possible agreements between the employer in the sending State and the 

undertaking in the State of employment on the payment to the workers), dismissal, and the 

authority to determine the nature of the work » 96. 

A. Determination of labour law legislation 

The service provider is obliged to comply with the rules set forth in article 3 of the Posting 

Directive in the State where the work is carried out.  Consequently, all the States have made 

information available on websites as regards the content of these obligations, even if such 

information is complicated to deliver on account of the sources and quantity of rules. 

                                                 
94 Article 1,§3  of the Posting Directive 
95 Article 1 §1a), b) and c) of the Directive 96/71/EC of the European Parliament and the Council of 16 
December 1996, article and Decision A2 of 12 June 2009 of the Administrative Commission of the European 
Communities for the social security of migrant workers containing the list of different terms and conditions 
necessary to implement article 12 of Regulation 883/2004. Recital 3 and 4: « To this end, the first decisive 
condition for the application of Article 12(1) of the said Regulation is the existence of a direct relationship 
between the employer and the worker it engages. The protection of the worker and the legal security to which 
he and the institution with which he is insured are entitled require full guarantees that the direct relationship be 
maintained throughout the period of posting». 
96 Decision A2 of 12 June 2009 of the Administrative Commission for the social security of migrant workers 
containing the list of different terms and conditions necessary for the application of article 12 of Regulation 
(EC) 883/2004 :  article 1.2 and  article 1.3 
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1. Identification of social rules applicable in the Host State  

The determination of rules applicable to foreign service providers is an elaborate process, but 

its aim is to avoid social dumping practices and safeguard the employment terms and 

conditions of posted workers. 

These minimum terms and conditions of employment cover a certain number of factors set 

out under article 3, §1 of Directive 96/7197 : « Member States shall ensure that, whatever the 

law applicable to the employment relationship, the undertakings referred to in article 1 (1) 

guarantee workers posted to their territory the terms and conditions of employment covering 

the following matters  [------------] 

a) maximum work periods and minimum rest periods; 

b) minimum paid annual holidays; 

c) the minimum rates of pay, including overtime rates; this point does not apply to 

supplementary occupational retirement pension schemes; 

d) the conditions of hiring-out of workers, in particular the supply of workers by temporary 

employment undertakings; 

e) health, safety and hygiene at work; 

f) protective measures with regard to the terms and conditions of employment of pregnant 

women or women who have recently given birth, of children and of young people; 

g) equality of treatment between men and women and other provisions on non-

discrimination ». 

These rules may or must be waived in specific cases in accordance with paragraphs 2, 3 ,4 

and 5 of article 3. Consequently, the information must highlight the compulsory and optional 

exceptions applicable in the Host State, in respect of minimum wage rates, work and rest 

periods and indicate the rules incumbent on temporary employment undertakings in 

particular. 

2. Enforcement of rules in the State 

The Directive allows the application of these rules to the provider only if they are determined  

« by law, regulation and administrative provisions and/or by collective agreements or 

arbitration awards which have been declared universally applicable » and applicable to 

                                                 
97 Directive 96/71/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 16 December 1996 concerning the 
posting of workers in the framework of the provision of services 
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activities in the construction sector stated in the annex. This Directive shall not preclude the 

application by Member States « to national undertakings and to the undertakings of other 

States, on a basis of equality of treatment of: 

- terms and conditions of employment on matters other than those referred to in the 

first subparagraph of paragraph 1 in the case of public policy provisions; 

- terms and conditions of employment laid down in the collective agreements or 

arbitration awards within the meaning of paragraph 8 and concerning activities 

other than those referred to in the Annex »98. 

The importance of these social rules applicable will vary depending on whether the State 

insists on strict enforcement of article 3§1, paragraph 1 and 2 (application of laws, 

regulations and administrative provisions and/or collective agreements or arbitration awards 

which have been declared universally applicable concerning activities in the construction 

sector) or whether the State decides to enforce article 3 §10. 

By way of examples, France99 and Luxembourg100 have opted for the latter possibility, 

whereas Luxembourg has recently reviewed some of its provisions considered as non-

                                                 
98 Article 3 §10 of Directive 96/71 
 
99 Article L1262-4 of the labour code « Employers who post workers on a temporary basis to the national 
territory are subject to the legal provisions and collective agreements applicable to the workers employed by 
the undertaking of the same sector of activity established in France as regards labour legislation on the 
following matters:1° Individual and collective freedoms in the work relation ;2° Discrimination and 
professional equality between men and women ; 3° Protection of maternity, maternity and paternity leave, leave 
for family events; 4° Terms of availability and guarantees afforded to employees of temporary employment 
agencies; 5° Right to strike ; 6° Duration of work periods, compensatory rest periods, holidays, annual paid 
leave, duration of work periods, night work for young workers; 7° Terms and conditions related to contributing 
to  holiday and bad weather insurance funds; 8° Minimum wages and payment of salaries, including overtime 
bonuses; 9° Rules related to health and safety at work, minimum working age, employment of children;10° 
Illegal work. » 
100 Article L 010-1 of the Luxembourg labour code : « Deemed as provisions for the maintenance of public 
order applicable to all employees pursuing an activity on the territory of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, are 
all such provisions as those of a legal, regulatory, administrative nature including those resulting from 
collective agreements declared generally binding or an arbitration award having a field of application similar 
to that of collective agreements declared generally binding or an agreement in matters of inter-professional 
social dialogue declared generally binding in respect of: 
 1. the written employment contract or  the document drawn up pursuant to Directive 91/533/EEC of 14 
October 1991 concerning the employer’s obligation to inform the employee of the terms and conditions 
applicable to the contract or the work relationship; 2. the minimum wages and the automatic adjustment of the 
salary to the cost of living index; 3. the duration of working hours, breaks, daily and weekly rest periods; 4. 
paid leave; 5. collective leave; 6. official holidays; 7. rules concerning temporary work and provision of 
labour; 8. rules concerning part time work and fixed term contracts; 9. protection measures applicable to the 
working conditions and employment of children and youth, pregnant women and those who have just given 
birth 10. non-discrimination; 11. collective labour agreements 12. mandatory inactivity pursuant to the 
legislation on technical and bad weather unemployment; 13. illegal or clandestine work including provisions 
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conforming by the CJEU101.When there is a wider agreement for a professional sector, the 

information to be provided could be a complex process.  

The posting section of the German administration website mentions the legislative provisions 

and regulations applicable along with the professional sectors to which a collective 

agreement is applicable to posted workers102. The providers/employers do not have access to 

the precise content of the rules if they do not understand German, but they are made aware of 

the existence of these rules related to collective agreements by means of a table translated 

into two languages. 

Under the posting section of the Belgian website of the Federal Public Service of 

Employment, Labour and Social Dialogue103, information is given on the legal rules and 

collective agreements in 3 languages with a translation of the collective agreements. But the 

site states « you may obtain additional information by consulting the documents related to 

the following joint committees… ». 

The providers who do not fall under the professional field concerned are therefore unaware if 

they are likely to be affected by agreements other than those listed.  

In France, the service providers are merely directed to the website from where all the wider 

collective agreements can be consulted. However, in addition to the difficulty in identifying 

the collective agreements covering specific points falling under the hard core of rules and 

their extension, the information is only available in French. It is therefore, impossible for 

                                                                                                                                                       

concerning work authorisations for those who are not nationals of a Member State of the European Economic 
Area; 14. safety and health of the employees at the work place in general and in particular the minimum safety 
and health requirements established by Grand Ducal regulation based on article L. 314-2. »  
101 CJEU Commission c/ Luxembourg 19 June 2008 case. C 319/06 
Article L141-1 of the Luxembourg Labour Code : « (1)The provisions of paragraph 1 of article L.010-1, to the 
exclusion of points 1, 8 and 11, are applicable to undertakings, which in the framework of a transnational 
provision of services, post workers to the territory of Grand-Duchy, except for merchant navy undertakings.  
The automatic adjustment of salaries to the cost of living set forth in point2. of paragraph (1) of article L. 0101 
is applicable to posted workers, solely in relation to the statutory minimum wage or the minimum wage rates 
applicable in the sector, the branch and/or profession in pursuance of a collective agreement declared 
generally binding » 
 
102 www.zoll.de: the sectors concerned are: waste collection and treatment, Initial and ongoing training, building 
and public works, Special work in coal mines, messaging services, roofing, Electricity, Horticulture, 
landscaping and construction of sports grounds, industrial cleaning, scaffolding, paints and varnish, assembly 
works at construction sites, care to dependant persons, security services, stone cutting and sculpture , laundry 
services in the service user’s undertaking 
103 http://www.employment.belgium.be/defaultTab.aspx?id=6224
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service providers to be acquainted with their legal constraints when they result from the 

provisions contained in the collective agreements. 

The only noteworthy exception as regards information available on the internet is the website 

set up by the European social partners in the construction sector : the website www.posting-

workers.eu created by the European Construction Industry Federation (FIEC) and the 

European Federation of Building and Woodworkers (EFBWW). This website presents for the 

27 Member States essential information specific to each State, i.e. the national legislation 

applicable in accordance with the posting directive and the contact details of websites of the 

national social partners of the professional sector. The information is given in the language of 

the State consulted and in English. 

Its distinctive feature is that it deals with a single professional sector which facilitates the 

availability of information.  It is the only one to provide in an accurate manner the 

classification grids resulting from collective labour agreements and associated wage levels. 

In the absence of precise information on the website, it appears indispensable to have a 

multilingual telephone helpline.  This is even more necessary given that all of these rules 

could possibly be set aside to the benefit of the legislation of the Home State.104

B. Application of the Home State rules that are similar or more favourable  

The rules of the Host State may be turned aside « in so far as that interest (defended by this 

regulation) is not safeguarded by the rules to which the provider of such service is subject in 

the Member State where he is established»105, when those workers « already enjoy more 

favourable terms and conditions of employment as regards the matters referred to in that 

provision »106. 

Such being the case, it is necessary to provide precise rules in order to make the comparison 

between the two legislations. For example in the case of minimum wages, the information 

must contain the elements that are included and excluded from the basis of calculation, 

bearing in mind that the Directive states in paragraph 2 of §7 of article 3 that «allowances 

specific to the posting shall be considered to be part of the minimum wage, unless they are 

                                                 
104 For further information on the manner in which websites present provisions contained in the collective 
agreements refer to part II. Page 132 and following… 
105 CJEU 25 October 2001, Case C-49/98, FINALARTE, point 31 , Case Report 2001 page I-07831 
106 CJEU, 03 April 2008, Case C-346/06, RÜFFERT, point 34,  JO C 128 of  24.5.2008, p. 9–9
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paid in reimbursement of expenditure actually incurred on account of the posting, such as 

expenditure on travel, board and lodging ». 

The German website 

http://www.zoll.de/d0_zoll_im_einsatz/b0_finanzkontrolle/e0_aentg/a0_info_ag/b0_mindestl

ohn/index.html  provides an example of good practice in this connection since it itemises the 

elements that are included and excluded from the gross salary. 

C. Indication of the control authorities and documents required 

Inspection procedures tend to vary from one Member State to another and undertakings must 

be made aware of the control authorities and labour inspectorates they are likely to confront 

in the Host State, especially since the fact of obstructing their functions is often subject to 

sanctions. 

Furthermore, the providers must be prepared for likely inspections and be informed about 

documents required and sanctions they could face for failure to submit these documents. 

This information is provided on all the websites surveyed and reveals considerable 

differences as regards content of documents required by the control authorities. They do, 

however, make mention of the documents required by the control authorities of the labour 

administration or by the administrative authority in charge of inspecting posting operations.   
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CCHHAAPPTTEERR  IIIIII..  GGUUAARRAANNTTEEEEIINNGG  WWOORRKKEERR  PPRROOTTEECCTTIIOONN  TTHHRROOUUGGHH  TTHHEE  PPRROOVVIISSIIOONN  OOFF  

AADDEEQQUUAATTEE  IINNFFOORRMMAATTIIOONN    

As posted workers, employees benefit from certain social rights for the period of their 

posting which are related to their performance of work in a State other than that where they 

concluded their employment contract. But the reality, as reported by the labour inspectorates, 

reveals that they are far from familiar with their rights, let alone asserting them. The 

precarious nature of their situation as posted workers, the duration of their posting and the 

linguistic impediments are merely some of the factors that account for the inadequate 

effectiveness of social rules mentioned in the Posting Directive. Improving the quality of 

information available to them and to those who are likely to assist them in asserting their 

rights along with finding new methods of circulating this information would contribute not 

only to the enhanced protection of workers, but also improved effectiveness of legislation. 

(Section 1). It would, consequently, be appropriate to outline the content of the information 

to be provided thus enabling workers to prepare for their departure and assert their rights in 

the Host State (Section 2). 

Section 1. Unawareness of rules protecting posted workers  

Posted workers are often uninformed about the specific legal characteristics concerning 

posting operations. Experience reveals that they are sometimes even unaware of their 

employer’s identity during the posting in the State where the work is carried out. They 

usually come forward when a problem relating to payment of promised remuneration arises, 

a situation which plunges them into financial difficulty in the territory of the Host State. 

When they work in a service provider undertaking with staff representatives, the posted 

workers are often unknown to these representatives, who are uninformed of their presence 

and of the contracts concluded. The short duration of their posting, the number of providers 

present at the work premises and the sub-contracting in series does not promote their 

integration in the undertakings using their services nor strengthen relations with the staff 

representatives. In this connection, the foreign posted workers are in a situation yet more 

unfavourable than the employees of national providers in a user undertaking, since added to 

the difficulty of integrating these persons inherent to posting operations, is the problem of 

cultural and linguistic barriers. The staff representatives in the user undertaking, who could 
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legitimately appear as resource persons, are often perplexed in these situations in which they 

themselves have doubts regarding the rules applicable in the face of complex legal 

arrangements and the establishment of the legal employer in another Member State.  

The information intended for posted workers would undoubtedly benefit the staff 

representatives present in the undertaking using the services (presuming there are staff 

representatives, which is seldom guaranteed in professional sectors such as agriculture or 

entertainment). 

The consequences of an ignorance of rules are well known: the posted workers agree to work 

under conditions of hygiene and safety that are hazardous for their health and beyond the 

maximum working duration set forth by the Host State legislation or accept wages under the 

minimum prescribed by law or labour agreements applicable in the Host State, etc... Their 

dependence on their employer, coupled with the fact that the remuneration agreed to is 

higher, albeit illegal in the Host State, than what they would have received in the their state 

of residence, does not encourage them to seek information on their rights and claims.   

A. The necessity of providing specific information to workers 

The rules described in chapter II are binding on the employers in charge of their workers’ 

employment terms and conditions and they must guarantee observance thereof.  These rules 

have to be brought to the knowledge of the workers. They are complex as seen earlier and to 

be effective, they must be explained in the language of the persons concerned, while taking 

into account their special work situations and professional sectors.   

In view of the provisions of paragraph 3 of article 4 of Directive 96/71107 that does not 

distinguish between information intended for undertakings and that intended for workers, 

many Member States make do with general information. Such information is insufficient 

from a point of view of legal obligations incumbent on the service providers and users and 

confusing to the workers. Only the website www.zoll.de gives clear-cut information to 

workers on the page dedicated to posting.  

As needs and responsibilities are not the same, the information provided must be specific to 

these different categories. 

                                                 
107 Article 4§3 of directive EC 96/71: « 3. Each Member State shall take the appropriate measures to make the 
information on the terms and conditions of employment referred to in Article 3 generally available ».
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1. The necessity of general information 

From a point of view of content, none of the websites analysed provide clear and summarised 

information on the situation of posted workers as regards  

- relations with their employers throughout the duration of their posting 

- performance of their work in a Member State other that their State of residence and 

the possibility of benefiting from certain clearly stated social entitlements  

- continued affiliation to their social security scheme of the Home State, in addition to 

social security cover in the Host State. 

Most websites merely enumerate the rules applicable by virtue of the transposition of the 

Posting directive in the Host State. 

Nevertheless, it does appear beneficial to provide general information on posting in the 

websites of each Member State. It would enable workers to understand the posting operation 

in a language they master, while apprising them of the distinctive aspects of their situation as 

posted workers and prompting them to seek information on their rights in the Host State.  

2. Specific information for posted workers from other Member States  

Each State must introduce on their websites information that is specifically intended for the 

workers posted by a service provider to the national territory. This information could focus 

on certain key sectors and particularly those professional sectors that in view of national 

statistics, are most concerned by posting operations. The rules applicable by virtue of 

collective agreements of general application specific to each sector identified could thus be 

outlined by means of this information. Such a measure would help to overcome the obstacle 

stated earlier, namely the difficulty of presenting all of the provisions in collective 

agreements applicable in the Host State. It would be a first step towards improving the 

quality and adequacy of information and would meet the requirements of the Commission, 

which underlined in its recommendation of 31 March 2008108 : « In order to bring about 

further improvements with respect to access to information, Member States should: 

1) avoid referring to or providing general information on labour law only, but instead to 

indicate clearly which terms and conditions of employment and/or which part of their 

(national and/or regional) legislation have to be applied to workers posted to their territory; 

                                                 
108 Recommendation of the Commission of 31 March 2008 on enhanced administrative cooperation in the 
context of the posting of workers carried out in the framework of a provision of services (2008/C 85/01) 
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2) take the necessary measures to make generally available the information on which 

collective agreements are applicable (and to whom), and which terms and conditions of 

employment have to be applied by foreign service providers; where possible, links to existing 

Internet sites and other contact points, in particular the relevant Social Partners, should be 

provided ». 

B. Diversifying the tools for circulating information 

Undertakings may easily rely on CIT to seek information, but it would be risky today to 

presume that all the employees of the 27 Member States make the same use of such 

information and particularly those workers that undertakings employ in certain sectors of 

activity. As far as workers are concerned, it would be worthwhile to diversify the outlets of 

information.  

The information should be circulated both in the usual State of residence in order to present 

the fundamental aspects of posting and the Host State where the work is performed for 

specific information on terms and conditions of work and employment. In brief, each State 

must provide information, as some have already done for the benefit of undertakings, that is 

intended for workers who will be posted out and information for workers posted to the 

national territory. 

This information could be circulated : 

- on the website dedicated to queries on posting via a section « Information for workers 

»,  

- by means of brochures which would be circulated by local offices of public 

administrations and labour union organisations, while attaching greater importance to 

those in the professional sectors concerned. 

Assistance under other forms could also be provided. 

Certain websites, such as those of Luxembourg and Belgium109, provide direct access to 

assistance specific to posting by indicating telephone contacts, postal and e-mail addresses, 

                                                 
109http://www.itm.lu/detachement-de-travailleurs/contact-international
 http://www.zoll.de/fr_version/b0_centre_information/index.html
http://www.emploi.belgique.be/defaultTab.aspx?id=6224
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whereas other websites redirect the user to a non-dedicated helpline (Germany) or their local 

administrations (France). 

Among the liaison offices contacted and in particular those that consider that offering 

information to undertakings and workers is part of their job110, the conclusions are the same: 

they are rarely contacted for information by the workers themselves. However, they are well 

equipped from a legal and linguistic point of view and their knowledge of specific rules 

applicable as regards posting should incite the States to support them in their mission of 

providing information by giving them adequate publicity. 

One of the essential outlets for circulating information could be constituted by the staff 

representative bodies in the service user undertakings that have the advantage of being near 

to the posted workers at the work place. Under this same perspective and according to the 

social models of each Member State, the representative labour unions in the professional 

sector considered could also play a pivotal role in accompanying and assisting the posted 

workers.  Thus, the website set up by the European social partners in the construction 

industry, provides links for each Member State to websites of labour unions established in 

the construction sector.  Specialised websites for a professional sector facilitates this policy 

of providing links. 

                                                 
110 The Belgian and Luxembourg liaison offices.  
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Section 2. The content of information to be given to workers  

The information to be provided in the usual State of residence must present the context and 

the special aspects of posting; the social rules of the Host State do not need to be given in 

detail, but the posted workers must be informed of their rights and obligations as regards 

posting (A). 

The information intended for posted workers coming from another Member State must 

contain additional details on the essential social rules forming part of the hard core of the 

Directive as implemented in the Host State and in accordance with paragraph 2 of article 5111 

of the Posting Directive. It must mention the remedies available to the employee in the Host 

State (B). 

A. The general information to be given to workers  

For the posting operation to function efficiently, the workers must be informed about the 

context in which they find themselves. This information must render the provision of services 

safe in the Host State by precluding any potential troubles for the workers and enabling them 

to identify their contacts and assert their rights.   

1. Working in a legal context 

A lawful posting presupposes the existence of an employment contract with an employer 

established on the territory where his activities are normally carried out.  Furthermore, the 

employer must maintain this function throughout the duration of the posting and will be 

responsible for compliance with rules related to wages, working hours, hygiene and safety at 

work, according to the legislation of the Host State. Even if according to the laws of the Host 

State and the legal framework of the posting, the worker could be under the control and 

management of the employer of the user undertaking, the maintenance of an « employment 

relationship during the period of posting » is the factor common to all the forms of posting 

set forth in the posting directive under article 1§3. 

                                                 
111 Al 2 of article 5 of Directive 96/71/EC of 16 December 1996: «They shall in particular ensure that adequate 
procedures are available to workers and/or their representatives for the enforcement of obligations under this 
Directive».
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This information will avoid confusion as regards respective responsibilities of undertakings 

involved at the place of work. 

2. The special case of third country nationals 

Even if it is the employer’s role to attest to the lawfulness of a third country national’s 

situation in the preliminary declaration, it is preferable for employees to be in possession of 

the work and residence permits authorising them to stay and  work in their employer’s State 

of establishment.  The controls and inspections conducted in the Host State could oblige the 

posted worker to leave the country if the employer or posted worker is unable to provide the 

necessary documents and if in addition to this, there are other punishable offences. 

3. Affiliation to the Social Security scheme applicable in the Home State 

Before being posted, employees must be covered by the social security scheme of the State 

where they normally work, the effect of the posting being to maintain this situation. This 

affiliation must pre-exist even if the new implementing Regulation 983/2009 has 

considerably eased the terms and conditions of this prior affiliation by indicating in its article 

14 paragraph 1112 that the employee "can be a person who is recruited with a view to being 

posted to another Member State provided that, immediately before the start of his 

employment the person concerned is already subject to the legislation of the Member State in 

which his employer is established”.  

The decision of the administrative commission on the coordination of social security systems 

has however laid down certain restrictions by stating that in the case of the person concerned 

"having been subject to the legislation of the Member State in which the employer is 

established for at least one month, can be considered as meeting the requirement113. 

                                                 
112 Regulation (EC) n° 987/2009 of 16 September 2009 laying down the procedure for implementing   
Regulation (EC) n°883/2004 on the coordination of social security systems .Article 14 paragraph 1  
« 1. For the purposes of the application of Article 12 (1) of the basic regulation, “a person who pursues an 
activity as an employed person in a Member State on behalf of an employer which normally carries out its 
activities there and who is posted by that employer to another Member State shall include a person who is 
recruited with a view to being posted to another Member state, provided that, immediately before the start of his 
employment, the person concerned is already subject to the legislation of the Member State in which his 
employer is established ». 
113 Decision A2 of 12 June 2009 concerning the interpretation of article 12 of Regulation (EC) n°883/2004 on 
the legislation applicable to posted workers and self-employed workers temporarily working outside the 
competent State. 
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4. Documents required of the posted worker 

Two key documents are required in the Host State and can facilitate the worker’s rights and 

measures to be taken. 

Posted workers must have in their possession the A1 form (previously E 101) certifying that 

they are present in the context of a posting and that in this respect, they are affiliated to the 

social security scheme of the State which has sent them. This certificate must be provided by 

the employer who applies for it from the competent institution. Even if this certificate can be 

issued at a later date, its presentation would remove suspicions of fraud as far as the control 

authorities are concerned. 

Lastly, employees must also be informed about the usefulness of the European health 

Insurance Card and the issuing authority. This would enable them to benefit from health care 

benefits in the Host State as if they were affiliated there.  "The European Health Insurance 

Card guarantees that the card holder receives in the Member State of stay the same 

treatment (procedures and tariffs) as a person covered by the sickness insurance scheme of 

this State"114. The card holders would not need to return to the competent State or State of 

Residence to receive health care before the projected end of their stay. 

5. Enforcement of social rules in the Host State 

Posted workers must be informed of the basic principle of the Posting Directive by virtue of 

which, in respect of certain fundamental aspects, they will benefit from the rules applicable 

in the Host State. This information may prompt them to inquire about and avail of their 

rights. This information is identical to that given to undertakings. 

B. Information to be provided by the Host State to the posted worker  

Posted workers are often unaware of their rights and especially those by virtue of which the 

level of their salaries have to conform to the minimum rates applicable to workers of the 

same category in the Host State. All of the information hereafter must be outlined in 

accordance with the existing legal rules or collective agreements. 

1. Rules applicable to the provision of work 

 The rules to be outlined to the posted worker must include complete information on :  
                                                 
114 ACCSSS, DECISION S1 of 12 June 2009 concerning the European Health Insurance card, (2010/C 106/08) 
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- the salary applicable in the Host State for each professional category including a 

definition of gross salary, its components and the principle determining payment of 

travel, board and lodging, and restaurant costs in reimbursement of expenditure 

incurred on account of the posting, that does not enter into the calculation of the 

minimum wage115,  

- the reminder that this rule does not affect the application of the contractual salary if 

the latter is more favourable, 

- any exceptions to the minimum wages provided under the Directive 96/71116 when the 

period of posting is less than a month or because the amount of work to be done is 

insignificant. 

- legislation concerning maximum working periods, minimum rest periods and the 

minimum duration of paid annual leave, along with the possibility of derogation as 

specified under directive 96/71 in the case of an insignificant amount of work.  

- legislation concerning safety, health and hygiene. 

The extensive scale of information must not be detrimental to the clarity of rules ; this is why 

it appears useful to point out to the workers the resource persons whose role is to ensure 

observance thereof, both within and outside of the undertaking where they will be posted.   

2. Indication of remedies possible 

Under article 5 of the Posting Directive, “Member States shall take appropriate measures in 

the event of failure to comply with this Directive. They shall in particular ensure that 

adequate procedures are available to workers and/or their representatives for the enforcement 

of obligations under this Directive”. 

To guarantee the effectiveness of rules, the information must make mention of the categories 

of representatives in the service user undertaking likely to inform the workers and defend 

them in the Host State.  

In the absence of such institutions, the information must specify the labour union 

organisations (confederations and federations) set up in the sector of activity. This is the case 

for the site http://www.posting-workers.eu created by the European social partners in the 

                                                 
115 Directive 96/71 of 16 December 1996 , op cit , article 3 paragraph 7 «Allowances specific to the posting shall 
be considered to be part of the minimum wage, unless they are paid in reimbursement of expenditure actually 
incurred on account of the posting, such as expenditure on travel, board and lodging ». 
116 Directive 96/71 of 16 December 1996, op cit , article 3 paragraph 3, 4 and 5 . 
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construction industry: it indicates, for each Member State, the websites of labour 

organisations specific to each sector.  Experience reveals, in fact, that the labour unions 

contacted are a valuable link to guarantee aid in the form of legal assistance and advice. 

Their knowledge of social rights, their organisation and capacity to intervene make them the 

main negotiators for employees in difficulty. They are the ones who will take concrete action 

in justice in order to enforce terms and conditions as stated in article 6 of the directive117. 

Precise information must also be provided on the control authorities and labour inspectorates. 

This information is available on the German site www.zoll.de under the section "workers". 

3. Heath cover for workers in the Host State 

It is the role of the Member States to set out the exact terms and conditions of workers’ rights 

in the field of health care whether arising from illness or work related accidents. 

As regards health insurance, the employee must be informed about the rules to observe in 

order to benefit from the allowances in kind and cash and the procedure to obtain cover. This 

information is clearly explained in the CLEISS118 website, but the absence of translation into 

another language reduces its usefulness. 

In matters pertaining to work-related accidents, the employee must be informed of the time 

limits to declare the accident, the organisations providing cover and the procedure involved 

both as regards health cover and the right to obtain alternative income in the case of work 

lost time injury. 

                                                 
117 Directive 96/71, Article 6 Jurisdiction  
«In order to enforce the right to the terms and conditions of employment guaranteed in Article 3, judicial 
proceedings may be instituted in the Member State in whose territory the worker is or was posted, without 
prejudice, where applicable, to the right, under existing international conventions on jurisdiction, to institute 
proceedings in another State ». 
118 http://www.cleiss.fr/particuliers/je_viens_travailler__detachement__rgt.html
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OOUUTTLLIINNEE  FFOORR  TTHHEE  SSTTRRUUCCTTUURREE  AANNDD  CCOONNTTEENNTT  OOFF  TTHHEE  MMIINNIIMMUUMM  IINNFFOORRMMAATTIIOONN  TTHHEE  

MMEEMMBBEERR  SSTTAATTEESS  SSHHOOUULLDD  PPRROOVVIIDDEE    

The provision of services involving posted workers is all the more complex since it is at the 

hub of two different rationales: ensuring the freedom of undertakings in the field of service 

provision within a framework of fair competition and guaranteeing that workers' rights are 

fully respected. 

Consequently, each Member State has transposed the rules stemming from the posting 

directive and attempted to introduce adequate information about the rules governing foreign 

service providers. However, the States have often neglected to inform national service 

providers and users, although such information would have helped raise the awareness of all 

stakeholders and stimulated a more widespread dissemination of the information required. 

The task is difficult due to the social models of the Member States and the role of 

management and labour in determining the terms of employment and labour which are at the 

heart of the posting directive. 

Adequate information also presupposes that the current divides between employment 

administrations and social security administrations are overcome in order to supply 

stakeholders with a summary of all their rights and obligations relating to each operation. 

The tables below attempt to outline how the information can be structured taking into 

account the needs of different categories of users. This information could be made available 

on the websites of each State and would allow all stakeholders to become familiar with their 

rights and obligations according to their specific situation. 

The tables are structured firstly to deal with the general information which all stakeholders 

should receive (Table 1), and secondly the information is divided into "sections" specific to 

each category of stakeholder (Tables 2 to 6). 

The content is adapted to take into account certain criteria. 

General information presenting the main features of posting (Table 1) 

Information targeting undertakings set up on national territory enabling them to gauge the 

constraints linked with the posting operation they have in mind (Table 2) 

Information targeting foreign undertakings set up in another Member State of the European 

Union wishing to post workers to the national territory (Table 3) 
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Information targeting the service users (Table 4) 

Information targeting workers on the national territory who are scheduled to be posted to 

another State (Table 5)  

Information targeting workers posted to the national territory by foreign undertakings (Table 

6) 
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Table 1 

 GENERAL INFORMATION FOR  

ALL STAKEHOLDERS 

THE POSTING OF 
WORKERS AND THE 

FREEDOM TO 
PROVIDE SERVICES 

Article 56 Treaty on the 
functioning of the 

European Union (former 
article 49 TEC) 

 

The transnational posting of workers falls within the 
framework of the freedom to provide services. The freedom to 
provide services enables service providers based in a Member 
State to provide services in another member State on a 
temporary basis without having an establishment there. Any 
restrictions to this freedom are prohibited regarding nationals 
from Member States based in a Member State other than that 
hosting the service provision. 

The transnational posting of workers is therefore an operation 
by which an undertaking based in a Member State sends 
workers onto the territory of another Member State to carry out 
the temporary provision of services. 

This operation involves three stakeholders: the undertaking 
posting the workers (service provider), the posted workers and 
the service user (customer, supervisor, contractor).. 

To comply with Community law, the posting operation 
presupposes that rules in terms of labour and social security 
law are abided by. 

 

POSTING WORKERS AND LABOUR LAW 

THE POSTING 
FRAMEWORKS  

 

The directive provides for three different categories of posting: 

Performing a service-provision contract: a contract is signed 
between the service-providing undertaking based in Member 
State A and the service user based in Member State B. To 
execute the contract, the service provider posts a worker under 
their management and working on their account, to the 
territory of member State B. 

Intra-group mobility: an undertaking posts a worker to an 
undertaking belonging to the same group, but based in another 
Member State. 

Hiring out employees for temporary work: a temporary 
employment undertaking hires out a worker for a user 
undertaking either based or conducting its activity on the 
territory of another Member State. 

In these three hypotheses, a work relationship between the 
sending undertaking and the posted worker must exist during 
the posting period. This means that the undertaking which 
employs and posts the worker remains the worker's employer.  
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DEFINITION OF 
POSTING  

Directive 96/71 defines the posted worker as "a worker who, 
for a limited period of time, carries out his work in the territory 
of a Member State other than the State in which he normally 
works". 

Posting is temporary by nature.  

⇒ While the directive only provides that posting can be 
carried out "for a limited period of time", Community rules 
coordinating the social security systems provide for a 
maximum posting period of 24 months. 

 

RULES TO BE 
OBSERVED IN THE 

HOST STATE  

Respecting the rules of the Host State is a necessity: 

The undertaking posting the worker must abide by the labour 
law applicable in the Host State relating to the following 
labour and employment conditions: 

⇒ maximum work periods and minimum rest periods; 

⇒ the minimum duration of paid annual holidays; 

⇒ the minimum rates of pay, including increments for 
overtime 

⇒ the conditions for hiring out workers, notably by temporary 
employment undertakings; 

⇒ health, safety and hygiene at work; 

⇒ the protective measures applicable to the work and 
employment conditions of pregnant women and women 
who have recently given birth, children and young people; 

⇒ equal treatment between men and women and other 
provisions on non-discrimination. 

The service-providing undertaking is only subject to these rule 
if they are laid down:  

⇒ by law, regulation or administrative provision 

⇒ and/or collective agreements or arbitration awards which 
have been declared universally applicable to activities in 
the field of the building sector. 

However, the directive concedes that Member States can 
impose on national undertakings and undertakings from other 
Member States the conditions for labour and employment laid 
down in collective agreements or arbitration awards that are 
universally applicable for activities other than the building 
sector. 

The rules for the Host State may be set aside insofar as the 
posted worker already benefits from similar or more 
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favourable rules in the Home State.  

What are universally applicable collective agreements and 
arbitration awards? They are collective agreements and 
arbitration awards that must be observed by all undertakings in 
the profession or industry concerned and in the geographical 
area in question. 

In the absence of a declared system for universally applied 
collective agreements and arbitration awards, the Member 
States can base themselves on: 

⇒ collective agreements or arbitration awards which are 
generally applicable to all similar undertakings in the 
profession or industry concerned in the geographical area 
in question,  

and/or 

⇒ collective agreements signed by the most representative 
employers' or labour organisations at a national level and 
which are applied throughout the national territory. 

 

SOURCES OF THE 
RULES 

⇒ Directive 96/71 of 16 December 1996 concerning the 
posting of workers in the framework of service provision. 

 

POSTING WORKERS AND SOCIAL SECURITY LAW 

OBJECTIVES AND 
CONDITIONS 

The objective pursued by Community regulations in 
coordinating the social security systems is to facilitate the 
freedom of service provision by simplifying formalities for 
undertakings: the worker remains affiliated to the social 
security system of the Home State while carrying out a 
temporary service in another State. 

A work relationship must be maintained between the 
employer and the worker: the employer who employs and 
posts the worker must remain the employer. The direct 
relationship must continue to exist during the period of 
posting. 

 

MAXIMUM PERIOD OF 
POSTING AND 
EXEMPTIONS  

The foreseeable posting period should not exceed 24 months 
(non-renewable). 
An exemption to this period of 24 months may however be 
granted by mutual agreement between two or more Member 
States, the competent authorities in these member States or 
organisations appointed by these authorities, in the interest of 
certain persons or categories of persons. 
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The service-providing undertaking may therefore enter a 
request to benefit from an exceptional, individual agreement 
to: 

⇒ plan a posting period exceeding 24 months from the outset  

or 

⇒ extend the initial posting period beyond 24 months. 

 

PROHIBITIONS 

⇒ The posted worker must not replace another posted worker. 

⇒ Repeated postings, i.e. the following operations are 
prohibited: 

 The undertaking to which the worker has been posted 
in turn posts the worker to another undertaking in the 
Member State where it is based or to an undertaking 
based in another Member State, 

 The worker is recruited with the aim of being posted by 
an undertaking located in a second Member State to an 
undertaking located in a third Member State. 

 

FORMALITIES 

The A1 (ex E101) certificate to be requested from institutions 
in the State of origin firstly constitutes a presumption that 
affiliation to the social security system of this State has been 
maintained, and secondly certifies that the employee is living 
in the Host State within the posting framework. 

⇒ The application for the form can be made before, during or 
after the posting period, although it is preferable to ask for 
it before posting. Indeed, checks could be carried out in the 
Host State and the form could be requested at any point. 
Applying for the form before the posting period therefore 
means one can proceed act in all serenity. 

⇒ Presenting the A1 form creates a presumption of affiliation 
to the social security system binding the competent 
organisation and the judges in the Host State. As long as 
the A1 certificate has not been withdrawn or declared 
invalid, the competent institution in the Host State cannot 
submit the workers in question to its own social security 
system. 

⇒ E 101 forms may continue to be issued instead of A1 forms 
until 30 April 2012. 

 

SOURCES OF THE 
RULES 

⇒ Articles 12 and 16 Regulation (EC) n°883/2004 of the 
European Parliament and of the Council of 29 April 2004 
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 on the coordination of social security systems 

⇒ Regulation (EC) n°987/2009 of the European Parliament 
and of the Council of 16 September 2009 laying down the 
procedures for implementing regulation (EC) n° 883/2004 
on the coordination of the social security systems 

⇒ Decision A2 of 12 June 2009 of the Administrative 
Commission for the coordination of social security systems 

⇒ Decision E1 of 12 June 2009 of the Administrative 
Commission for the coordination of social security systems 
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Table 2 

 INFORMATION FOR SERVICE-PROVIDING UNDERTAKINGS 
BASED ON NATIONAL TERRITORY 

⇒ Service-providers can only make use of the rights connected with the 
freedom to provide services if they perform a substantial activity in 
the State where they are based: 

Service-providers must conduct substantial activities in their 

establishment other than activities that are purely connected to internal 

administration. 

The absence of any significant activity in the Home State means that the 

affiliation to a social security system for posted workers in another 

Member State may be invalidated and they may be subject to a system 

in the Host State. 

⇒ Posted workers must be employed in due form: 
The employees must have a work contract with the service provider. 

No particular length of service is required in the working relation. 
CONDITIONS 

TO BE 
FULFILLED 
PRIOR TO 
POSTING 

Employees who are third-country nationals must hold a work 

permit/residence permit in the Home State of their employer. 

⇒ When an A1 form is issued by the social security system of the State 
where the worker is normally employed, this certifies that affiliation 
to the social security system of this State has been maintained: 

Service providers must request the A1 form from the competent 

organisation in the Home State (postal and Internet address) preferably 

before proceeding with posting. 

Presenting this form to the inspection authorities in the Host State gives 

rise to a presumption of due affiliation to the social security system and 

binds the competent organisations and the judges in the Host State for as 

long as the certificate is not withdrawn by the issuing organisation. 

 
⇒ Alerting service providers about the need to be informed as to the 

rules applicable in the Host State. These rules may vary from one 
State to another. LEGISLATION 

APPLICABLE 
DURING 
POSTING 

⇒ When the period of posting is less than 8 days, if the provision of 
services consists in work pertaining to the initial assembly and/or 
first installation of goods, which form an integral part of a supply 
contract for goods, performed by skilled workers, the employer does 
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not have to observe the minimum rate of pay or the minimum period 
of annual paid holidays in the Host State. This exemption does not 
apply to activities in the building industry. 

⇒ Informing the service provider of any additional exemptions 
provided for in terms of the maximum period of work, minimum 
periods of rest and the minimum rate of pay in the case of small-
scale work.  

⇒ In the building and public works sector: alerting the service provider 
of the existence of any system of funds for time off due to bad 
weather and any obligation to be affiliated to this fund should the 
equivalent of affiliation not exist on the national territory. 

 

INSPECTIONS 

⇒ Alerting service providers to any inspections in the Host State and 
information exchange between administrations to check the 
lawfulness of their situation. 

⇒ Encouraging service providers to look for information on the website 
of the Host State concerning the competent inspection bodies, the 
documents required and any penalties which may be incurred. 

 

LIABILITIES AND 
PENALTIES 
INCURRED 

⇒ Alerting service providers to the risks of concealing activities, 
concealing employees, fraudulent subcontracting, the illicit hiring-
out of labour, hiring third-country nationals without a work/residence 
permit etc. 

 

CONTACTS 

⇒ Supplying service providers with assistance in the formalities and 
directing them towards the competent authorities in the Host State. 

⇒ Informing service providers about the website of the European 
Commission (www.europa.eu) to find further information and 
contacts in the Host State. 

 

SOURCES OF 
THE RULES 

⇒ Presenting european regulations (Directive 96/71, Regulations on the 
coordination of the social security systems) and the websites where 
these informations can be found 

⇒ Presenting the national rules, procedures and competent organisms 
for social security 
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Table 3 

 INFORMATION FOR SERVICE PROVIDERS PERFORMING 
TEMPORARY SERVICES ON NATIONAL TERRITORY  

⇒ Informing the service providers of any requirement in terms of 
declaring the posting operation: 

role and content of the declaration  

competent organisation to be contacted (website supplying a 

declaration form or with an on-line service)  

how to send it (electronically or by post) 

CONDITIONS 
TO BE 

FULFILLED 
BEFORE 
POSTING 

deadlines for sending the form  

any penalties.  

⇒ Informing service providers of any other requirements. 

⇒ Informing service providers that to respect the lawful conditions in 
the Home State, they need: 

to exercise a significant, declared activity  

to have legally employed staff members  

to ensure any third-country nationals have a work/residence permit.  

⇒ Informing about the need to ask for a posting certificate (A1/ E101) 
from the social security scheme to which the employees are 
affiliated. 

 

LEGISLATION 
APPLICABLE 

DURING 
POSTING 

⇒ Informing service providers of the social rules applicable to posted 
workers. 

⇒ If the rules of collective agreements are applicable, explaining the 
national mechanism of collective agreements (professional and/or 
geographical scope). 

Presenting the rules laid down by the law or collective agreements 

related to the following fields: 

- maximum work periods and minimum rest periods; 

- the minimum duration of paid annual holidays; 

- the minimum rates of pay, including increments for overtime; 

- conditions for hiring out workers, in particular by temporary work 

undertakings; 

- safety, health and hygiene at work; 
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- protection measures applicable to the labour and employment 

conditions of pregnant women and women who have recently given 

birth, children and young people; 

- equal treatment between men and women and other provisions on 

non-discrimination. 

Explaining the principle by which this legislation is only applicable if 

it does not overlap with the legislation applicable in the Home State or 

if it is more favourable. 

 

INSPECTIONS 

⇒ Presenting the competent inspection bodies and their powers (labour 
inspectorate, police, customs, social security inspectorate etc.). 

⇒ Presenting the documents required during inspections i.e. 
documents proving the observance of labour and employment 
conditions (pay slips, record of hours worked, A1 form etc.). 

⇒ Presenting the penalties which may be incurred in the case of non‐
presentation of the documents or hindering the inspection process. 

 

LIABILITIES AND 
PENALTIES 
INCURRED 

⇒ Presenting the various offences which may be retained in the case of 
concealing activities, concealing salaried employment, fraudulent 
sub-contracting, illicit hiring-out of labour, employing third-country 
nationals without a work/residence permit etc. 

 

CONTACTS 

⇒ Contact details of the national and local public administrations for 
labour and the social security (line dedicated to posting or 
geographical map of the Host State with zoning to locate the locally 
competent authority more easily). 

⇒ Contact details of employer organisations and consular chambers. 
 

SOURCES OF 
THE RULES 

⇒ Presenting the national rules 
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Table 4 

 

 
INFORMATION FOR THE SERVICE USER 

EMPLOYMENT 
OF ILLEGALLY 

STAYING THIRD-
COUNTRY 

NATIONALS  

⇒ Informing the service user of the risks associated with calling on a 
service provider that does not observe the rules applicable to the 
employment of third-country nationals 

 in the case of the service provider employing third-
country nationals who do not, or no longer, fulfil the 
residence conditions in the service provider's Home 
State,  service users are informed of the penalties they 
may incur under civil and criminal law in their 
capacity as: 

 a contractor using a "sub-contractor" (legal entity or 
private individual who is entrusted with the performance 
of part or all the obligations of a pre-signed contract), 

 a main contractor or intermediate sub-contractor if 
they were aware that the sub-contractor employed 
illegally staying third-country nationals  

⇒ Indicating the penalties resulting from transposing Directive 
2009/52/EC of 18 June 2009 into the national legislation 

 the service provider may be held jointly liable with the 
employer, contractor or direct sub-contractor or in their 
stead and incur financial penalties, 

 regarding the payment of costs for returning illegally 
employed third-country nationals in cases where a return 
to the home country is undertaken, 

 regarding the back pay of any illegally employed third-
country nationals, 

 regarding all costs resulting from sending unpaid salaries 
to the country to which the third-country national has 
returned or been sent. 
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According to national legislation:  

⇒ informing service users of any formalities required under national 
law, 

LIABILITIES AND 
PENALTIES 
INCURRED 

⇒ informing service users of the risks of joint liability with the service 
provider with reference to illegal employment. 
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 Table 5 

 INFORMATION FOR WORKERS POSTED  

TO ANOTHER MEMBER STATE  

⇒ Employees must be declared as being: 
 holders of a work contract, and 
 affiliated to the social security system of the State where they 

usually work  

THE 
WORKER'S 
SITUATION 

BEFORE 
POSTING 

⇒ Third-country employees must hold a residence and/or work permit 
allowing them to work on national territory. 

 

WORK AND 
EMPLOYMENT 
CONDITIONS 

DURING 
POSTING  

⇒ Employers who post employees maintain their position as employers during 
the posting period:  

 they pay the salary and remain liable for the application of the 
work contract. 

 they must apply certain provisions in the Host State if they are 
more favourable than those provided for in the national 
legislation applicable to the work contract and they are 
compulsory for workers in the same category in the Host State. 

⇒ These rules are applied either by virtue of the law of the Host State or by 
virtue of collective agreements.  

⇒ The rules may concern:  
 the maximum working times and minimum rest periods; 
 the minimum duration of annual paid holidays; 
 the minimum rate of pay, including incremented rates for 

overtime; 
 the conditions under which workers are hired out, in particular 

by temporary employment agencies; 
 safety, health and hygiene at work; 
 protection measures applicable to the work and employment 

conditions of pregnant women and women who have recently 
given birth, children and young people; 

 the equal treatment between men and women and other 
provisions on non-discrimination. 

Caution: Allowances paid during the posting period (mobility bonus, 
expatriation bonus etc.) are part of the minimum salary. 
But allowances paid to reimburse expenses incurred due to the posting (travel, 
accommodation and living expenses) are not included in the calculation of the 
minimum salary. 
 

ACCESS TO 
AND 

COVERAGE 
OF 

HEALTHCARE  

Before leaving:  

⇒ Ask for the European Health Insurance Card from the relevant social 
security organisation. The card guarantees direct access to care providers 
based in the Host State without any prior formalities with the locally 
competent organisation, and coverage of medically required care services. 
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 Care services are the same as for local people insured under the scheme. 

⇒ In the case of sick leave due to an occupational injury during the posting 
period: 

 The employer and social security organisation should be 
informed. 

 The healthcare is covered as for occupational injuries suffered by 
workers in the Host State by the Host State organisation 
according to its own rules. 

 Indemnities to compensate the loss of salary are paid directly by 
the social security scheme to which the worker is affiliated. 

 

USEFUL 
DOCUMENTS 
IN THE HOST 

STATE 

⇒ The European Health Insurance Card. 
⇒ Form A1 (formerly form E101). It proves that the employee is affiliated to 

the social security system in the Home State. It must be requested from the 
employer. 

⇒ The residence/work permit issued by the Home State if the worker is a 
third-country national.  A residence/work permit from the Host State is not 
necessary. 

 

POTENTIAL 

REMEDIES AND 

CONTACTS 

⇒ Assistance in the case of non-observance of the rules: 
Alerting workers of how they can appeal to staff representatives in the 

undertaking where they are posted or trade union organisations in the Host 

State. 

 Giving information about the liaison offices of the various 
Member States accessible on the site of the European 
Commission http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?catId=726&langId=fr 

Informing workers that they can find further information on the website of the 

labour and social security administration of the Host State. 

⇒ Legal recourse:  
Informing workers of their right to appeal to the courts and tribunals in the 

Host State against their employer 

Informing workers of all recourse available when they return to their Home 

State (cases which can be heard, competent tribunals, modalities of appeal, 

advice on the usefulness and cost of the proceedings). 
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Table 6 

 INFORMATION FOR WORKERS POSTED ON THE 
NATIONAL TERRITORY 

THE WORKER'S 
SITUATION 

BEFORE 
POSTING 

⇒ Employees must be declared, i.e.: 
 hold a work contract and 
 be affiliated to the social security system of the State 

where they usually work. 

⇒ Employees who are third-country nationals must have a 
residence/work permit enabling them to work on the national 
territory of the Home State. 

 

LABOUR AND 
EMPLOYMENT 
CONDITIONS 

DURING 
POSTING 

⇒ Employers posting the employees remain their employers during 
the posting period, i.e.: 

 They pay the salary and remain liable for the 
application of the work contract. 

 They observe certain provisions in the national 
legislation applicable on the territory of the Host State. 
They are applicable if they are more favourable than 
those provided for by the national legislation of the 
Home State. 

⇒ Indicating whether the rules are applied by virtue of the law or 
collective agreements: 

 If the rules of the agreements are applied, explaining 
the national mechanism of collective agreements 
(professional and/or geographical scope). 

⇒ Indicating precisely the compulsory rules on the national territory 
or in the professional sector, including: 

 the maximum work periods and minimum rest periods; 
 the minimum duration of annual paid holidays; 
 the minimum rate of pay, including incremented rates 

for overtime; 
 the conditions for hiring-out workers, especially by 

temporary employment agencies; 
 safety, health and hygiene at work; 
 protection measures applicable to the work and 

employment conditions of pregnant women and 
women who have recently given birth, children and 
young people; 

 equal treatment between men and women and other 
provisions on non-discrimination. 

Caution: Allowances paid during the posting period (mobility bonus, 
expatriation bonus etc.) are part of the minimum salary. 
But allowances paid to reimburse expenses incurred due to the 
posting (travel, accommodation and living expenses) are not included 
in the calculation of the minimum salary. 
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Explaining the basic principles: employees are affiliated to the social 

security system of the State where they usually work (Home State). 

This affiliation is certified by the A1 / E101 certificate. 
SOCIAL COVER  

This affiliation entitles them to rights in both the Home State and the 

Host State. 

 

Healthcare is covered according to the rules of the social security 
system in the Host State. 
Replacement income in the case of sick leave is covered according to 
the rules of the system in the Home State. 
Healthcare coverage: 

⇒ Employees are entitled to the care deemed medically 

necessary as if they were affiliated in the Host State. 

⇒ They are reimbursed directly for any expenses within the 

ceiling and according to the rates and conditions of 

reimbursement laid down by the Host State. 

⇒ If the legislation in the Host State does not provide for the 

reimbursement of expenses, employees may be reimbursed 

by their own system, depending on the rules.  
ACCESS TO AND 
COVERAGE OF 
HEALTHCARE 

 

Sick leave in the case of illness: 
⇒ The right to a replacement income in the case of sick leave 

requires a medical certificate to be provided by the Host State 

which must be sent to the social security system of the Home 

State. This State shall pay out indemnities if the employees 

fulfil the conditions provided for by the legislation of the 

system to which they are affiliated. 

 

In the case of sick leave for an occupation injury or disease: 
⇒ The occupation injury or disease declaration is carried out in 

accordance with the rules of the social security system of 

affiliation and the rules in force in the Host State.  
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⇒ Indemnities are directly paid out by the scheme to which the 

workers are affiliated. 

⇒ The European Health Insurance Card issued by the relevant 

social security organisation of the Home State guarantees 

direct access to care providers based in the Host State without 

any prior formalities, and coverage of medically required care 

services. 

⇒ Care services are given under the same conditions as those 

provided for local users. 
USEFUL 

DOCUMENTS ON 
THE NATIONAL 

TERRITORY 

⇒  Failing this, the employees' health insurance scheme issues a 

provisional replacement certificate for the European Health 

Insurance Card which is valid for three months. 

⇒ Form A1 (formerly form E101) allows employees to prove 

they are affiliated to the social security system of the Home 

State in the case of an inspection. 

⇒ The residence/work permit issued by the Home State if the 

employees are third-country nationals. 

 
Assistance on the national territory: 

⇒ Explaining the categories of staff representatives in national 

undertakings. 

⇒ Presenting the inspection bodies in charge of ensuring the 

law-based and/or collective agreement rules are observed. 
REMEDIES AND 
CONTACTS IN 

THE HOST 
STATE 

⇒ Supplying the contact details of trade union organisations on 

the national territory, in particular in sectors where posting is 

more frequently applied (postal address, email and telephone 

number). 

Legal recourse: 
⇒ Indicating the competent court or tribunal in the case of a 

breach  of rights on the national territory (organisation of the 
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courts, possible remedies, modalities, existence of 

organisations assisting victims). 

⇒ Specifying whether appeals are possible once the employees 

have returned to the Home State. 
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Part II. INFORMATION AVAILABLE ON THE POSTING OF 

WORKERS: 

A comparative analytical survey of websites set up by public 

administrations 
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Introduction 

In the first part, we identified needs in terms of information, its potential content and the 

categories of information receivers. 

The second part aims to present the findings of an assessment of websites providing 

information on posting. 

Public administrations have a duty to provide information and assistance, yet how do they 

manage to carry out this task in concrete terms? What can we learn from the assessment of 

their websites? 

In order to assess and compare the websites and webpages developed by the public 

administrations of the various Member States in terms of posting, the comparison criteria had 

to be defined from the outset based on precise objectives. 

To lay down these objectives, we had to consider ourselves as users of the information 

supplied, either as undertakings aiming to conduct the provision of services freely by posting 

workers within the internal market, or as posted workers themselves.  

A. Objectives 

With this aim in mind, 2 main criteria were identified: ease of access to the information and 

the quality of services offered online. 

The first criterion, centred on how easy it is to access information (Chapter I), covers several 

points. 

Can users easily access information regarding posting conditions? In other words, if users are 

looking for reliable, accurate information on posting, will they be efficiently directed to the 

adequate website, i.e. to the website of the public administration in charge of supplying the 

information required? Indeed, while the Internet is a fantastic tool for disseminating 

knowledge, inadequate referencing of public websites may lead the user on a painstaking, 

and even discouraging, search considering the number of rival websites and the user's 

inability to identify the right source. 

Another key element for users consists in supplying comprehensive information covering 

their rights and obligations in terms of the legislation of the Home State and the Host State 
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with reference to "labour laws" and "social security laws". We have indeed observed that it is 

not possible to consider posting from the sole angle of the rules of labour laws applicable in 

the Host State. The legal frame of posting implies that certain conditions in the Home State 

must be respected, including rules pertaining to labour laws and social security laws. This 

rationale is evident in the services directive: the point of single contact must represent a 

gateway to a whole set of useful information for a given activity. Assuring the provision of 

services through posting workers therefore implies, in particular, that general information 

should be supplied to the service provider, whose duty it is to respect the legal conditions, by 

going beyond the sectarian approach we witness today, where information is supplied by 

each type of public administration and by each State separately.  

Does the information take into account the user's profile?  Indeed information needs are not 

the same depending on whether we are dealing with a service provider, service user or a 

posted worker. Users who are confronted with a mass of information that does not 

correspond to their needs are no doubt likely to abandon the public website quickly and turn 

to other websites that are more adapted to their profile.  

Is the information readily available from a language viewpoint? Language is still a major 

obstacle in terms of accessing information. And the more complex and scattered the 

information is, due to the different sources of rules applicable, the greater the language 

barrier becomes. 

The second criterion retained to assess the websites of public administrations consists in 

checking the quality of the online services, i.e. the quality of the information supplied and the 

possibility of carrying out the required administrative formalities (Chapter II). Several 

aspects have been examined under this criterion. 

Does the general information quoted above give precise, accurate and up-to-date information 

in particular concerning the key points which form the nerve centres in terms of posting 

workers? 

Do the websites enable users to proceed with a certain number of formalities online? The 

possibility of using electronic means to fulfil the obligations of the Home State or the Host 

State obviously facilitates the performance of transnational service provision. 

Do websites offer additional assistance by providing users with the precise details of public 

administrations which can answer their questions? Do the websites develop a policy of links 

towards the websites of other organisations able to assist undertakings and workers who wish 

to benefit from their rights? 
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Do the websites provide downloadable guides and brochures so that users can take on board 

all their rights and obligations? Making available a "simple step-step guide" is advised by the 

services directive in article 7 §2. This is part and parcel of the competent authorities' duty to 

provide assistance. 

The aim of this evaluation is not to disqualify any website among those that have been 

studied, but to identify good practices and highlight potential paths for improvement so as to 

meet the informational needs of stakeholders involved in posting more efficiently. 

B. Methodology 

The websites selected for the assessment provide information on posting in the language of 

the administration managing the website and at least one other language, i.e. English, 

German or French, to enable us to check the content and accuracy of the information 

provided. However, this study is not exhaustive and time constraints forced us to limit our 

field of study to the following Member States: Belgium, France, Germany, Luxembourg, 

Netherlands, Spain and Sweden. Overall, fourteen websites developed by public labour and 

social security administrations were analysed. 

The assessment also included an atypical website in terms of the criteria quoted above. The 

website www.posting-workers.eu, developed by European social partners in the building 

sector119 was funded by the European Union in the framework of social affairs and 

employment actions and programmes. The decision to include this website was justified by 

three factors :  

- It enables a comparison to be made between the findings for a website dedicated to 

posting workers and websites not exclusively oriented towards this theme (as is the 

case of all the national websites studied). 

- The information published by the representatives of posting stakeholders 

(undertakings and workers) can be compared with the information made available by 

public administrations. 

- Information dealing with posting in all Member States can be compared with 

information targeting the rules applicable in a single State. 

                                                 
119 The two European federations concerned are the ECIF (European Construction Industry Federation) and the 
EFBW (European Federation of Building and Woodworkers) 
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This work was conducted between 1 April 2010 and 15 August 2010. Some observations 

may therefore already be obsolete if changes have since been made to the websites. 
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CCHHAAPPTTEERR  II::  AACCCCEESSSS  TTOO  IINNFFOORRMMAATTIIOONN  

Public authorities supplying information on posting tend to be labour administrations and 

social security services, which are both directly affected by the rules framing the posting 

operation by virtue of Directive 96/71 and the Community regulations on the coordination of 

social security systems. In certain cases, there is a public portal presenting general 

information and referring to the above-mentioned specialised websites. In theory, the 

websites of the public administrations should supply reliable, accurate and up-to-date 

information. This is why they should be given priority in relation to websites developed by 

legal entities coming under private law which may be obsolete or supply partial information 

in both senses of the term. It therefore seems important to check that the audience potentially 

targeted by this information can easily access the public websites whose main task is to 

provide adequate information. 

Access to information must be assessed according to different objectives.  

Using a search engine, can users easily access the public website set up by the public 

administration in charge of supplying adequate information? In other words, is the website 

properly referenced and well ranked in the results displayed by the search engines and what 

are the risks linked with inadequate referencing? Faced with a plethora of websites, can users 

identify the public administration in charge of the website? This is key information for 

reassuring users. They must know if the rights and obligations presented on the website are 

truly in line with the legislation as interpreted and applied by the public administrations. In 

other words, if they respect the rights and obligations, they can consider themselves as being 

protected from any irregularities and legal actions against them (Section 1). 

Whether our users are undertakings or workers, are they able to apprehend all the rights and 

obligations, or does the existence of several websites dedicated to providing useful 

information lead to the risk of accessing only part of the information required? Can they 

access information taking into account their position as a foreign service provider that does 

not master the language of the State where the service shall be provided? Easy access lies in 

the website's ability to overcome language barriers: if no translation is available in one or 

more foreign languages, the information supplied can only reach nationals who are looking to 

provide a service in another Member State (Section 2). 
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Section 1: Access to the website and reliability of the information 

available 

Increasing use of ICTs means that information can be searched beyond national borders and 

therefore constitutes a prime method of disseminating information. 

Various stakeholders may search for information on the subject of posting: undertakings set 

up in another Member State, undertakings set up on national territory and workers involved 

in the posting process. Searching for information is more problematic for the first of these 

categories. Indeed, it is easier for individuals to identify the website of a national public 

administration insofar as the search is conducted in a familiar cultural and linguistic, and 

therefore more or less controlled, environment. Foreign undertakings, on the other hand, are 

not familiar with the general administrative organisation of the Member State where they 

intend to provide services. They may not speak the language of the Host State or fully 

apprehend its administrative organisation. They are therefore at a particular disadvantage 

when they surf the Internet to find specific information. The ranking of the website designed 

to meet their needs is therefore a key factor in terms of accessing the right information. To 

help users seeking information, it must be possible to distinguish between the official 

websites of public administrations and rival websites (A). In view of our findings, we feel 

that it would be helpful to examine the factors that foster the visibility of websites among the 

results displayed by search engines (B). 
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A. Website ranking in search engines  

Faced with a plethora of websites which may meet their needs, users must be able to access 

the relevant website directly. Inadequate access to sites developed by the public 

administrations due to inadequate ranking in the search engines may have a negative impact. 

Users can make mistakes by using inadequate information provided by more highly ranked 

websites. They may also give up their search in the face of a myriad results that are not 

relevant to their needs.  

It is absolutely essential that the website should be ranked top in the results generated by the 

search engine. If the aim of a public administration website is to provide information 

enabling users to be secure in their undertakings by supplying them with the rules in force, 

then obviously all risk of competition from websites offering information which may be 

wrong, obsolete or inadequate must be avoided (2). Being able to identify the publisher of the 

website is a means of underlining the reliability of the information provided. By being able to 

identify the official public administration in charge of providing adequate information, users 

may legitimately suppose that the rules they find there will protect them from irregularities 

(3). However, the choices adopted to proceed with this assessment require some clarification 

(1). 

1. Methodology 

From a methodological point of view, it was important to use a good balance of different 

categories of users and search engines in the assessment. 

To take into account the difficulties specific to undertakings and salaried workers who are 

not nationals of the Host State, ranking was measured based on a request stemming from a 

service provider wishing to post one or more workers to another Member State where the 

official language is different from that of the Home State. For the assessment to be valid, the 

basic hypothesis consists in considering that the user speaks at least English as an 

international language standard, even if this hypothesis may appear to presume too much. 

From the vast range of search engines available, the Google search engine was selected for 

the assessment in view of its dominant position on the search engine market in Europe.  
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A survey conducted in 2008 by the American firm ComScore, which ranks among the world 

leaders in audience measurement in the field of digital market intelligence120, drew up 

statistics on the state of the search engine market in Europe in 2008. According to the survey, 

the Google search engine easily tops the bill with a total of 19.43 billion requests processed 

in March 2008, corresponding to a market share of 79.2%121. In most countries in the EU, 

Google occupies 90% of the search engine market122. 

The request introduced into the search engine has been kept deliberately simple. While the 

terms used in the search request from one user to another may vary, referencing methods give 

priority to a choice of simple key words with which the target user is familiar123. The service 

provider or posted worker is supposed not to be familiar with the regulations pertaining to 

posting and to search for general information specific to the Member State where the service 

will be performed. Therefore, the terms selected were "posting workers" and the name of the 

Member State where the service would be performed, e.g. "Posting+workers+ Germany". 

This choice can be called into question, especially as the term "posting" might not be known 

to the users. Yet introducing a broader request such as "mobility" or on the contrary, a 

narrower term concerning a particular aspect of posting, such as "E101 certificate" would not 

correspond to our aim which was to assess the availability of information provided by public 

administrations on the overall theme of posting. 

                                                 
120 http://www.comscore.com/fre/About_comScore.
121 http://www.comscore.com/fre/Press_Events/Press_Releases/2008/05/Top_European_Search_Engines;
122Source:http://www.atinternet-institute.com/pdf/fr-FR/Barom%C3%A8tre%20des%20moteurs%20-
%20Ao%C3%BBt%202010.pdf . 
123 Source: Le Journal Du Net, excerpt from the article "Comment ne pas rater son référencement",  
http://www.journaldunet.com/imprimer/0502/050221referencement.shtml.
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2. The classification of websites in the Google search engine 

A well-ranked, and therefore clearly visible, website or page must appear among the first five 

results displayed by the search engine. Actually, 71% of internet browsers consult less than 5 

pages in the results displayed by the search tool. Beyond this, the result is considered as 

being inconclusive insofar as several non-relevant websites will be ranked before the website 

whose visibility should be clear, i.e. the website of a public administration. 

If they are not correctly referenced, the websites of public administrations can be totally 

inaccessible and enter into competition with inadequate websites that present themselves 

under the angle of "independent authorities", as in the case of an identical request targeting 

Spain. The websites for the Spanish labour and immigration services124 and the social 

security services125 do not appear on the screen. Ranking top of the results, we find 

information dating from 2003 available on the www.eurofound.europa.eu website. The 

second result presents a website aimed at expatriate workers in Spain, whereas expatriation is 

very distinctly different from posting in terms of the regulations applicable126. The website 

www.posting-workers.eu ranks third in the list of results and displays the Spanish national 

report specific to obligations in the building sector. 

                                                 
124 http://www.mtas.es/es/guia/texto/guia_6/contenidos/guia_6_15_3.htm.
125 http://www.seg-
social.es/Internet_6/Internacional/reglamentoscomunitarios2/regla883/TrabDesCE/index.htm.
126 Expatriation is a legal notion in Social Security Law which refers to a situation whereby foreign workers 
living in a Member State are affiliated to the social security system of that Member State because they perform 
services within this territory. 
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Illustration: the search request "posting+workers+Spain" does not display the website of the 
Ministerio de Trabajo e Inmigracion (Spain). The website ranked second targets expatriates 

in Spain and can lead to mistakes being made since it is presented as the website of an 
"independent authority". This deficiency is partially rectified by the address listed third in the 

results with the report on posting workers in Spain from the website http://www.posting-
workers.eu, which is well referenced, but specific to the building sector. 

A further example showing a similar result is the request "posting+workers+Sweden ", which 

does not give access to the relevant website of the Swedish labour and social security 

administrations127 in terms of posting. This result is partially explained by the absence of 

the heading "posting" in the websites. The only information available on the website of the 

Work Environment Authority is submerged in the section on "working in Sweden". 

                                                 
127 The user should be able to access the website published by the Swedish Work Environment Authority 
http://www.av.se/inenglish/working/this_is/  
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However, in the fifth rank, the request displays the downloadable booklet on posting 

available in English on the website of the Swedish Work Environment Authority. 

 

Illustration: the first four sites that come up are not relevant. The first relevant result is only 
ranked fifth in the list. This is a PDF document published by the Swedish Work Environment 
Authority, whereas the website of this authority http://www.av.se/inenglish/working/this_is/ 

is not given in the results displayed. 
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Five websites rank first in the results on screen : 

⇒ The German Customs Authority in charge of posting operations in Germany of the 

Bundesministerium der Finanzen (Germany)128 

⇒ The website for the French Ministry of Labour, Solidarity and Public Service 

(Ministère du travail, de la Solidarité et de la Fonction Publique)129 

⇒ The website of the Luxembourg Labour and Mines Inspectorate (Inspection du 

Travail et des Mines)130  

⇒ The website of the Dutch Ministry of Social Affairs & Employment131  

⇒ The official information and services portal in Belgium132. 

One website is ranked second – the Belgian Federal Public Service for Employment, Labour 

and Social Dialogue (Service Public Fédéral de l’Emploi, Travail et Concertation sociale  -

SPFE)133, but the presence in first position of the official Belgian portal with a link to the 

SPFE does not detract from its visibility. 

Among the other nine websites134, none was ranked in the first five places when the search 

request was entered. It is interesting to note that among these nine websites, seven are 

dedicated to the "social security law" aspect of posting. 

                                                 
128 http://www.zoll.de/english_version/f0_aentg/index.html.
129 http://www.travail-solidarite.gouv.fr/informations-pratiques,89/fiches-pratiques,91/detachement-de- 
salaries,407/temporary-posting-of-workers-in,8988.html. 
130 http://www.itm.lu/faq/sr_detach/faq_posted_abroad.
131http://english.szw.nl/index.cfm?menu_item_id=14640&hoofdmenu_item_id=14632&rubriek_item=392437&
rubriek_id=391971&set_id=3630&doctype_id=6&link_id=112021.
132 http://www.belgium.be/en/work/posting_workers_to_belgium/index.jsp 
133 http://www.employment.belgium.be/defaultTab.aspx?id=6196 
134 Cf. all the website addresses in the appendix. 
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Illustration: according to the criteria selected, the page dedicated to posting on the website 
managed by the Dutch Ministry of Social Affairs & Employment is well referenced135. 

Our first observations is that the well-ranked websites are mainly those managed by the 

public administrations in charge of posting from the angle of labour laws (the case of France, 

Luxembourg, and the Netherlands) or the services in charge of inspecting posting operations 

(the Customs Authority in Germany). 

Belgium presents an exceptional, exemplary case insofar as the search requests leads to the 

page on posting of the official information and services website which provides key 

information and refers users to the websites of the labour and social security departments via 

links, depending on their specific needs. If the undertaking is set up in Belgium and wants to 

proceed with posting to another Member State, the website suggests accessing the Belgian 

social security department to request a posting certificate. If the undertaking intends to post 

workers to Belgium, the website directs the user to the website for the preliminary 

declaration. 

                                                 
135http://english.szw.nl/index.cfm?menu_item_id=14640&hoofdmenu_item_id=14632&rubriek_item=392437&
rubriek_id=391971&set_id=3630&doctype_id=6&link_id=112021
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Illustration: the efficiency of the Belgian official information and services portal 
http://www.belgium.be/en/work/posting_workers_to_belgium/

The inadequate ranking of websites pertaining to aspects of social security law may be 

explained by the fact that in terms of posting, the service provider must proceed with 

compulsory social security formalities in the Home State where it is based. This partly 

explains why the websites are not translated into a foreign language and that consequently 

they are not well referenced when the request is introduced in English. 

However, this inadequate referencing means that posting is presented as if it only necessitates 

social obligations in the Member State where the service is performed, which is not true. It 

would therefore seem necessary that the public administration websites in the Host State 

should do more than just supply information on the regulations pertaining to labour laws, but 

should also remind users that they must carry out certain formalities in the Home State 

(affiliation of the workers to the social security system in the Home State and the need to 

apply for the correct forms proving this affiliation, hiring and signing employment contracts, 

and adhering to the regulations in the case of recruiting workers from outside the EU). 
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This inadequate ranking is all the more regrettable as the websites are sometimes rich in 

useful information. The websites managed by the French Centre of European and 

International Liaisons for Social Security (Centre des Liaisons Européennes et 

Internationales de Sécurité Sociale - CLEISS136) offers targeted information for undertakings 

and workers set up in another Member State and wishing to carry out temporary services in 

France. However, the absence of any translation into another language means that the portal 

only addresses French nationals. 

3. Securing access to information 

Faced with the plethora of websites and pages encountered when surfing the Internet, users 

must be able to identify a public administration website and distinguish it from a website 

developed by private individuals or legal entities coming under private law. 

The information given to undertakings and workers cannot just provide content. They must 

also include information on the identity of the legal entity running the website as the public 

administration authorised to issue official information. This information implies the use of an 

official logo and legal information on the website. This can, moreover, be imposed by law, as 

is the case in France137. Legal information must include, as is the case in France, some 

mention of the website publisher and hoster. 

                                                 
136 http://www.cleiss.fr
137 Legal information on a website was made compulsory in France by Act n° 2004-575 of 21 June 2004 
fostering confidence in the digital economy. 
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Illustration: full legal information given on the website of the French Ministry of Labour, 
Solidarity and Public Service138

We find information on the website publisher (the Minister's cabinet), the Director of 

publications for the website, the service providers involved in making the website (e.g. the 

practical information files were drafted by the law firm CBC avocats). 

In contrary cases, the general appearance of a website and lack of legal information may 

make people doubt its reliability. 

                                                 
138 http://www.travail-solidarite.gouv.fr/informations-concernant-le-site,93/mentions-legales,2266.html
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Illustration: the legal information of the Social Security Centre in Luxembourg139 is not 
complete since it does not specify either the name of the publisher or the name of the hoster, 

nor does it mention any service providers who may have contributed to setting up the 
website. 

The presence of the authority's logo or insignia on every page of the website and the 

documents given as appendices also contribute to the reliability of the information given. A 

counter example is the downloadable appendix on the French Ministry of Labour's website 

summarising information about posting in France, which does not contain any information 

about the author of the text. 

B. Factors fostering good website referencing 

Good website referencing by search engines depends on several criteria which, when taken 

together, help to optimise visibility.  

Among the various criteria, we can note the choice of the domain name contained in the 

Uniform Resource Locator (URL) of the different website pages, respecting the international 

W3C standard140, structuring the content of the site, promoting it on different search 

engines and setting up partnerships with other popular websites141. Among these criteria, the 

key words contained in the URL of information websites are essential factors.  

                                                 
139 http://www.ccss.lu/
140 The world wide web consortium whose main aim is to develop open and free protocol standards to foster 
maximum interoperability. 
141 Article "Comment ne pas rater son référencement" http://journaldunet.com/0502/050221.shtml
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URL is an international convention of attributing names which serve to identify the location 

of a file on the Internet in a unique manner. It is structured as followed : 

URL (Uniform Resource Locator) 

Protocol Domain name Path 

http:// www.posting-workers.eu /Content/Default.asp?PageID=107 

 

The creation of URLs containing "descriptive names" for documents given on a webpage 

improves the website's informational structure and make it easier for research engines to 

explore and therefore improves the website's referencing142. 

Some search engines give absolute priority to the key words in the URL, especially the key 

words given in the domain name. It is therefore helpful to choose an intuitive URL, i.e. one 

that is adapted to the target public and the information contained in the webpages. 

In the frame of websites dedicated to providing information for all posting stakeholders, it 

could therefore be useful to include the name of the Member State concerned in the domain 

name or failing that, the suffix for the Member State in the URL (e.g. .fr for France, .lu for 

Luxembourg, .be for Belgium). Likewise, the URL of the webpage devoted to information on 

the posting of workers should include a key word that directly targets the theme of the page, 

i.e. the term "posting"143. The use of English is moreover a priority for the website to be 

correctly referenced when a request is introduced in English on the search engine. 

On this basis, several hypotheses arise concerning the address of the webpage containing 

information specific to the posting of workers : 

The address is what is known as non-intuitive, which means that it does no include any of the 

key words searched, which can have an adverse impact on its referencing, 

Or it contains at least the identity of the Member State, 

Or it is associated with the identity of the Member State and the term of "posting". 

The assessment demonstrates that none of the pages relating to posting in the websites 

analysed contained the combination of terms "State concerned + posting" in its URL. In fact, 

                                                 
142 Source: Guide de démarrage Google® - Optimisation pour les moteurs de recherche -13/11/2008 
http://static.googleusercontent.com/external_content/untrusted_dlcp/www.google.fr/fr/fr/intl/fr/webmasters/doc
s/search-engine-optimization-starter-guide-fr.pdf .
143 Source: Le Journal du Net, excerpt from the article "Référencement : quelle importante du nom de 
domaine ?" available on the website http://www.journaldunet.com. 
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although the name of the State or the term "posting" was mentioned in the URL for some 

websites, the vast majority of webpages containing information which might interest users on 

the subject of posting, do not have an intuitive address. 

For example, the URL of the section on "Posting" of the website managed by the Belgian 

public service for labour (Service Public Fédéral Emploi, Travail et Concertation sociale) 

clearly identifies the State, but is unsatisfactory since the key word "posting" is not 

mentioned :  

http://www.emploi.belgique.be/detailA_Z.aspx?id=860  

Conversely, the URL of the "posting" section in the website of the Luxembourg Labour and 

Mines Inspectorate integrates "posting" as a key word in both French and English: 

http://www.itm.lu/detachement-de-travailleurs/posting-of workers3?set_language=en. 

This is also the case for the posting section of the French Ministry of Labour, although the 

URL is complex: 

http://www.travail-solidarite.gouv.fr/informations-pratiques,89/fiches-

pratiques,91/detachement-de-salaries,407/temporary-posting-of-workers-in,8988.html

Only the website published by the European Construction Industry Federation (ECIF) and the 

European Federation of Building and Woodworkers (EFBW) http://www.posting-workers.eu 

has an intuitive address. The website is dedicated to the posting of workers and presents the 

regulations specific to each of the 27 Member States. Consequently, it is extremely well 

referenced by the search engines and can partially bridge the gaps in the websites of the 

national public authorities. 

This result can be easily explained: generally speaking, public authorities do not develop 

websites dedicated solely to posting. The subject of posting is usually found on a page within 

a website dealing with other themes coming within the authority's scope. 
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Moreover, the Google tool help centre for webmasters reminds us that a URL must be as 

simple as possible and be "constructed logically and in a manner that is most intelligible to 

humans"144. For example, a URL such as http://www.itm.lu/detachement-de-travailleurs will 

better incite users looking for information on posting workers than a URL such as 

http://www.itm.lu/ index.php?

It would therefore seem to be important that the URLs should be simple and explicit to 

improve the referencing of websites and pages dedicated to information on the posting of 

workers, thereby enabling users to access them easily. 

                                                 
144 Excerpt from the Google site for webmasters. 
 http://www.google.com/support/webmasters/bin/answer.py?hl=fr&answer=76329
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Section 2. Access to information available on the websites 

The assessment covered 7 Member States and 14 websites, which immediately demonstrates 

that the information provided on the subject of posting is shared between several websites 

within a single State. From the user's point of view (undertaking or worker), dispersing the 

information available carries a high risk. Users may be content with consulting a single 

website which, while providing them with solid information on certain points, only gives 

partial information if the website consulted does not alert users of the need to find 

information on other points (A). Finally, if we suppose that users access information 

dedicated to posting on adequate public administration websites, the issue of language 

barriers still remains. Have the public authorities in question taken the decision to make the 

information accessible in a language other than their own (B)? 

A. Information accessibility facilitated by a website dealing with all aspects of 

social law in terms of posting workers 

For nationals, it is important to be able to access a summary of information covering all their 

rights and obligations so that they can be sure of every aspect of the provision of services 

when the project is in its initial stages. Will they be able to access full information easily 

regarding their needs, or will they have to consult several websites to have an overall view of 

their rights and obligations? 

Article 6 of Directive 2006/123/EC enjoins States to set up a "point of single contact" 

through which service providers must be able to carry out "all formalities and procedures 

needed for access to […] service activities, in particular all declarations, notifications or 

applications necessary for authorisation from the competent authorities "145. Here, the aim 

is to simplify the formalities foreign service-providing undertakings have to carry out. This 

philosophy applied to service provision implying the posting of workers leads us to question 

whether there are indeed websites allowing national or foreign undertakings to access 

summarised information easily on the subject of their social obligations, i.e. all the specific 

rules in terms of social security and labour laws. 

                                                 
145 Article 6§1 a) of Directive 2006/123/EC. 
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Failing a point of single contact, it is essential that all information relating to social security 

and labour laws should be pooled by the public administrations in each State and be 

presented either on a single website, or failing this, there should be a clear link policy 

providing access to all the rules applicable to posting workers (1). 

Accessibility must also be evaluated from the viewpoint of the different categories of people 

concerned by posting. If these categories are not targeted and supplied with information 

adapted to their respective needs, the public administrations in charge of the information run 

the risk of not reaching the target audience with the information they give (undertakings, 

workers) (2). 

1. The capacity of public administrations to supply a summary of information 

The freedom to provide services through posting workers presupposes that obligations in 

terms of social security and labour laws are respected upstream in the posting process, as are 

specific rules during the posting period. Information relating to these obligations generally 

comes under the aegis of different public administrations in each Member State (work and 

employment administration and the social security administration). From the user's angle, 

this administrative partitioning is not helpful and, if it has repercussions on the information 

supplied, it may hinder the stakeholders from being properly informed. 

Several hypotheses can be retained to assess the capacity of websites to pool the information 

required :  

Several websites offer complementary information and in this case, it should be checked 

whether there is a link strategy removing any obstacle which may arise due to the scattered 

nature of the information. 

One website gives general information and uses links to refer the user to helpful public 

administration websites. 

One single website provides all information required to meet the user's needs. 

The case most frequently encountered is where each State supplies users with information on 

posting scattered over several websites. 

Generally speaking, the "posting" pages on the websites of labour administrations supply 

fuller information, but they only present the rules coming within the scope of the 

administration that manages the website. This means that labour administrations tend not to 

mention the existence of specific rules in terms of social security laws and vice versa. 
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This situation is easily explained when we take into account the target audience. If the 

information targets foreign service-providing undertakings, the Host State's public 

administration is bound to supply information on the social rules applicable in terms of 

labour laws, since the social security rules applicable are those of the Home State. And we 

are obliged to observe that the websites do not identify national undertakings as requiring 

information in terms of posting. 

However, even if these constraints must be respected in the Host State, i.e. a State other than 

that supplying the information required, it would seem important to remind all service 

providers, whatever their nationality, of the entire set of rules pertaining to posting. The gap 

in this field undeniably constitutes an obstacle to accessing information and respecting the 

rules and constraints service provides have to abide by whatever their Home State. 

Illustration: the page of the Customs Authority website dedicated to work conditions 
applicable to posted workers146 (Germany) does not mention the existence of specific rules 

applicable in terms of social security 

Some websites nevertheless deserve credit for dealing with both the "labour laws" and 

"social security" sections of posting, but all too often, one of these aspects is developed 

extensively to the detriment of the other, which is presented succinctly without there being a 

strategy of links to the website of the institute competent to deal with this subject. 

                                                 
146 http://www.zoll.de/fr_version/e0_aentg/a0_info_ag/index.html
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The absence of links between the websites of the public administrations competent to deal 

with the labour law aspect and the social security rules is absolutely regrettable when each 

website supplies quality information on the same theme. This information is very often 

complementary for the user. For instance, the website of the department for social insurance 

in the Netherlands offers a page in 5 languages and explanatory brochures. This is not 

mentioned at all on the website of the Dutch Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment. 

 

Illustration: the website of the Dutch Ministry of Social Affairs & Employment147 gives 
details on the labour law aspect of posting and briefly deals with the social security aspect 
although there is no strategy for links to the competent social security administration148

                                                 
147http://english.szw.nl/index.cfm?menu_item_id=14640&hoofdmenu_item_id=14632&rubriek_item=392437&
rubriek_id=391971&set_id=3630&doctype_id=6&link_id=112021#link8569400
148 http://www.svb.nl/int/fr/id/index.jsp: website of the general social insurance department in the Netherlands.  
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Illustration: the website of the department of social insurance in the Netherlands gives 
targeted information on posting together with brochures and on-line forms 

http://www.svb.nl/int/de/id/index.jsp 

On the other hand, it would seem that the website developed by the representatives of posting 

stakeholders is more aware of this problem: the website http://www.posting-workers.eu 

contains a report for each Member State stipulating the national legislation applicable in 

terms of labour laws and also the principles applicable to posted workers in terms of social 

security rights and obligations. 
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Illustration: the reports presenting the rules of each Member State make a real attempt to 
address all the social aspects of posting – social security and labour laws. "Posting Report 
France"149 offers links to the administrations, in particular social security (cf. above right). 

Partitioning information related to posting can be overcome once the public administration 

has set up a public website which acts as a point of single contact. This is the case for 

Belgium. 

                                                 
149 http://www.posting-workers.eu/content/default.asp?PageID=108&DocID=11582  
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Illustration: section of the Belgian point of single contact 
http://undertaking.belgium.be/fr/gerer_votre_entreprise/ressources_humaines/detachement/

In the "human resources" section, this website supplies a summary of information on posting. 

It targets national and foreign undertakings according to their posting project (posting 

personnel in Belgium or posting personnel to another State). It gives a link to "posting" pages 

on the Belgium's official information and services portal. 

  

Illustration of Belgian information and services portal and its posting page 
 http://www.belgium.be/fr/emploi/contrats_de_travail/detachement/detachement_a_l_etrange

r/index.jsp
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This link sends the user to the webpages "posting workers abroad" or "posting workers to 

Belgium" in the portals of the Belgian employment and social security administrations. 

One single website among those studied presents all the obligations specific to posting in 

terms of social security and labour laws. 

This is the approach of the Luxembourg point of single contact, even if it is only oriented to 

foreign undertakings ensuring an occasional and temporary service in Luxembourg. 

 

Illustration: excerpt from the "commercial and legal management" section of the 
Luxembourg single point of contact presenting the provision of cross-border services in 

Luxembourg http://www.guichet.public.lu/fr/entreprises/gestion-juridique-
commerciale/affaires-commerce/prestation-transfrontaliere-services/prestation-

transfrontaliere-services/index.html

The Luxembourg point of single contact addresses undertakings and private individuals. 

Under the "legal and commercial management" section targeting undertakings, it presents an 

item on "cross-border service provision" on a page entitled "business and commerce". The 

general principles of posting are presented, followed by the obligations in terms of social 

security and labour laws. Links to other public administration websites are not given 

systematically insofar as the information supplied is in fact relatively exhaustive. The 

website enables users to access forms directly (notification of temporary and occasional 

service provision, declaration for posting salaried workers, certificate A1). However, it is to 

be regretted that there are no precise links to the ITM website150 insofar as the point of single 

                                                 
150 www.itm.lu
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contact does no more than mention minimum legal rates of pay and the existence of 

constraints stemming from universally applied collective agreements. The ITM website, on 

the other hand, supplies the collective agreements for each professional sector and has 

extracted the provisions applicable in terms of the minimum rate of pay. 

The German point of single contact151 gives summary information on posting and is limited 

in two ways: the information only targets foreign undertakings and only deals with general 

constraints in terms of labour laws. For further information on labour laws, it refers the user 

to the website of the Customs Authority which is competent in the field of posting 

www.Zoll.de and which remains a key source of information. 

                                                 
151http://www.german-undertaking-portal.info/GBP/Navigation/en/EU-Service-Market/points-of-single-
contact.html
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Illustration: information supplied on the posting webpage of the German point of single 
contact: http://www.german-undertaking-portal.info/GBP/Navigation/en/Work/legal-

working-conditions,did=313724.html

2. Processing information according to the different audiences targeted by posting  

Each user is searching for specific information according to each individual situation and 

needs: service providing undertakings, undertakings using the service, posted workers. When 

the pages dedicated to posting are organised according to the profiles and needs of the users, 

the information is more likely to reach the audience targeted directly. 

Consequently, it is pertinent to check whether the websites have fine-tuned and processed the 

information according to these different targets. 

Points of single contact target undertakings, not workers. Consequently, the websites of 

public administrations should be examined to check whether they target different audiences, 

including workers. 

Employment administrations or other administrations in charge of checking posting 

operations more often target undertakings than workers, which can be explained by the fact 

that it is up to the undertakings to ensure that the legal and agreement-based obligations are 

respected. 
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The website of the Swedish Work Environment Authority152 constitutes an exception as it 

solely addresses private individuals coming to Sweden to work. 

The website of the Luxembourg Work and Mines Inspectorate153 exclusively addresses 

undertakings to describe their obligations in the case of posting workers on the territory of 

Luxembourg (need to supply the posted work information, list of documents required) and 

answer any questions through a FAQ (frequently asked questions) page. 

Conversely, the "posting" page on the website of the German Ministry of Finance 

http://www.zoll.de targets three categories of public: employers, posted workers and user 

undertakings in the frame of hiring-out labour154. 

 

Illustration: the posting page contains three thumbnails so that each category of user can 
rapidly consult their rights and obligations, even if some information may be identical, 

especially in terms of the social law applicable. 

The logic by which information should be applied according to the target categories is often 

present on the websites of social security administrations. The French CLEISS website 

http://www.cleiss.fr and the website of the Belgian social security administration 

https://www.socialsecurity.be/site_fr/home_default.htm. immediately present the information 

according to user's profile and  needs. The CLEISS website organises the information 

                                                 
152 http://www.av.se/inenglish/working/this_is/
153 http://www.itm.lu/detachement-de-travailleurs
154 http://www.zoll.de/fr_version/e0_aentg/index.html
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according to the user's profile: private individual, self-employed worker, employer. In terms 

of posting, the information targets : 

the rights and obligations of foreign employers posting a worker to France,  

the rights and obligations of workers posted to France, 

the rights and obligations of employers based in France and wishing to post workers outside 

France, 

the rights and obligations of workers who usually work in France and are posted outside 

France. 

 

 

Illustration: information processed according to the target public on the websites 
www.cleiss.fr and https://www.socialsecurity.be/site_fr/home_default.htm

Other websites developed by social security administrations present the information 

according to the profile of the users, notably the Dutch social security website. 
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Illustration: the publics targeted on the webpage dedicated to posting on the Dutch website 
for social insurance http://www.svb.nl/int/fr/id/

B. Access to information through other languages 

The use of different languages to access the information supplied on the website is essential 

if we want service providers and workers based in other Member States to be able to find out 

about their obligations and rights in the Host State. It constitutes one of the obligations of 

Member States as stipulated in Directive 96/71 article 4, paragraph 3: "Each Member State 

shall take the appropriate measures to make the information on the terms and conditions of 

employment referred to in Article 3 generally available". 

The websites evaluated are faced with the need to translate both general information on 

posting (1) and practical information pertaining in particular to the agreement-based 

obligations the employer must adhere to in the Host State (2). The translation task is 

facilitated when uniform rules are applied to their entire territory and all professional sectors. 

However, the task becomes Herculean when the obligations vary because they stem from 

agreement-based rules per sector and per geographical area. 
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1. Translating general information into (a) foreign language(s) 

The translation of general information on posting immediately allows the user to grasp all the 

rules specific to posting. It contributes to the readability of the obligations binding 

undertakings and the rights granted to workers. The task of translating required of the 

Member States does not go as far as guaranteeing access to information in the languages of 

the 27 Member States. The choice of language can depend on several criteria. 

And English translation can be considered as the minimum threshold required to ensure the 

information is disseminated sufficiently widely. 

To remove language barriers, the national statistics indicating which States post most 

workers could be taken into account. The statistics tend to identify two flows: the flow from 

new Member States, notably due to the rates practised by the undertakings based there, and 

the flow from bordering States. 

To illustrate this point for France, the three top-ranking countries in 2008 were Poland, 

Germany and Luxembourg, which alone clocked up around 20,000 posting declarations, 

corresponding to two-thirds of the total declarations reported for that year155. 

We therefore understand the usefulness of translating information into at least one of the 

languages of the new Member States of the European Union and the official languages of the 

bordering countries. 

                                                 
155 Report by the French Ministry of Labour, Solidarity and Public Service "Intervention des entreprises 
étrangères prestataires de services en France en 2008", June 2009, p.24. 
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Certain informational websites are not available in any language other than that of the 

administration managing the website, which often makes them inaccessible when making a 

request via a search engine. 

This is the case of the Ministerio de Trabajo e Inmigracion156 (Spanish Ministry of 

Employment and Immigration) whose home page nonetheless proposes a translation into 5 

languages including English and French. Unfortunately the translation effort has not 

extended as far as the "posting" webpage which is only available in Spanish. 

Illustration: the absence of any translation of the general information on posting workers 

(desplazamiento de trabajadores) in Spain in spite of there being thumbnails for translations 

in several languages. Although the language originally selected was English, the website 

automatically swings back into Spanish.

Conversely, the Swedish Work Environment Authority website157 offers a translation of the 

webpage "working in Sweden" in 12 languages, 7 of which are languages of Member 

States158 and 5 from outside the European Union. 

                                                 
156 http://www.mtin.es/es/Guia/texto/guia_6/contenidos/guia_6_15_3.htm
157 http://www.av.se/inenglish/working/this_is/
158 The languages proposed are English, Estonian, German, Latvian, Lithuanian, Polish and Spanish. 
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Illustration: access to languages on the website of the Swedish Work Environment Authority 
http://www.av.se/languages/index.aspx

Other Member States have made the effort to translate the general information into English, 

one of the languages of the new Member States and border States. The webpage on posting 

workers on the Luxembourg labour administration website is translated into English and 

German, and the official German website is translated into English and French. 

The "posting" webpage of the French Ministry of Labour, Solidarity and Public Service159 

offers information available in 5 languages, even if all the border countries are not treated on 

an equal footing (no Italian or Spanish translations). 

                                                 
159http://www.travail-solidarite.gouv.fr/informations-pratiques,89/fiches-pratiques,91/detachement-de-
salaries,407/
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Illustration: the posting webpage of the French labour administration is translated into 
English, German, Polish, Portuguese and Romanian. 

The effort made to translate general information on posting is not uniform in the various 

Member States, and the same is true from one public administration to another within the 

same State. For example in France, the website of the French Ministry of Labour, Solidarity 

and Public Service offers a translation into 5 languages, but the complementary CLEISS 

website on posting, which supplies key information on social security issues, does not offer 

any translation of the general information although this website clearly targets foreign 

employers and workers. 
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The same is true for the Luxembourg social security centre which does not offer any 

translation. Only the on-line forms (including the application for the E101 certificate) are 

available in French and German. 

 

 

Illustration: website of the Luxembourg social security centre, form webpage 
http://www.ccss.lu/
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The posting page on the website of the Dutch social security offices is particularly efficient 

in terms of breaking down the language barrier as it is translated into 5 languages, including 

4 EU languages. 

 

Illustration: posting page in Spanish on the website of the Dutch social security offices 
http://www.svb.nl/int/es/id/

 

Illustration: on the same website, forms and brochures are also translated, here into French  
http://www.svb.nl/Images/9030FZ_0410.pdf
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2. Language access to specific obligations based on law- and agreement-based 

sources  

By virtue of the rules stemming form Directive 96/71 on posting, each State is authorised to 

impose a certain number of rules on foreign service providers as defined in article 3 §1 of the 

directive insofar as these rules are laid down by "by law, regulation or administrative 

provision, and/or by collective agreements or arbitration awards which have been declared 

universally applicable" for activities in the field of construction as stipulated in the annex. 

The directive also concedes that Member States may apply these rules "to national 

undertakings and to the undertakings of other States, on a basis of equality of treatment, of : 

- terms and conditions of employment on matters other than those referred to in the first 

subparagraph of paragraph 1 in the case of public policy provisions, 

terms and conditions of employment laid down in the collective agreements or arbitration 

awards within the meaning of paragraph 8 and concerning activities other than those referred 

to in the Annex"160. 

This margin for manoeuvre means the social model of each Member State can be respected, 

but it is also highly complex to implement insofar as, firstly an information tool for 

undertakings and workers has to be set up and secondly, the information supplied must be 

clear, precise and non-ambiguous. The plethora of sources and complexity of the rules form a 

real obstacle in terms of overall accessibility and this is compounded in terms of language 

accessibility. 

Among those studied, no website offered a complete translation of the specific obligations 

stemming from the law- and agreement-based rules, at least in English. This task is in fact 

extremely fastidious in view of the number of texts concerned and an exhaustive translation 

does not necessarily guarantee that the stakeholders have access to the rules. 

The websites developed by public administrations in charge of implementing the rules in 

terms of posting, attempt to overcome the obstacles linked with languages barriers in various 

ways. 

The French law- and agreement-based rules are difficult to summarise and translate in view 

of the number of legal and/or statutory provisions and/or collective agreements which are 

potentially applicable to service-providing undertakings posting workers on French territory. 

                                                 
160 Article 3 §10 of Directive 96/71. 
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The existence of a plethora of general application agreements per sector or per geographical 

zone render this task even more complex. 

The posting webpage of the French Ministry of Labour, Solidarity and Public Service161, 

translated into 5 languages presents a simplified list of legal obligations in an "annex" at the 

foot of the page. 

 

Illustration: excerpt from the annex in English presenting the minimum rate of pay of the 
website of the French Ministry of Labour, Solidarity and Public Service  

Regarding the agreement-based obligations, the website refers the user to the French public 

service portal supplying legal information http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/ allowing access to 

the collective agreements, yet this website is only available in French. 

 

                                                 
161http://www.travail-solidarite.gouv.fr/informations-pratiques,89/fiches-pratiques,91/detachement-de-
salaries,407/temporary-posting-of-workers-in,8988.html#sommaire_3
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Illustration: For collective agreements, the posting webpage of the French Ministry of 
Labour, Solidarity and Public Service refers the user to the portal 
http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr which is only available in French 

It is therefore impossible for a foreign service provider or a foreign worker to gain easy 

access to the agreement-based rules applicable due to a major language barrier. 

The posting webpage of the Belgian labour administration (Service Public Fédéral Emploi, 

Travail, Concertation sociale - SPFE) presents the main legal rules applicable to Belgian 

territory. In terms of working hours and minimum rates of pay, the website offers the content 

of the collective agreements in English and French. 
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Illustration: the Belgian SPFE's website indicates the legal rules in terms of working hours 
and provides access to excerpts from certain collective agreements in English. The title of the 
agreements and their content have been translated into English. Above is an excerpt from the 

collective agreement applicable to the horticultural sector in terms of working hours 
http://www.employment.belgium.be/defaultTab.aspx?id=6224
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The website developed by the German Customs Authority is an interesting example from this 

point of view. 

The page of the German website presents a sub-section relating to the law- and agreement-

based provisions applicable. It is translated into two languages (English and French) and the 

title of each source is translated, although the links to the laws, decrees and collective 

agreements applicable are only available in the original language. 

 

Illustration: the website of the German Customs Authority presents the general collective 
agreements with the title translated, but the content accessible by link remains in German. 

Above, the example of the collective agreement of the industrial cleaning sector 
http://www.zoll.de/english_version/f0_aentg/a0_info_ag/b0_mindestlohn/index.html

However, this language barrier is compensated by a summary presentation of the main social 

obligations to be respected on German territory translated into English and French. 
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Illustration: the website www.zoll.de presents a simplified table of the agreement-based 
obligations in force in English and French. 

Conversely, the task of the website http://www.posting.workers.eu developed by the 

European social partners for the building sector is simplified since this website only 

addresses the building sector. Each national report and theme is accessible in the language of 

the State concerned and English. 

 

Illustration: reports available in the language of each State and English on the theme of 
working hours and the right to rest periods on the website http://www.posting-

workers.eu/content/default.asp?PageID=98
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In all cases, it would appear to be difficult to impose on Member States the necessity of 

translating all the law-based, agreement-based and statutory texts. 

The increase in cross-border flows in terms of posting may incite the Member States to 

improve the translation of information on the websites. If there is no translation of the social 

obligations service providers must undertake, one solution could consist in giving the service 

users based on the national territory the responsibility of monitoring that the law- and 

agreement-based terms applicable to employment and working relations binding the service 

providers and their workers during the period of posting are well and truly respected. 

Conclusion  

The assessment of websites supplying information on posting shows that while information 

may be available, it is not necessarily readily accessible by the audience it targets. 

Each State has put information on posting on line and Chapter I has allowed us to check the 

accessibility of this information, i.e. how easy it is to identify the right sources using search 

engines without being confused by widely scattered information and language barriers. 

No website is perfect and each one fulfils part of the obligations laid on States in terms of 

supplying information. 

If accessibility to the information available on posting is to be guaranteed, the following is 

required :  

the right referencing of the webpages concerned,  

making sure all the information required is supplied either via a portal providing all the 

information needed, or a portal referring the user to the key websites via links, or again by 

well referenced websites providing mutual links,   

ensuring the information is translated into one or more languages, selected according to their 

relevance (English, border States, States that send workers most frequently), 

making sure the information is simplified when there is a significant quantity of subject 

matter.  

The quality of the services offered by the websites still remains to be verified. By quality we 

mean the ability to provide clear, non-ambiguous information and services facilitating the use 

of the rights and freedoms granted. 
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CCHHAAPPTTEERR  22::  TTHHEE  QQUUAALLIITTYY  OOFF  SSEERRVVIICCEESS  OOFFFFEERREEDD  BBYY  WWEEBBSSIITTEESS  IINN  TTEERRMMSS  OOFF  PPOOSSTTIINNGG

                                                

  

The quality of services offered by public administration websites in terms of posting can be 

assessed from the angle of the quality of the information, i.e. the possibility of being supplied 

with useful, clear and non-ambiguous information162. The posting operation is particularly 

complex from the viewpoint of the rules that are applicable. It would therefore seem essential 

to provide information which is not only simple, but also precise and up to date (Section 1). 

This very complexity leads us to question the services accompanying the provision of help 

services. The opportunity to fulfil certain formalities on line or via electronic means can 

simplify the process for users who are called on temporarily to transfer their residence to 

another Member State for the period of the service provision. The availability of a phone 

helpline and details of organisations which may be able to assist undertakings and workers to 

benefit from their rights may help users in the practical steps that have to be taken. Likewise, 

guides can contribute to improving understanding of the rules (Section 2). 

 
162 Considering 50 of the "services" Directive 2006/123/EC, op cit. 
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Section 1. Quality of on-line content  

The content put on line should allow users to conform to the national and Community rules 

in force. From this angle, the work authorities bear the heaviest burden if they intend to make 

useful, precise data available for users. Indeed, the content of the posting directive  authorises 

each Member State to impose the social rules in force on foreign service providers insofar as 

the rules fill two cumulative conditions, i.e. they pertain to the labour and employment 

conditions laid down in article 3 paragraph 1 and their source is upheld "by law, regulation 

or administrative provision, and/or by collective agreements or arbitration awards which 

have been declared universally applicable"163 or failing agreements of this kind and if the 

States so decide, "collective agreements or arbitration awards which are generally 

applicable to all similar undertakings in the geographical area and in the profession or 

industry concerned, and/or collective agreements which have been concluded by the most 

representative employers' and labour organizations at national level and which are applied 

throughout national territory"164. 

Consequently, the greater the number of agreement-based provisions, which are complex in 

terms of their field of application, the more difficult it will be to make the content available 

(A). Furthermore, the information put on line when providing services must also meet the 

needs of undertakings and workers present on the territory. Service-providing undertakings 

must be able to anticipate the inspections they will undergo and know which documents are 

required during inspections by the authorities. The workers must be in a position to know 

their rights and the appeal processes on the territory of the Host State (B). 

A. Making precise, accurate information available: a challenge in the offing 

While most labour administration websites present law-based and statutory provisions that 

are universally applicable by virtue of the directive and notably article 3 paragraph 1 being 

                                                 
163 Paragraph 1 of article 3 of Directive 96/71, op cit. 
164 Paragraph 8 of  article 3 of Directive 96/71, op cit. 
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transposed in national legislation165, some websites have been more forward than others in 

attempting to raise the challenge formed by presenting the agreement-based rules (1). 

Finally, the information supplied must be regularly up-dated either directly or through a 

"news" column. (2). 

1. Accuracy and precision of the information given 

The social legislations studied include both universally applied law-based provisions and 

agreement-based provisions, the content of which should be presented when it is applicable 

to undertakings and workers. 

The high number of social provisions applicable to foreign service providers and the 

combination of law-based rules and agreement-based rules make it particularly difficult to 

respect the obligation laid down in article 4 paragraph 3 of Directive 96/71: "3. Each Member 

State shall take the appropriate measures to make the information on the terms and 

conditions of employment referred to in Article 3 generally available". 

The assessment has yielded different findings :  

No practical information is accessible. This is the case encountered with the website of the 

Spanish labour and immigration services166 (Ministerio de Trabajo e inmigracion): 

                                                 
165 The subjects targeted by article 3§1 of Directive 96/71/EC are: "a) maximum work periods and minimum 
rest periods; (b) minimum paid annual holidays; (c) the minimum rates of pay, including overtime rates; this 
point does not apply to supplementary occupational retirement pension schemes; (d) the conditions of hiring-
out of workers, in particular the supply of workers by temporary employment undertakings; (e) health, safety 
and hygiene at work; (f) protective measures with regard to the terms and conditions of employment of 
pregnant women or women who have recently given birth, of children and of young people; (g) equality of 
treatment between men and women and other provisions on non-discrimination." 
 
166 http://www.mtin.es/es/Guia/texto/guia_6/contenidos/guia_6_15_3.htm
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Illustration: the page http://www.mtin.es/es/Guia/texto/guia_6/contenidos/guia_6_15_3.htm 
on the website of the Spanish Ministry of Labour does not provide any figures pertaining to 

the minimum rates of pay that should be respected. There are no links referring users to 
other webpages on the site. 

The information on the law-based provisions is exhaustive, but particularly difficult to read if 

the audience targeted is not specialised in law. 

The information given on the page of the Dutch Ministry of Social Affairs167 is hardly more 

convincing from the user's point of view. It is presented in the form of a series of texts 

without highlighting the key point for each type of rule. No collective agreements are 

addressed and the website merely mentions their existence by referring the user to a website 

which is written exclusively in Dutch. 

                                                 
167http://english.szw.nl/index.cfm?menu_item_id=14640&hoofdmenu_item_id=14632&rubriek_item=392437&
rubriek_id=391971&set_id=3630&doctype_id=6&link_id=112021#link8569120
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This model is also true of France as previous developments have proved. Not only do users 

in this case come up against the language barrier to access the agreement-based obligations, 

but they must further identify the collective agreement they are likely to come under in order 

to extract the precise rules that apply to their case, as only the agreement-based rules 

corresponding to those laid down in article 3 paragraph 1 of Directive 96/71 are applicable. It 

is then up to the users to check how these rules are positioned in relation to the law-based 

rules of the Host State and even those providing cover in their Home State. 

All Member States where the labour and employment conditions come under law-based and 

agreement-based provisions come up against the difficulty of making the agreement-based 

provisions accessible, although some have attempted to simplify the users' researches. 

Indeed, these provisions present several difficulties :  

They may be numerous either due to the sectors covered or because of the territorial scope of 

application,  

They may include different clauses which by their content, are applicable to foreign service-

providing undertakings,  

They define their professional and territorial scope which presupposes this mechanism is 

explained to the service-providing undertakings temporarily present in order to enable them 

to decide if they come under this category or not. From this angle, it is useful that the 

preliminary posting declaration should ask service providers for information as to their main 

activity, which could trigger off the application of a collective agreement (case of Belgium, 

France, Germany and Luxembourg, for instance).  

In the face of these difficulties, it is interesting to observe how the public administration have 

attempted to clarify the presentation of their rules in favour of service-providing undertakings 

and workers temporarily deployed on their territory. 

The posting webpage on the Belgian labour administration website (Service Publique Fédéral 

Emploi, Travail et Concertation sociale)168 supplies information pertaining to the minimum 

rate of pay applicable and presents examples of collective agreements applicable in certain 

sectors. The presentation does not attempt to be exhaustive insofar as the number of sectors is 

very vast indeed. 

                                                 
168 http://www.emploi.belgique.be/defaultTab.aspx?id=6224
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The posting page on the German Customs Authority website has chosen to present the 

collective agreements applicable. The restricted number of sector agreements applicable 

means a list can be displayed with the sectors covered by a restrictive agreement. 
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Illustration: the website www.zoll.de gives a list of sectors covered by generally applied 
collective agreements or specific law-based rules. 

To enable undertakings to identify the nature of their obligations at first glance, the website 

offers a summary table per professional sector together with any agreement-based restrictions 

in the areas forming the "hard core": minimum wage, increments for overtime, length and 

indemnities for paid holidays, holiday bonuses and paid holiday funds. The table does not 

give the exact content of the obligations, but does alert the user to the fact that these rules 

exist and that their precise content is given on a specific webpage dealing with the law- and 

agreement-based provisions which the user can access in German via the links. 
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http://www.zoll.de/fr_version/e0_aentg/c0_info_an/k0_arbeitsbedingungen/index.html

Making summary tables available in a language understood by the service provider or posted 

worker can be considered as a satisfactory alternative. The intermediate solution retained by 

the German website consists in pointing out the agreements applicable and indicating 

whether they contain rules which should be applied or not. This alert may encourage the 

service provider to be vigilant and contact the service user to receive key information. In the 

case where the number of universally applied collective agreements is higher either because 

of the professional sectors covered or due to their geographical scope, a feasible solution 

could consist in supplying detailed information for the professional sectors, which, according 

to the statistics, are the most concerned by the phenomenon of cross-border posting. 

1. Up-dating: the example of the minimum rate of pay 

Social law is constantly changing and therefore implies the need to update on a regular basis. 

It is particularly preferable that all information on a webpage or a document appended as an 

annex should be dated so that users can check its relevance. 

Insofar as Directive 96/71 allows Member States to impose the minimum rate of pay in force 

in the Host State on service providers and that these rates may stem either from a provision at 

national level or an agreement-based provision, it would seem pertinent to make sure that this 

information is updated on the various websites. 
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Information updates relating to the minimum rate of pay applicable to posted workers in the 

Member States were more or less satisfactory depending on the individual websites studied. 

The website of the Dutch labour administration did not give any figures under the heading 

"Minimum rates of pay". The published and downloadable document presented in the annex 

of the posting page gave the minimum wage applicable in 2006 in point IX. 

The French labour administration website only presented the minimum rate of pay and 

recommended hourly rate dated from 1st July 2008. 

On the other hand, the Luxembourg labour administration provides access to the minimum 

rate of pay and the rates applicable in the collective agreements through links updated on 1st 

July 2010. 

 

Illustration: the minimum legal rate of pay in Luxembourg, ITM website, Luxembourg 
http://www.itm.lu/droit-du-travail/salaire-social-minimum/salaire-social-minimum

The agreement-based obligations in terms of the minimum rates of pay are also accessible 

and updated. The ITM website presents the list of collective agreements and the user can 

access the content of the agreements rates of pay via links. 
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Illustration: the ITM website gives access to professional sectors covered by a universally 
applied collective agreement and under the heading for rates of pay, the user can access 

directly the minimum rates of pay per sector http://www.itm.lu/droit-du-travail/conventions-
collectives-de-travail/salaires-resultant-de-conventions-collectives-de-travail

 

Illustration: the minimum rates of pay laid down in the collective agreements have been 
extracted from each universally applied collective agreement and are up-to-date for 2010, 

ITM website, Luxembourg. 

The German Customs Authority website has made a similar effort. In the absence of a legal 

minimum rate of pay, the site presents the minimum rates of pay per professional sector, 

geographical area and professional category with the pages being translated into 2 languages 
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(English and French). The "minimum wage" heading presents concise information in a 

summary table of minimum rates of pay per sector, employee categories and geographical 

areas. 

 

Illustration of the sub-heading "minimum rate of pay" from the posting page of the website 
http://www.zoll.de/english_version/f0_aentg/a0_info_ag/b0_mindestlohn/a0_uebersicht_min

destlohn/index.html

B. Necessary information and website ergonomics  

The ergonomics of the website can be defined as its capacity to meet the expectations of 

users efficiently and provide comfortable browsing.  

The complexity of the information to be processed must be simplified to reach the audience it 

targets. Particular vigilance is required when structuring the information on the website. 

The first stumbling block for users who have accessed the appropriate public website is to 

identify the page which will meet their expectations within the website. 
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If the website is not dedicated to posting problems, a posting heading should at least be 

displayed on the home page (1). If the posting page is accessible, we can examine sub-

headings within the page and the choice of the sub-headings regarding the modalities of 

applying the posting directive in the State in question (2). 

1. Identifying the posting page on the website  

None of the websites managed by a public administration is entirely dedicated to information 

on posting workers. 

The only website abrogating this rule is http://www.posting-workers.eu, a website developed 

by the European social partners in the building sector. This website is entirely dedicated to 

the issue of posting workers in the building sector in Europe. It presents two approaches: a 

presentation of the law- and agreement-based rules per Member State in two languages, of 

which one is always English, and a presentation of the main obligations specific to each 

Member State as required by article 3 of Directive 96/71: minimum rates of pay, overtime, 

working hours, health and safety at work and paid holidays. The webpage on additional 

information presents other particularities for each national legislation. 
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Most of the websites developed by public administrations present the theme of posting via a 

heading on their home page. This presentation immediately helps users to identify the right 

page and access it. 

 

 

Illustration: "posting of workers" heading on the homepage of the German Ministry of 
Finance's website http://www.zoll.de/english_version/index.html
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Illustration: homepage of the website of the Belgian labour administration: 
http://www.emploi.belgique.be/home.aspx

This is however not the case of the website of the French Ministry of Labour, whose 

homepage with the "Labour" heading does not mention that any such information is 

available. This lack is however mitigated by the good ranking of the page dedicated to 

posting in the results displayed by the search engines. 
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Illustration: the homepage of the "Labour" page on the French Ministry of Labour does not 
include a "posting" heading 

Another case encountered is where the information on posting is buried in a page dealing 

with more general matters. The website of the Swedish Work Environment Authority does 

not accord posting a dedicated section. The information is dealt with in a broader section 

called "Working in Sweden". Apart from the fact that it only addresses workers, users have to 

make a considerable effort to read the entire webpage in order to identify the points specific 

to their situation as posted workers. 
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Illustration: the homepage of the Swedish Work Environment Authority website only presents 
a "Working in Sweden" section which includes information on posting. 

2. Processing information specific to posting  

The way in which the site organises access to information is essential if the aim is to allow 

users to understand their rights and obligations rapidly. To avoid discouraging users, the 

information should be organised by sub-headings using keywords adapted to their needs. 

The posting page by the Belgian labour administration169 does not seem satisfactory from this 

point of view in that it only includes two sections: a general section explaining the notion of 

posting and a single section presenting all the rules one after the other without distinguishing 

between the target audiences. It is up to the users to identify the relevant data in the long list 

displayed. 

The website of the Luxembourg labour administration170 does not allow users to identify the 

wealth of information given at first glance. The information presented on the "posting" page 

                                                 
169 http://www.employment.belgium.be/defaultTab.aspx?id=6540
170 http://www.itm.lu/detachement-de-travailleurs/posting-of-workers3?set_langugage=en  
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is brief and users may well miss the links at the bottom of the page with their non-explicit 

titles. And yet it is via these links that users can access the forms, collective agreements, 

agreed rates of pay etc.  

 

Illustration: posting page on the website of the Luxembourg labour administration 
http://www.itm.lu/detachement-de-travailleurs/posting-of-workers3?set_language=en

The website of the German Customs Authority171 in charge of inspecting posting operations 

is undeniably the easiest to read as the information is processed according to users' needs. 

The posting section distinguishes between three target audiences : undertakings, workers and 

labour hirers and hirers-out. 

 

                                                 
171 http://www.zoll.de/english_version/f0_aentg/index.html
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Each of these categories gives access to a specific tree structure dealing with the rights and/or 

obligations concerned. 

 

 

The sub-headings are particularly well-adapted for the requirements resulting from the 

posting directive being transposed into national law. 

The employer has access to requirements pertaining to: 

- the formalities to be respected upstream of posting 

- the minimum rates of pay 

- paid holidays 

- the legal terms applicable under the labour laws 
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- inspection authorities which may act on the territory of the Host State, their prerogatives 

and, in particular, the documents they may demand to see 

- the various offences and penalties applied 

- the liability of the contracting parties 

- the original texts from law- and agreement-based sources 

- the point of contact which may provide assistance 

Workers can access pages which are identical in part, plus a section reminding them of their 

right to appeal in the Host State. 
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Section 2. The quality of services offered by the website 

In addition to the information accessible from the websites, the quality of services offered to 

potential users constitutes an important factor in evaluating the public administration's ability 

to fulfil the criteria of "efficiency, active assistance, rapid delivery and accessibility, 

including e-accessibility" as described in article 2 §1 of the implementing regulation in terms 

of coordinating social security172. To this effect, several types of service can be envisaged: 

the website gives the opportunity of carrying out the formalities on line (A), offers assistance 

services (B) and make brochures and guides available (C). 

A. Possibility of carrying out the administrative formalities on line 

In terms of cross-border posting, the possibility of carrying out on-line formalities 

considerably simplifies the process for service providers who have a number of obligations to 

fulfil either in the State where they are based or in the State where they are envisaging 

providing services on a temporary basis. In view of the deadlines for providing the service, 

the possibility of conducting the formalities on line can simplify the task of undertakings and 

enable them to conform to the rules. 

E-administration is also advantageous for the public administrations themselves since the 

data collected via the on-line declarations not only allow the in- and out-flows of service-

providing undertakings to be determined for inspection purposes, but also useful databases 

for setting up public actions. Drawing up statistics for the professional sectors concerned, the 

nationality of the service providers and the period during which the services are provided, the 

number and level of qualification of the workers concerned – all this constitutes data which 

can help public policies to be adjusted (reinforcing cooperation with the administrative 

services of the Home States, identification of the sectors in demand and lack of labour force 

on the national territory etc.). From this angle, a single State is a pioneer in the field: 

Belgium. 

The possibility of carrying out formalities on line presupposes that on-line forms can be 

accessed and acknowledgements of receipt or certificates can also be requested and obtained 

                                                 
172 Regulation n°987/2009 of 16 September 2009, op cit. 
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on line. This e-administration is not to be confused with the possibility of accessing 

downloadable forms which then have to be sent by post. 

Our analysis shows that the situation differs according to the website: most websites provide 

access to downloadable forms to be filled in. 

When the legislation demands a preliminary posting declaration, the websites of the work 

authorities very often propose this declaration in electronic form. Whether they are filled in 

manually or not, the fact that they have to be signed makes it necessary to print them out. 

Users sometimes choose to scan the printed document to send it in digital form to the 

competent authority or else send it by post. 

For example, the websites of the French public administrations only propose downloadable 

forms and the addresses to which they have to be returned are particularly diverse. The 

posting declaration must be filled in and sent to the work inspectorate in the area where the 

service is provided. 

Illustration: preliminary declaration form put on line by the French Ministry of Labour, to be 
filled in and returned by post http://www.travail-solidarite.gouv.fr/IMG/pdf/IT_300-2.pdf

The need to request a posting certificate for social security is indicated on the CLEISS 

website173, but as this organisation is not authorised to issue the request form, undertakings 

are faced with the difficulty of identifying the competent organisation, i.e. the health 

insurance fund to which it is affiliated. There is no link to the health insurance fund to find 

                                                 
173 www.cleiss.fr
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out whether the request form is available on line. The various forms can be downloaded from 

the website of the general health insurance fund for workers www.ameli.fr, but no on-line 

services are proposed and the website is not up to date as the conditions for posting found on 

the site date back to the system under regulation 1408/71. 

 

Illustration: information on posting issued on the website of the French general health 
insurance for workers www.ameli.fr

The German Customs Authority website provides access to the posting declaration form, 

enabling the user to fill it in on line and to download it to send it back by post or fax to the 

central administration. 
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Illustration: preliminary declaration form put on line on the German Customs Authority 
website, to be filled in electronically, but to be sent by fax or by post https://www.formulare-

bfinv.de/ffw/form/display.do?%24context=0

The Belgian work authority and social security administration perform best from this point of 

view. According to the undertaking's project (carrying out temporary provision of services on 

Belgian territory or temporary provision of services in another State), the website of the 

official information and services portal enables users to access the two applications required 

to carry out the formalities on line. 

By using the website http://www.limosa.be/, foreign undertakings can identify themselves to 

the Belgian labour administration when they post workers to Belgium and an account is 

opened allowing them to manage their declarations on line. Although LIMOSA is managed 

by the Belgian National Social Security Office (ONSS), this is an administrative formality 

that addresses the obligations of service providers with regard to the Belgian labour 

administration (SPFE). 
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Illustration: the Limosa website aims to simplify declaration obligations for foreign 
undertakings and self-employed workers enabling them to proceed with the posting 

declaration on line https://www.socialsecurity.be/site_fr/Applics/meldingsplicht/index.htm
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Illustration: homepage of the LIMOSA website, Belgium 

The Belgian tool LIMOSA, set up in 2007, is a reference in terms of its easy access and the 

on-line services offered. The website gives details on the procedure and obligations to be 

carried out by the service provider and user, indicates the data to be provided, the deadline, 

and any penalties which may be incurred etc. Service providers who have identified 

themselves and proceeded with the compulsory declarations receive an acknowledgement of 

receipt called "limosa 1" which serves as a certificate that they have fulfilled their obligations 

both for the service user, who must request this document, and the Belgian inspection 

departments. 

The social security administration has also developed a tool for Belgian undertakings that 

envisage posting staff to another State. 

The Gotot application (GrensOverschrijdende Tewerkstelling - Occupation Transfrontalière) 

on cross-border employment enables users to request a posting authorisation from the 

Belgian social security administration. Formalities conducted on line lead to the automatic 

reception of an acknowledgement of receipt. Forms E101/A1 can be obtained by post or 

directly in a secure, personal zone on the portal website. 
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Illustration: the portal of the Belgian social security administration enables users to request 
the posting certificate on line via the GOTOT application 

https://www.socialsecurity.be/site_fr/Applics/gotot/index.htm

Being able to carry out formalities on line undeniably facilitates the task of undertakings and 

workers. It avoids searching for the appropriate postal addresses, which in terms of posting, 

can sometimes be varied and hard to identify (e.g. in France, the preliminary declaration to 

the offices of Direccte174 in the area where the service is provided, which supposes that the 

service provider knows the major regions of France in order to identify the right address as 

the link proposed to identify the list of addresses only gives a list of French regions, when a 

geographical map would undeniably be more convenient for a foreign service provider. The 

posting certificate for social security has to be requested from the health insurance office for 

salaried workers. This scattered approach can be harmful in terms of respecting the 

obligations and inefficient in terms of processing the data by the collecting administration. 

B. Assistance provided  

The assistance received by the stakeholders is all the more important as the process can be 

complex and the websites do not supply exhaustive information translated into the language 

of the potential user. Assistance therefore constitutes an essential supplement to making 

                                                 
174 Direction Régionale des Entreprises, de la Concurrence, de la Consommation, du Travail et de l'Emploi 
(Regional Department for Companies, Competition, Consumers, Labour and Employment).
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information available. It can come under different forms: providing access to a telephone 

helpline dedicated to posting (1) or providing other useful contacts for the stakeholders (2). 

1. Access to assistance provided by the public authorities 

Under article 7 of the Services Directive 2006/123/EC, the Member States must make sure 

that the service providers and users can benefit from the assistance of the competent 

authorities as and when required, in particular in terms of supplying the details necessary to 

contact them directly175. The posting directive is less categorical on assistance since the 

article related to cooperation regarding information deals with cooperation between 

administrations, notably through the setting-up of liaison offices supplying information to the 

stakeholders. The article has consequently been implemented differently from one public 

administration to another. 

Most public administration websites in charge of posting indicate precise details for the 

resource structures for stakeholders in the posting process. 

The German website http://www.zoll.de, indicates different details (phone and email) for 

undertakings or private individuals according to the language used (English or German). 

These points of contact are not specifically dedicated to posting. 

On the other hand, the Labour and Mines Inspectorate in Luxembourg176 mentions the 

existence of a "posting hotline" and proposes a dedicated email address177. 

Along the same lines, the Belgian SPFE website provides details of a structure in charge of 

informing employers and posted workers in Belgium about general questions regarding 

labour law and referring them, where appropriate, to the competent departments. 

The Belgian example illustrates the diversity of situations regarding the role of liaison offices 

in terms of assistance. 

The national Belgian liaison office considers that the task of assistance as part and parcel of 

its functions. 

                                                 
175 Article 7§1 b) of Directive 2006/123/EC: "1. Member States shall ensure that the following information is 
easily accessible to providers and recipients through the points of single contact: b. the contact details of the 
competent authorities enabling the latter to be contacted directly, including the details of those authorities 
responsible for matters concerning the exercise of service activities"; Article 7§2. « 2. Member States shall 
ensure that it is possible for providers and recipients to receive, at their request, assistance from the competent 
authorities, consisting in information on the way in which the requirements referred to in point (a) of paragraph 
1 are generally interpreted and applied."  
176 http://www.itm.lu/detachement-de-travailleurs
177 detachement@itm.etat.lu
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Illustration of the details provided in the posting section of the Belgian SPFE website 

On the other hand, the French Ministry of Labour only undertakes the task of supplying 

information in the framework of administrative cooperation with the competent authorities of 

other Member States. This choice has a negative impact on the assistance given to 

stakeholders: the posting webpage on the Ministry of Labour's website does not give any 

precise contact details and refers the user to the work inspectorates of the place where the 

service is provided, without any further specification. 

 

Illustration of the posting webpage of the French Ministry of Labour http://www.travail-
solidarite.gouv.fr/informations-pratiques,89/fiches-pratiques,91/detachement-de-

salaries,407/le-detachement-temporaire-en,2452.html#sommaire_6
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Supplying precise information from a central or local service which can answer the questions 

of the parties involved in a posting operation would today seem to be absolutely essential, 

and here, France does not come up to scratch. 

2. Supplying the contact details of other useful sources 

Assistance can also be understood as making information available about organisations and 

structures which can help the stakeholders uphold their rights. 

Article 7§1 e) of Directive 2006/123/EC requires Member States to make sure the contact 

details of associations or organisations other than the competent authorities are easily 

available via the points of single contact from which service providers and users may obtain 

practical help. In the same spirit, article 5 of the posting directive requests that "Member 

States shall take appropriate measures in the event of failure to comply with this Directive. 

They shall in particular ensure that adequate procedures are available to workers and/or 

their representatives for the enforcement of obligations under this Directive". Bearing this in 

mind, it would seem relevant to give stakeholders (undertakings and workers) the contact 

details of organisations capable of helping them uphold their rights. 

Presenting trade union organisations in charge of defending the interests of workers and 

employers in the Host State can help stakeholders who wish to introduce proceedings to 

ensure that the rights guaranteed under the directive are duly performed. 

The Swedish Work Environment Authority website dedicates a page to giving the contact 

details of Swedish employers' and employees' organisations to inform foreign workers : 
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Illustration: the website 
http://www.av.se/inenglish/working/labour_legislation/organisations.aspx presents a list of 

links to the websites of trade union organisations by professional sector 
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Reports giving details of posting per State on the website http://www.posting-workers.eu 

present all the links to trade union and employers' organisations in the building sector for 

each Member State. 

 

Illustration: excerpt from the "Spain report" presenting the website details of employers' and 
trade union organisations in the building sector on the website 

http://www.posting.workers.eu.

Making available the contact details of other professional organisations, such as consular 

chambers, may also contribute to improving assistance for stakeholders. 

C. Availability of brochures and guides 

Article 7§2 of Directive 2006/123/EC specifies that the assistance provided by the Member 

States must include "a simple step-by-step guide" and that the information on the parties' 

rights and obligations should be expressed in "plain and intelligible language"178. 

The guides should provide concise, portable information, thereby contributing to the process 

of disseminating information to the stakeholders. 

Many websites do not propose a downloadable guide (this is notably the case of the Spanish 

Ministry of Labour, the German Customs Authority and the Belgian SPFE website). 

                                                 
178 Article 7§2 of Directive 2006/123/EC. 
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An inappropriate title may also have a negative impact on the readability of the information 

available, which is the case, for example, of the downloadable document on the French 

Ministry of Labour's website entitled "annex"179 . 

An interesting example of an on-line guide dealing with aspects of both labour law and social 

security on the subject of posting is provided by the website of the Swedish Work 

Environment Authority180. The guide compensates for the gaps observed in the website in 

terms of posting by supplying concise information which is difficult to access on the website 

as they are buried in the section on "working in Sweden". 

 

Illustration: the downloadable on-line guide "Posting in Sweden" on the Swedish Work 
Environment Authority website http://www.av.se/inenglish/working/

Each national report can be downloaded from the website http://www.posting-workers.eu. 

These reports deal with all the social aspects of posting, insisting on the need to supply 

practical information for posting stakeholders in the building sector. The guides can be 

downloaded in PDF format in their entirety or by theme (pay, health and safety at work etc.). 

                                                 
179www.travail-
solidarite.gouv.fr/IMG/pdf/Annexe_fiche_Detachement_temporaire_en_France_d_un_salarie_d_une_entreprise
_etrangere-3-2.pdf
180 http://www.av.se/dokument/inenglish/books/h448.pdf
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Illustration: Italy report  available on the website http://www.posting-workers.eu

The public administration websites of the Belgian and Dutch social security administrations 

are particularly rich in the downloadable guides they offer, which summarise the rules of the 

posting process. The website of the Belgian social security administration (ONSS) offers 

brochures that explain the rules concerning posting to Belgium or another Member State. 
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Illustration: brochures accessible on the ONSS website 
https://www.socialsecurity.be/site_fr/Applics/gotot/index.htm 

https://www.socialsecurity.be/site_fr/Applics/meldingsplicht/index.htm

Conclusion 

The quality of services offered by the websites of public administrations targeting 

undertakings and workers implies considerable, on-going investment in order to guarantee 

the precision and accuracy of the information supplied and present the key aspects. The on-

line services are still under-developed, with the exception of Belgium which is a pioneer in 

this field. Set up in 2007, the "Limosa" and "Gotot" applications available to undertakings 

involved in transnational posting operations are based on two observations: Community law 

guarantees the free movement of services and people, but these freedoms come within the 

framework of national regulations. Making use of these freedoms should not distort the terms 

of competition on the territory of the Member States or jeopardise the level of protection of 

workers, and more broadly speaking their social model and the mechanisms of solidarity, in 
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particular via universally applied collective agreement tools and social security systems. The 

applications used in Belgium enable the Belgian State to check on the stakeholders and draw 

up reliable statistics while simplifying the formalities for the users. These tools also reflect a 

remarkable partnership between the different public administrations181 whose needs 

converge: having a central database at their disposal fed by the stakeholders as they carry out 

their economic activities and, by pooling data collection, avoiding any overlap of the 

formalities required. 

                                                 
181 Limosa is based on a partnership between the competent public services in terms of labour, social security, 
national security and foreign affairs (Ministries and social security systems).  
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Overall conclusion  

To ensure accessibility to quality information and associated services, we first need to  

consider the objectives targeted not just by a particular administration, but by all those who 

may benefit from an improvement to the services provided. At a time when one of the aims 

of the public policies of Member States is to combat fraudulent practices by tightening their 

legislation and reinforcing controls, they must provide information and assistance services 

upstream which will enable undertakings and workers to understand their obligations and 

rights. 

Assessing websites dedicated to information on posting means we can evaluate how much 

more must be done. The States have to overcome a whole gamut of difficulties to improve 

the information provided for stakeholders. 

Dispersion of information may lead to the key information being completely smothered. The 

structure of public administrations can constitute a real obstacle when the public authorities 

do not set up a portal helping to clarify the functions of each public service. This observation 

is particularly true in terms of social security where the information is spread over several 

systems and/or branches of social security. In this case, it is particularly difficult for users to 

define the exact nature of their obligations. Setting up a single portal along the lines of the 

Belgian or Luxembourg model could improve the reliability of the information, either by 

directly indicating the precise rules on the portal itself, or by giving the reference websites. 

For this single portal to be efficient, good referencing is an essential factor and can eliminate 

any competition from inadequate websites which may be better ranked . The good 

referencing of websites undeniably facilitates access to information. The authors of this 

report sometimes found it hard to identify the right source, i.e. the official websites of the 

public administrations, even though we had many advantages over the everyday user 

(knowledge of the content searched, research ability and use of ICTs)

182

. 

                                                 
182 The single Belgian portal is not well referenced from this point of view since when the request "single 
Belgian portal" is entered, it does not appear in the top 10 results. 
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The posting of workers carried out within the frame of cross-border service provision 

constitutes a good illustration of the ability of the Member States to remove obstacles 

stemming from the dispersion of the rules within the legal paraphernalia and their ability to 

ensure that foreign persons can access these instruments without the barrier of language. 

Improving the quality of the information made available on the websites may seem more 

immediately attainable by the public administrations: updating the data and structuring the 

information to improve its readability on the website are relatively simple points to change. 

Developing on-line services is on the agenda in various States (France, Luxembourg), even if 

the services offered may not be so exhaustive. France has scheduled the implementation of a 

tool for on-line declarations via the "Framide183" application (the application should allow 

work permits to be requested for foreign employees). The Luxembourg administration (ITM) 

is planning on setting up "e-posting", a service allowing undertakings to carry out the 

preliminary declarations on line, which will replace the CDS communication system 

currently available on line in Word format. 

It would seem that the difficulties recorded cannot be overcome without assistance being 

provided by the public authorities and professional organisations whose function is to 

represent and assist undertakings and workers. 

This assessment has enabled us to observe that each website offers advantages which can be 

exploited to improve the information systems on line. The table hereafter identifies the best 

practices with a cross. Consequently all interested persons can consult these best practices on 

the website concerned. 

Analysis can lead to a reflection on the adequate level required to disseminate this key 

information to the stakeholders concerned. 

A comparison between the information given on the websites of the public administrations 

and the social partners in the building sector has often led us to quote the latter as a model. It 

is better referenced than some national websites, it sometimes provides exhaustive 

information and it addresses the practical aspects. It is useful in a sector that is particularly 

affected by transnational postings of workers. Set up in 2009, it remains to be seen how it 

develops in the future, in particular as far as updates are concerned. 

                                                 
183 Framide being a contraction of "France migration détachement" (France migration posting). 
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However, it cannot replace the information given on a national level by the public 

administrations, especially if they offer stakeholders on-line services and technical 

assistance. 

It cannot really be compared with public administrations in that it targets all the Members 

States regarding a single business sector. 

It does, however, pose the question of the adequate geographical scope for disseminating the 

information. 

Even supposing that the Member States gradually improve the information they give, our 

assessment has led us to observe that the main obstacle resides in access to the appropriate 

websites. The rule put forward in article 5 §3 (ex-article 5 TEC) of the European Union 

Treaty and Treaty on the functioning of the European Union could be useful: "Under the 

principle of subsidiarity, and in areas which do not fall within its exclusive competence, the 

Union shall only act if, and insofar as, the objectives of the proposed actions cannot be 

sufficiently achieved by the Member States, either at central level or at regional and local 

level, but can rather, by reason of the scale or effects of the proposed action, be better 

achieved at Union level.". By virtue of this rule, the role of the European Commission could 

be to foster the publication of addresses in the section of its website dedicated to posting : 

http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?catId=726&langId=fr

This page provides access to the national reports of the 27 Members Stats in three 

languages184. The reports present the rules stemming from the transposition of Directive 

96/71. Some are obsolete (e.g. France and Sweden), others give no information on the 

websites from which the reports were drawn (e.g. Germany), and none deal with the key 

aspects in terms of social security since their aim is limited to presenting the rules stemming 

from Directive 96/71. 

This page could usefully pad out the information by giving the precise URL address of the 

pages dedicated to posting in each Member State. This data is already present, but only in a 

file giving the contact details of the liaison offices, which does not help to make them readily 

accessible. 

Furthermore, the addresses provided are often incomplete either because they refer users to 

general websites, or because the useful websites are not systematically displayed, or again 

because the only referral to labour administration websites turn out to be inadequate from the 
                                                 
184 English, French and German. 
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point of view of the users. In addition, the page is currently very badly referenced and only 

well informed users are able to access it. 
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AANNNNEEXXEESS::    

� Germany:  

http://www.zoll.de/english_version/f0_aentg/index.html, website of the Customs Authority in 

Germany in charge of inspecting posting operations under the aegis of the Ministry of 

Finance (Bunderministerium der Finanzen ) 

http://www.dvka.de/oeffentlicheSeiten/ArbeitenAusland/AntragA1.htm, website of the 

department in charge of international relations with the "GKV Spitzenverband", a federal 

public structure representing the legal health insurance funds.

� Belgium:  

http://www.employment.belgium.be/defaultTab.aspx?id=6540, website of the SFPE Federal 

Public Service for Employment, Labour and Social Dialogue (Service public fédéral Emploi, 

Travail et Concertation sociale)

https://www.socialsecurity.be/site_fr/home_default.htm, website of the Federal Public Social 

Security Department (Service Public Fédéral de Sécurité Sociale) 

� Spain:  

http://www.mtas.es/es/guia/texto/guia_6/contenidos/guia_6_15_3.htm, website of the 

Spanish Ministry of Labour and Immigration  

http://www.seg-

social.es/Internet_6/Internacional/reglamentoscomunitarios2/regla883/TrabDesCE/index.htm

,  website of the Spanish Social Security Department coming under the aegis of the Spanish 

Ministry of Labour and Immigration 

� France:  

http://www.travail-solidarite.gouv.fr/informations-pratiques,89/fiches-

pratiques,91/detachement-de-salaries,407/, website of the French Ministry of Labour, 

Solidarity and Public Service (Ministère du travail, de la solidarité et de la fonction publique) 

http://www.cleiss.fr/, website of the Centre for European and International Liaisons for 

Social Security (Centre des liaisons européennes et internationales de la sécurité sociale), a 
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public administrative service in charge of fostering the correct application of Community and 

international rules working for the public authorities and all the social security institutions  

� Luxembourg:  

http://www.itm.lu/detachement-de-travailleurs/posting-of-workers3?set_language=en, 

website of ITM, the Labour and Mines Inspectorate (Inspection du Travail et des Mines) 

coming under the aegis of the Ministry of Labour and Employment. 

http://www.ccss.lu/, website of the joint social security centre,  coming under the Ministry of 

Social Affairs and Employment 

 � Netherlands:  

http://english.szw.nl/index.cfm?menu_item_id=14640&hoofdmenu_item_id=14632&rubriek

_item=392437&rubriek_id=391971&set_id=3630,  website of the Ministry of Social Affairs 

and Employment 

http://www.svb.nl/int/fr/id/, website of the social insurance bank (Sociale Verzekeringsbank  

-SVB), a State-controlled public organisation in charge of applying Dutch social insurance 

� Swede: 

http://www.av.se/inenglish/working/this_is/, website of the Swedish Work Environment 

Authority 

� "Posting Workers"  

http://www.posting-workers.eu, website on posting in Europe of the European social partners 

in the building sector, (ECIF-EFBW) 
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